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PREFACE

T

HIS VOLUME differs from previous members of the series, which covered either a single artist, a
family of artists or a whole school, in that it deals with the drawings of two artists who are not
very obviously connected. The reasons for including Castiglione and Stefano della Bella between
the same covers are primarily those of practical convenience, in that their combined works compose a
volume of about the right size, and that neither of them fits in with any major group or school as represented in the Royal Library. It would, however, be possible to find historical justifications for making
them bedfellows. They were near to being contemporaries ; both were primarily draughtsmen rather
than painters ; both stand at the crossing of the currents of northern and Italian art. But such arguments
would be special pleading ; and it cannot be denied that as artists they are of very different types :
Castiglione starts as a naturalist in the Flemish manner and turns towards the baroque religious style ; Stefano
starts as a retardataire Mannerist in the style ofCallot and later comes under the influence of Dutch art.
Some explanation must also be given of the disparity in the treatment which the two artists here
receive. The introduction to the section dealing with Stefano della Bella is no more than an essay,
whereas that for Castiglione has in course of time become almost a short monograph. This difference
in scale was dictated by the nature of the material, and by the existing literature in the two cases. In
the case of Stefano della Bella the ground has already been fairly well worked, though more in relation
to the etchings than to the drawings. Moreover, the drawings by him in the Royal Library, though
nw ,ous and fine in quality, form only one of many groups which survive to this day, those in the Uffizi,
the Louvre, and the Hermitage being at least of nearly equal importance. This catalogue did not,
therefore, seem the appropriate occasion for a full survey of his work.
The case of Castiglione is quite different. The only monograph on him deals almost exclusively
with his paintings and leaves much to be desired, even in this field. Moreover, since its publication
many paintings have been discovered, mainly in English private collections. Finally, the drawings at
Windsor form by far the most important body of evidence available about his work and development.
I have therefore thought it worth while to attempt a survey on a wide scale, correcting errors in previous
biographies, proposing a chronology both of drawings and paintings as far as I could gain access to
them, and trying to place the artist in the general perspective of Italian and, in certain respects, of European
art. This task was perhaps over-ambitious, and I am only too well aware of the gaps that I have left.
But to fill them would have required lengthy research, which it was impossible to undertake at the moment,
and visits to places which are no longer accessible. My principal hope is that the results here presented
may encourage others to correct and amplify them.
The debts I have incurred in preparing this volume are many. To Sir Owen Morshead, the
Royal Librarian, I owe a debt which only those who have taken pan in the work on this series can
properly appreciate. Professor Johannes Wilde has helped me throughout the preparation of the
catalogue, from the moment before the end of the war, when he went through my first tentative classification of the Castiglione drawings, to the last stage, when he read the manuscript of the introduction.
Over the work on Stefano della Bella I am particularly indebted to Miss Erica O'Donnell, who took up
(vii)
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the preparation of the entries at the stage to which I had been able to get them during the war years, and
by examining the major collections of his drawings in the European museums and studying his etchings
was able to turn a rough draft into a complete text, adding many new identifications and much other
material. Miss Annemarie Meyer of the Warburg Institute and Mme. Horn-Morvan of the Bibliotheque de r Arsenal gave valuable help in the pursuit - unhappily fruitless - of facts about Stefano
della Bella's activities as a stage designer. To Signor Podesta, of the Palazzo Bianco, Genoa, I am
indebted for much help in tracing paintings in Genoa by Castiglione and his contemporaries. Miss
Aydua Scott-Elliot has, as always, cooperated to the full in the checking of all details on the originals.
In the early stages Dr. Margaret Whinney typed and regularized all the entries. Miss Elsa Scheerer
has had the responsibility of preparing the final manuscript for the press and of making all those
checks and corrections the need for which only becomes apparent in the last stages.
Finally I must express my gratitude to those owners of paintings who have generously allowed me
to reproduce them in this volume.
A.F.B.
November 1953
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INTRODUCTION

C

A S T I G L I O N E i s a n artist who deserves closer study than he has so far received. He is not
one of the great masters, but he is interesting from several points of view. Aesthetically he
illustrates perfectly the potentialities and at the same time the limitations of baroque virtuosity, its energy on the one hand, and its superficiality on the other. Historically he is a significant
figure in the phase of Italian art when it was being in part rejuvenated by new blood from northern
Europe. He was a man of endless, if not very profound, invention, a draughtsman of facility and
vitality, a skilful etcher, and the inventor of the monotype process. He is generally thought of as a
specialist in the depiction of animals, but as a glance through the plates of this volume will show,
this is far from being the limit of his ability, and he was capable of representing the most varied
subjects, religious, allegorical, and classical. Though a great part of his work conforms to the rather
obvious emotionalism of the Italian Baroque, in his few very late drawings he attains real intensity
of dramatic expression.
The facts known about his life are few, and the dated works even fewer, but a study of the drawings at Windsor - more than half of those surviving from his hand - together with the traceable
paintings makes it possible to give at any rate a tentative account of his career and of the evolution
of his style.l
Soprani tells us that Castiglione was born in Genoa, but unfortunately omits to mention the date.
Eighteenth-century writers give it as 1616, but as this cannot be reconciled with any of the facts
given by Soprani about the artist's early training, it has been generally agreed that it must be
incorrect.2 Delogu has suggested 1610 as a more probable date, but if we assume it to be even
earlier, about 1600, all the known facts fall into place. Soprani tells us that Castiglione's first master
was Giovanni Battista Paggi, a later Mannerist who died in 1627, but that he also studied under
Giovanni Andrea de Ferrari (1598-1669) and under Van Dyck during the latter's visit to Genoa
which occupied the years 1621-7. The contacts with Paggi and Van Dyck would both be difficult
if Castiglione was only born in 1616, but perfectly plausible if we assume the date of his birth to be
about fifteen years earlier. This would also fit in with an unrecorded etching in the British Museum,
which is apparently an eighteenth-century copy after a lost original and is inscribed: Giovanni
Castiglione 1627.3
lr
The literature on Castiglione is small. The earliest life is that in Soprani, Vite de9 Pittori. . . Genovesi, Genoa, 1674, which was republished in enlarged form by Ratti in 1768. The only monograph by Delogu (G. B. Castiglione, Bologna, 1928) gives a useful summary
of the available information, but a chronology with which I find myself in complete disagreement. In an article 'The Drawings of
G. B. Castiglione' (Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, viii, 1945, p. 161) I attempted to work out the chronology of the
drawings, and for the detailed arguments on the subject I would refer the reader to this article.
*This date is usually attributed to Ratti, but it was actually current much earlier. It was given by Mariette, who quotes it in his
manuscript notes (published as the Abece'dario, Paris, 1851-60, i, p. 335) and gives it in the preface to the catalogue of the Boyer
d'Aguilles collection published in 1745. In the same year it is quoted by Dezallier d'Argenville in the first edition of his Abrege de la
vie desplus fameux Peintres (i, p. 379) and from that source seems to have passed into all later works, including Ratti.
In his notes Mariette gives as his authority the manuscript Vite, written by the Roman Niccolo Pio and finished in 1714. Pio deserves
some respect, because he was writing within half a century of Castiglione's death, but he was notoriously unreliable on his own field of
Roman art and is therefore even less to be regarded as infallible on a Genoese painter. Moreover, he is the source of a demonstrable
error on the date of Castiglione's death. He gives it as 1690, but, as Mariette points out in quoting him, Soprani, writing in 1674,
refers to the artist as dead. Perhaps, adds Mariette, Pio meant 1670. From this emendation has arisen the date most frequently given
as that of the artist's death. It is printed in the form 'Vers 1670' by Mariette himself in the Boyer d'Aguilles catalogue, repeated
without the vers by Dezallier d'Argenville (op. cit., p. 381), cited from him by Ratti, so reaching final respectability. Given this origin
there seems no reason to prefer this purely speculative date to that of 1665 given by G. Cadioli (Descrizione delle Pitture di Mantova,
Mantua, 1763, p. 13), on the authority of the inscription on the artist's tomb (cf. Delogu, p. 39). Mariette himself recorded Cadioli's
date, but presumably in a note made after his deductions from Pio, too late for him to have an opportunity of correcting his former
mistake in print.
•The date c. 1600 would also satisfactorily fit with the fact that by 1634 Gastiglione was already a member of the Academy of St Luke
in Rome.

(3)
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The indications given by Soprani fail in a singular degree to account for what appears to be the
style of Castiglione during his early years in Genoa, that is to say, till shortly before 1634.l He can
have learnt little that was to be of lasting use to him from his Mannerist teacher Paggi, and not
much from Andrea de Ferrari, though we shall have occasion to notice one or two links with his
works. Even his time in the studio of Van Dyck seems to have left less mark on Castiglione than one
would have expected. Apart from a general warmth of palette, and the adoption of a particular
technique of drawing to be discussed later, he appears to have taken little advantage of this opportunity. Nor do the works of Rubens in Genoa seem to have affected him any more deeply at this
stage of his career. 2
In fact Castiglione remained at this moment outside what was the main stream of early
seventeenth-century painting in Genoa. He ignored the local school, as represented by the nearbaroque naturalism of Fiasella and Assereto, the eclecticism of Ansaldo, or the more vigorous and
personal style of the young Strozzi, just as completely as he neglected Rubens and Van Dyck. The
clue to the real influences on his early formation is given by Mariette, who tells us that he was for
a time a pupil of Sinibaldo Scorza (1589-1631). 3 Scorza was another pupil of Paggi who showed
few traces of his influence, but became a specialist in the painting of animals, choosing themes
which justified the introduction of such accessories the stories of the Patriarchs, Orpheus, Circe, and
many other subjects later exploited by Castiglione. 4 His principal models were the works of certain
Flemish painters, particularly Jan Bruegel the Elder, which seem already to have been available
in Genoa in his time. Scorza was not an isolated phenomenon in Liguria, where the tradition of
naturalism and animal painting was more firmly established at the beginning of the seventeenth
century than in any other part of Italy. The works of the Bassani were popular there and are
frequently mentioned in early inventories, and paintings by sixteenth-century Flemings, such as
Aertsen and Beuckelaer, seem to have been imported at an early date. Cornelis and Lucas de Wael,
painters of battle pieces, were both in Genoa by 1613, and another Fleming, Jan Roos (1591-1638),
a figure of far greater importance in the formation of Castiglione's style, was in Genoa from 1614 till
his death in 1638, except for a short visit to Rome from which he returned in 1616.5 Roos had been
a pupil of Snyders and brought to Genoa a type of composition dominated by animals on a large
scale, treated in a broad baroque manner, as opposed to the minute creatures with which Scorza
built up his late Mannerist designs. Certain of Roos' themes, such as the donkey laden with household utensils shown in the 'Pastoral5, formerly in the Palazzo Rosso,6 were taken over directly by
Castiglione and used throughout his career.
The firm evidence about Castiglione's work before he left Genoa is very limited. The engraving
of 1627 (Fig- i)3 however, shows him working in the manner of Roos, and a drawing of camels and
sheep (pi. i) is so close to the manner of Scorza that it might almost be attributed to him, but for
the scratchy indications of the rough ground on which the animals stand, which is more in the
style of drawings executed by Castiglione in his last years in Genoa or his first in Rome.
1
One composition is known from an anonymous engraving, the style of which would correspond to Soprani's account and may
therefore be a very early work by the artist. It represents the 'Entombment' and contains certain figures which suggest the influence
of late Genoese Mannerism and others reminiscent of Van Dyck. The engraving appears to date from the early eighteenth century,
and cannot therefore be considered very reliable evidence; but another engraving, evidently by the same hand and bearing a similar
inscription,
records what is certainly a genuine Castiglione design, and thus somewhat enhances the validity of the 'Entombment'.
2
It is true that Castiglione draws much on Rubens in his painting of 'St James driving the Moors out of Spain' in the church of
S.
Giacomo della Marina, but this work dates from a much later period, c. 1645 (cf. below, p. 9 ff.).
3
If Castiglione actually worked in Scorza's studio, it must have been before 1619, because between 1619 and 1627 Scorza was hardly
in
Genoa (cf. Delogu, Pittori minori liguri, p. 33 ff.), and by 1627 Castiglione's style seems to have been completely formed.
4
These themes, particularly those from the Old Testament, were also used by the Dutch followers of Elsheimer, such as Lastman,
Jan
Pynas, Moeyaert, but their treatment is entirely different and there is no reason to think that their works were known in Genoa.
5
For Roos see Delogu, Pittori minori, pp. 16 ff. and pis. 5-7.
6
Ibid. pi. 6. Destroyed in the last war.
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FIG. I. THE CARAVAN. Museum, Rouen

It seems also reasonable to place in these Genoese years a group of four sketches (Nos. 2-5; cf.
Figs. 2 and 4) which show the hesitant and rather fussy style of a young artist, rather than the
bravura which marks almost all of Castiglione's later works. They are, moreover, in water-colour,
a northern technique, which was practised in Genoa in the late sixteenth century. Two of these
drawings are closly related to surviving paintings, one at Knowsley (Fig. 3), the other in the National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa (Fig. 5), which were therefore probably executed at this period.
These canvases can give us some idea of Castiglione's style in his early Genoese period before he
went to Rome. The compositions are crowded and incoherent. They are dominated by a mass of
animals, birds, pots and pans, heaped up together, filling the foreground with a sort of rugged highrelief structure, behind which the eye is usually allowed to pass to a glimpse of a remote background
with minute figures standing in no defined relation to what is taking place in the foreground. This
Mannerist spatial arrangement is accompanied by sharp unqualified local colour and by a hard
rather metallic handling, designed to render the texture of surfaces with Flemish precision.l
Castiglione continued to paint this kind of subject throughout his life, but in his later versions the
spacing is more lucid, the detail less fussy, the colour more Venetian, and the handling freer.
*Six other paintings can be added to this group on stylistic grounds: The 'Journey of Abraham' at Munich, formerly in the Diisseldorf Gallery; the 'Caravan' at Rouen (Fig. I); the 'Journey of Jacob' in the Ospedale S. Martino, Genoa (Delogu, pi. 16); the
'Animals leaving the Ark' in the Palazzo Bianco, Genoa (Delogu, pi. 11), and the two scenes from the life of Noah at Nantes (Delogu,
pis. 12 and 13). All these have the same overfilled high-relief foreground, with the laden donkey prominently displayed, and all but
one have unrelated small figures in the background. All these paintings are connected in their general design with a composition by
Giovanni Andrea de Ferrari, 'The Family of Jacob' in the Accademia di Belle Arti, Genoa (reproduced Delogu, pi. 69), but Ferrari's
treatment is much broader and more baroque than Castiglione's. A seventh painting, 'Moses burying the Egyptian', known from
the engraving made by Coelemans when it was in the Boyer d'Aguilles collection, probably also belongs to this period, since it is
connected with drawing No. 2. A red chalk study for it is in the British Museum.
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Castiglione's knowledge of northern art in Genoa was not, however, limited to the Flemings, for
it was almost certainly at this stage of his career that he began to study the etchings of Rembrandt.
The most obvious evidence of this interest is to be found in the two series of etched heads (B. 32-47
and 48-53), which are direct pastiches of Rembrandt's etchings of the iGso's. Some, but not all, of
them are signed with the artist's name without the addition of Genovese, which he normally uses
when not working in his native city, and this suggests that the series was begun in Genoa, but
finished after his removal to Rome. Further evidence of an early interest in Rembrandt is to be
found in drawing No. 17 (Fig. 10), which is, like the etched heads, a direct pastiche and is executed
in Castiglione's early manner. Other direct imitations are two monotypes of turbaned heads. One at
Holkham (Calabi 6), which is again signed without the addition of Genovese, conforms in style to
Castiglione's early work, and the other, at Windsor (frontispiece), is freer in drawing and probably
slightly later.
Castiglione also executed larger etchings in the manner of Rembrandt which probably date from this
period, notably the 'Animals entering the Ark' (B.i), 'Tobit burying the dead' (6.5, signed without
Genovese), the 'Raising of Lazarus' (B.6), and the 'Discovery of the bodies of St Peter and St Paul'
(8.14). His interest in Rembrandt, however, was not limited to these early years but was to recur, in
different forms, all through his career, producing its most fruitful results in the very last drawings.
We do not know the exact date at which Castiglione left Genoa, but his name appears on the
register of the Academy of St Luke in Rome as a member in 1634. Mariette tells us that he left
because he thought himself insulted by his patrons the Lomellini, but this is not confirmed by any
other writers. He certainly did not shake the dust of Genoa off his feet in anger, for Soprani and
others emphasize the fact that he maintained good relations with his Genoese friends, continued to
work for them as far as his other commitments allowed, and frequently revisited his native city.
There is external evidence to confirm at least one visit in 1645.
Ratti makes him visit Florence on his way to Rome and there paint for the Grand Duke a selfportrait in the Uffizi and two paintings, the 'Circe' and the 'Pastoral', which are still in the Pitti.
This story, which is not mentioned by Soprani, is suspect, because, as has been pointed out by
O. Grosso,1 the two paintings in question are almost certainly not by Castiglione but by his follower
Anton Maria Vassallo,2 and the self-portrait3 shows a man of at least 45 and could not, therefore,
have been painted as early as 1634.
At any rate we are on sure ground in stating that Castiglione was in Rome by 1634, and there
is reason to believe that he stayed there till about 1648, apart from a visit to Naples in 1635, necessitated by the fact that he had become involved in one of those brawls which were so common a
feature of Bohemian life in Rome,4 and another visit to Genoa in 1645.
The artistic situation in Rome in the i63o's was very different from that in Genoa. The northern
naturalism which Castiglione had found in his own city was practised there in different form by the
Bamboccisti, but it was only a very minor thread in the general tissue of Roman painting. On the
one side the full baroque was flourishing in the hands of Pietro da Cortona and his followers; on the
other the more classical and academic manner of the Carracci was carried on by Domenichino 5
14
A.
2

M. Vassallo e la pittura d'animali nei primi del '600 a Geneva', Dedalo, iii, 1922-3, p. 502.
In his Castiglione of 1928 (p. 50) Delogu regretfully accepts them as by Castiglione, but in his Pittori minori, of 1931 he reproduces
them as by Vassallo (pis. 49 and 51). Soprani, who mentions almost all the other towns which we know Castiglione visited, does not
include
Florence in his list.
3
Reproduced Delogu, pi. 21.
4
Cf. Delogu, p. 6. The phrase era in Napoli given by Delogu is presumably a misprint for ora in Napoli.
5
Domenichino was mainly in Naples during these years, but Castiglione himself was there for a time about 1635. According to
Malvasia (Felsina Pittrice, ii, Bologna, 1841, p. 241) Domenichino greatly admired Castiglione's colouring, and had a small painting
by him in his private room till his death.
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and Andrea Sacchi. But parallel with these two public and official movements there existed less
conspicuous schools. One was formed by a group of painters - Poussin, Testa and Mola - who,
under the patronage of Cassiano del Pozzo and on the fringes of the Barberini circle, were fusing
Venetian romanticism with a more correct classicism based on the study of antiquity in Rome.
Another was the line of landscape painting, mainly deriving from the northerner Elsheimer, and
represented in the 1630*8 by young Dutch artists and by Claude.
Castiglione's general outlook and his previous training prevented him from attaching himself
to the pure classical school, and he had already shown his detachment from the baroque in Genoa
by his neglect of Rubens. But his admiration for the warm palette of Van Dyck and for the manner
of the Bassani would have inclined him towards the Venetian group, and his naturalistic leanings
would have put him in sympathy with the landscape painters.
The only direct evidence that we possess about his contacts in Rome is to be found in the depositions connected with the brawl of 1635. From these we learn that the man whom he was accused of
attacking was a Genoese painter called Giovanni Battista Greppi. He was a member of the Academy
of St Luke, and painted altarpieces for Roman churches and decorations for Cardinal Crescenzi,
whose family were among the early patrons of Claude. Greppi was a friend of Agostino Tassi and of
Tommaso Luini, called II Caravaggino, a pupil of Lanfranco and Sacchi. Castiglione presumably
knew the circle of Greppi, or the latter would not have had any incentive to provoke him, as he did,
by making unfriendly jokes about him in what appear to have been charades in the house of Niccolo
Soderini during the carnival; and these details help us to place the artist in the circle connected
with Tassi and Claude, and merging with the more classical section of official Roman painting.
The stylistic evidence is even clearer. An etching of 1638 (6.28) is still in the Genoese manner, but
one group of drawings (Nos. 10-15; see Figs. 7 and 8) show him adapting his early technique to a
kind of landscape which is near to what was being produced in Rome in the circle of Tassi and the
early Claude. Two drawings of this group, however (Nos. 8 and 9; cf. Fig. 6), point to what was to
be perhaps the most effective influence on Castiglione during the early years in Rome. The Tan and
Syrinx5 is directly taken from the painting of the same subject by Poussin, executed according to
Felibien in or shortly before 1637.* Another drawing of the same period (pi. 10) is taken from
Poussin's 'Saving of Pyrrhus' of about i635.2 Several etchings3 and paintings,4 though not derived
from specific compositions of Poussin, show evident signs of his influence. Castiglione imitates and
adapts the various aspects of Poussin's works in his Venetian period of the iGso's, the lively Bacchic
compositions, the more elegiac themes, such as the 'Arcadian Shepherds', and the Ovidian love
stories. He also comes close to his rather loose, picturesque type of composition, based on the early
Titian.
On the basis of these works, and of other drawings (pis. 2-14), which because of their similar
technique must be placed in the same period, that is to say roughly the years up to 1640,5 we can
define the change which had taken place in Castiglione's work after his transfer to Rome from
Genoa. As before, he continues to paint, or at least draw, the animal scenes and Journeys of the
Patriarchs, but he has now enlarged his repertory to include mythological and pastoral subjects,
l

Entretiens, p. 25. Grautoff, Nicolas Poussin., Munich, 1914, ii, No. 66.
*Grautoff, op. cit., No. 57.
'Bartsch, Nos. 16-18.
4
The 'Satyr' in the Corsini, Rome (Delogu, pi. 20); the 'Bacchanal* in Turin (ibid., pi. 24); the 'Bacchanal' in the Hermitage (ibid.,
pi. 25), and its pair, the 'Pastoral' in Moscow (rep. in Lasareff, 'Ueber einige neue Bilder von Benedetto Castiglione', Staedel-Jahrbuch,
vi, 1930, pi. 33). The two last paintings are on copper, a technique otherwise unknown in Castiglione's ceuvre, and their attribution to
him must be regarded as somewhat uncertain.
•A further link which ties these drawings to the 1630*5 is the connexion between No. 72 and the 'Bacchanal' in the Hermitage
mentibned in the previous note.
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far more lyrical in character than his previous themes. His style changes correspondingly. The fussy
Flemish naturalism gives place to a broader, more Venetian, handling, with a richer quality of
pigment. In the drawings and in certain of the paintings, such as the Turin 'Bacchanal', the composition becomes less full, and the open landscape gives a space lacking in the earlier designs.
His relationship to Poussin is far from being one of pure imitation. One need only compare their
two versions of the Tyrrhus' to see how completely Castiglione has neglected the carefully worked
out poise of the Frenchman's composition, and has turned a design of tense finality into one of
loose but agreeable picturesqueness. The unintellectual approach of Castiglione is apparent even
in this comparison with a work of Poussin in one of his least intellectual moods, and it is hardly
necessary to say that Castiglione did not follow his master into his later and more classical phase, but
goes off after quite different models. Nevertheless, at this stage Castiglione must be counted as a
member of the Venetian group round Poussin.
It was probably in his early years in Rome that Castiglione evolved the characteristic technique
of brush drawing on paper, in which the greater part of his sketches are executed. The method
seems to have been to take a fairly coarsely ground pigment without any binding medium, mixing it
with linseed oil, and using a lesser or greater quantity of oil according as the paint was to be more
or less opaque. The pigment used varies at different periods from a yellowish or even greenish
brown, to a fairly strong orange, and in the late drawings to a dull crimson. In the early sketches
the whole effect is obtained by sharp, clearly defined brush strokes, but in the later works semitransparent washes are used, and in some cases the sky and parts of the figures are finished with
ordinary oil paint mixed in the normal way with a binding medium.l
This method had great advantages for an artist of Castiglione's particular temperament. It is a
rapid and fluent technique which enables the painter - one cannot really say draughtsman in this
context - to obtain with a few strokes a striking, if sometimes rather superficial effect. It is well
suited to the lively baroque form of composition which Castiglione used, particularly in his later
period. It offers no opportunity for the careful, thoughtful formulation employed by a Poussin, but
such a conception of art was in any case entirely foreign to Castiglione.
The origin of the method is unknown, but it seems to be a cheap version of the oil sketches on
panel in which Rubens and Van Dyck specialized. Alternatively it can be regarded as a reminiscence
of the oil sketches on paper which were so much favoured by Venetian painters of the sixteenth
century and later by the Carracci and their followers. The principal difference between Castiglione's
technique and those of his predecessors is that the latter seem always to use pigment already mixed
with a binding medium.
In the early Roman period Castiglione uses this new technique not only for the 'Journeys' and
pastoral themes which he had already treated in Genoa, but also for the new mythological subjects
which belong to his Poussinesque phase. Plate 13 shows how he could translate the Tan and Syrinx'
of Fig. 6 into a form suitable to the brush technique. Plates 2 and 3, however, provide evidence that
he sometimes preserved a design almost unchanged even when treating it in two different
media.
It was apparently about the same time that Castiglione made his remarkable invention of the
technique of monotype (see Frontispiece and pis. 48-50), that is to say a single pull taken from a
metal plate on which the design has been painted in printer's ink. Like his brush drawing, this
method gave Castiglione just the freedom that he wanted, and allowed him further to produce rich
effects of chiaroscuro. Having apparently invented the method without any previous model to
l
l am greatly indebted to Sir Gerald Kelly, P.R.A., who made experiments in imitating Castiglione's technique and arrived at
the results here set out.
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guide him, he managed to extract from it at once the most complex effects. Sometimes, as in pi. 48,
the design is mainly brushed in with black lines on white; at other times, as in pis. 49 and 50, the
whole plate was first covered with ink and the design then drawn on it with some kind of blunt
reed, so that the lines stand out white on black; in yet other examples the two methods are combined, as in the 'Man in a Turban5 (Frontispiece), where the forms have first been established in
black on white, but the effects in certain parts, such as the beard, have then been strengthened by
the addition of lines in white on the generally black mass. In this particular instance Castiglione has
gone even further and has finished the head with the addition of touches of brown ink or watercolour applied with a brush to the paper after the pull was taken. l
Castiglione's etchings of the early Roman years have the same general character as the drawings
and monotypes of the period (cf. Fig. 9). Their themes, as has already been said, are often related to
Poussin's pastoral subjects, and technically they conform to Castiglione's general tendency away
from a northern naturalism towards a more picturesque style. The artist no longer uses a Rembrandtesque chiaroscuro; the touch is lighter, though less expressive than in the Heads, and the
whole atmosphere is one of delicacy rather than of dramatic effect. The rough technique combined
with the very slight biting of the plate suggests that Castiglione had been studying the etchings of
Guido Reni, and perhaps those of Andrea Podesta, with which his themes also have something in
common.
Castiglione's movements in the second half of the forties are somewhat obscure. It is likely that
he was in Genoa in 1645, because the 'Adoration of the Shepherds5 in the church of S. Luca in that
city is now known, as the result of its recent cleaning, to be signed and dated 1645. 2 I* ^s> of course,
possible that Castiglione should have painted the picture in Rome and sent it to his native town, but
his presence is confirmed by the existence of two other important canvases in Genoese churches,
which on grounds of style must be dated to about the same period as the 'Adoration5, the 'St
Bernard adoring Christ on the Cross5, painted for the church of S. Martino, Sampierdarena, and
now in S. Maria della Cella (Fig. 22), and the 'St James driving the Moors out of Spain5 in the
Oratory of San Giacomo della Marina 3 (Fig. II) for which a small version is at Petworth 4 (Fig. III).
From the same year, 1645, we have one dated etching,5 dubbed by Bartsch 'Les Quatre Savants5,
and a dated monotype of the same composition in reverse at Windsor (pi. 50). 6 On the basis of
these two engravings certain other works can be assigned to the same year or to a period very near
to it. The monotype7 and the etching 8 of'Theseus finding the arms of his father5 are exactly similar
in character to the 'Quatre Savants5, and the monotype in the Albertina of the 'Nativity5 9 is equally
close to the Genoa painting. A number of other monotypes show the same general stylistic characteristics as the above works and were probably produced about the same time. l °
^or a full account and catalogue raisonne of Castiglione's monotypes see A. Calabi, 'The Monotypes of G. B. Castiglione', Print
Collector's Quarterly, x, 1923, p. 223, and xii, 1925, p. 435.
2
Cf. Mostra della Pittura del Seicento e Settecento in Liguria, Genoa, 1947, p. 62, No. 72.
8
Both mentioned by Soprani (p. 244).
4
Cf. C. H. Collins Baker, Catalogue of the Petworth Collection of Pictures, London, 1920, p. 44, No. 569 (as Flemish School).
5
Bartsch, 25.
'Calabi, 19 (16). For an interpretation of the theme of this etching and monotype, cf. Weisbach, 'Et in Arcadia ego5, Antike, vi,
1930*
P; !377
Calabi, 18, described as 'The opening of the Tomb'. The subject was correctly identified by Weisbach, op. cit., p. 142.
8
B.24.
'Calabi, 9; reproduced in Delogu, pi. 50.
10
The 'Shepherds warming themselves' (Calabi, 4); three versions of the 'Nativity' (Calabi, 7 and 8; cf. pi. 49); the 'Annunciation
to the Shepherds' (Calabi, 14(13)); the 'Herd at the Ford' (Calabi, 15 (14) ); the 'Raising of Lazarus' (Calabi, 20 (17) ); probably
the 'Creation of Adam' (Calabi, 13), and the 'Discovery of the bodies of St Peter and St Paul' (Calabi, 17 (15)). To these should be
added certain drawings which share the angularity of the monotypes, such as Nos. 21, 22, and 25 in the present catalogue. Another
drawing, representing an 'Offering to Pan' (in the possession of the present writer) is in exactly the same manner and must be
assigned to the same period. The figure of Pan is the same as that in the etching of'The Feast of Pan' (B.i6), issued in 1648, but
probably made a few years earlier. In all other respects the composition is identical with a brush sketch at Philadelphia (reproduced
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FIG. II. ST JAMES DRIVING THE MOORS OUT OF SPAIN. S. Giacomo della Marina, Genoa

The hypothesis of a return to Genoa in 1645 *s supported by further evidence based on the
signatures on the various prints which appear to be connected with this year. Of the four which bear
any signature at all - one etching (6.24) and three monotypes (Calabi, 1i, 17 (15), and 20 (17) ) none has the addition of the word Genovese, which would be irrelevant if the artist was working in
his native town. l
by R. Bernheimer in 'Some drawings by Benedetto Castiglione', Art Bulletin, xxxiii, 1951, plate opposite p. 48, Fig. 2) with the
difference that in the latter the offering is made to Ceres instead of Pan. Castiglione developed these themes into two paintings, the
'Sacrifizio antico' in the Palazzo Durazzo, Genoa (Delogu, pi. 19), which is in fact an 'Offering to Pan', and the 'Ceres' (belonging
to the Marchese Ambrogio Doria (reproduced in Delogu, 'Pittori Genovesi del '600', L'Arte, xxxii, 1924, p. 174), which, as Delogu
points out, probably belong to the same series. The existence of these two pairs of Pan and Ceres designs confirms Bernheimer's
thesis
that Castiglione was at this period much concerned with symbols of male and female fertility.
1
It is true that of both the etchings (6.24 and 25) later states exist with the address of Rossi in Rome, and in the case of 6.24 the
date 1648, but this is an addition and does not prove that the plates were made in Rome. If, as seems probable (cf. below, p. 12 f.),
Castiglione went back to Rome from Genoa, it is quite likely that he should have taken with him some plates which he then handed
over to the publisher Rossi, together with others, to be referred to later, which appear to have been made about 1648.
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FIG. III. ST JAMES DRIVING THE MOORS OUT OF SPAIN. Coll. John Wyndham, Esq., Petworth

Certain of the engravings of 1645 show strong links with Castiglione's Roman entourage. The
'Theseus5 is based, both iconographically and formally, on Poussin's composition of the subject
known in several versions,1 and the 'Quatre Savants', though not such a direct imitation, is a
meditation on death in the vein of his 'Arcadian Shepherds5. On the other hand, even these Poussinesque themes are treated in a more violent and less lyrical manner than had been usual with
Castiglione in Rome. In the monotypes in particular there is strong chiaroscuro and great angularity of forms, in contrast to the relatively easy shapes of the previous works. The angularity, if not the
chiaroscuro, is also to be seen in the drawings connected with this group.
The paintings of 1645, however, reveal a far deeper break in Castiglione's style. All three are on a
monumental scale; two are altarpieces, and the 'St James5, in which the figures are life size, is part
of a scheme of big canvases decorating the walls of an Oratory. In conception, in feeling, and in
composition they are far more baroque than anything which Castiglione had previously produced.
The 'Adoration5 is probably the earliest of the three, partly because it has elements in common
with the monotypes, which, as we have seen, look to some extent backwards to the artist's previous
1

Cf. Grautoff, op. cit., Nos. 75, 76. It is unlikely that any of the known versions is the original.
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period in Rome, and partly because it is the least baroque of the three. The poses of the figures and
the treatment of the drapery have something of the angularity of the 'Quatre Savants5, and the
elaborately worked out pattern made by the individual straws of the manger against a dark background is close in its effect to the strong hatching of the monotypes. On the other hand, the composition marks a step towards the baroque. The movement in depth, leading from the shepherd
in the right foreground to the figure of the Virgin and then back and up to the angels floating
above, has an amplitude and a determination not to be found in Castiglione's earlier compositions.
The colour, however, has changed much less fundamentally. The flesh still has the coppery
browns which derive ultimately from Rubens, and although the local colours are less strong
than in the early 'Journeys', they show no effect of Castiglione's contact with the Venetian
group in Rome. The handling is broader than previously, but again has nothing Venetian
about it.
The 'St Bernard' is more fluent in its baroque movement than the 'Adoration', but it is above all
in the mood of ecstasy that it marks a new tendency in Castiglione's work, and one which was to be
developed later in the bozzetti of religious subjects, particularly those connected with the 'Crucifixion' and with various Franciscan themes.l But if it is like these late paintings in feeling, it is quite
unlike them in colour and handling, in which it closely resembles the 'Adoration'.
The 'St James' embodies a different aspect on the baroque, its love of lively action and its full
three-dimensional movement in composition. It is significant that Castiglione has here for the first
time borrowed from Rubens. The pose of the Saint and the horse are based, as has been pointed out
by Morassi, 2 on his portrait of a member of the Doria family, and the whole composition is planned
according to the principles of some of the Flemish master's hunting scenes.3 But out of his borrowed
baroque motives Castiglione has constructed a design which in boldness and vigour far surpasses the
hesitant experiments of the 'Adoration' and the 'St Bernard'.4
There are indications that Castiglione was back in Rome by 1648. Four etchings are known
bearing the address of the Roman publisher Rossi and the date 1648: The 'Feast of Pan5 (B.i6),
Tan and Olympus' (6.15), 'Theseus' (6.24), and the 'Genius of Castiglione' (6.23) (Fig.^5).5 In
every case the inscription and the date are additions, and several of the etchings were probably
made some time before the date indicated; but the fact that Rossi published four etchings by
Castiglione in that year suggests strongly that he was back in the city. Three further etchings are
known bearing the name of Rossi but no date: The 'Flight into Egypt' (6.12), the 'Diogenes'
(B.2i), and the 'Melancholy' (6.26).6 Finally, the 'Quatre Savants' has the date 1645 etched by
Castiglione himself and the name of Rossi added later. Of these etchings only the 'Diogenes5, the
'Melancholy', and the 'Genius' are at all likely on stylistic grounds to date from 1648. We have
already seen that the 'Theseus' and the 'Quatre Savants' must both be assigned to the year 1645,
and the 'Feast of Pan', the 'Flight', and the 'Pan and Olympus' all show so strongly the characteristics of Castiglione's style when he was working in the circle around Poussin that they must if
anything be slightly earlier.
The three etchings which can be dated to 1648 show new features, which form a link to the next
»Cf. below, p. igff.
2
Cf. 'Alcune opere del Rubens a Geneva', Emporium, Liii,
1947, pp. 193, 196.
3
The closest parallels are the Augsburg 'Crocodile hunt5 and the Munich 'Lion hunt'.
4
The Petworth painting is so much looser in drawing and handling than the large painting as to suggest a later date. In his drawings
Castiglione frequently took up again after an interval of some years a subject which he had treated previously, and it is quite possible
that
the small canvas is not a sketch but a fresh attack on the subject dating from the 1650*8.
5
Delogu reproduces (pi. 35a) a pen and wash study for the upper half of the 'Genius', but does not connect it with the etching.
6
Bartsch calls this etching 'La femme assise dans des mines' and calls his number 22 'Melancholy'. A fine drawing of the same
theme, probably dating from the forties, is at Philadelphia (reproduced Bernheimer, op. cit., plate opposite p. 48, Fig. 4).
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stage in Castiglione's evolution, and which enable us to grasp his intentions at the moment of his
probable return to Rome.
The themes are abstract, philosophical, and somewhat pessimistic and severe: the cynicism of
Diogenes, the fanciful gloom of the 'Melancholy' with its inscription: Ubi Inletabilitas ibi Virtus. The
grimness is carried on into the details of the compositions, the skulls and monsters in the 'Diogenes',
the sinister animals in the 'Melancholy5. And in the actual rendering there is a pursuit of what the
eighteenth century would have called picturesque effects - a heaping up of broken fragments of
ancient statues and architecture, with plants growing from the crannies in them, and stunted, ivycovered trees surrounding them, the whole evocative of the decay of human achievements, among
which only those of genius are immortal. Some of the pen or pen and wash drawings are closely
similar in feeling to these etchings and must date from the same time. The 'Shepherd and Shepherdess before an altar5 (pi. 17) has much the same use of classical fragments and the same dogs as in the
'Melancholy5. One series of single figures includes an old hag (pi. 33), whose ugliness verges on the
grotesque. The Plague scene (No. 38) and the 'Unidentified Subject5 (pi. 28) both have something
of the sinister quality which marks the etchings of 1648.l The most striking of all, however, is the
drawing of'St Mary of Egypt5 (pi. 30), in which the effect of horror is raised to a high pitch by the
leering skeleton-like figures on the extreme right, which hardly have a parallel before the time of
Surrealism.2
Only a few paintings by Castiglione can be found which conform to the style found in the etchings
and drawings of these last Roman years. The closest similarity is to be seen in the 'Diogenes5 in
the Prado,3 which in its general conception is close to the etching, but which still shows traces of the
artist's Poussinesque leanings. It is, therefore, to be dated slightly before 1648.4 The 'Offering to
Pan5 and 'Ceres5 in the Durazzo and Doria collections,5 which derive from drawings of about 1645,
were probably also painted before the artist left Rome, and to them must be added two other
canvases in the same collections which, as suggested by Delogu, probably form a series with them,
the 'Cyrus5 and the 'Juno and Vulcan5.6
This rather grim, picturesque style of Castiglione seems to have aroused one considerable echo in
Rome. Certain compositions of Salvator Rosa come very close in feeling to this particular phase of
his work, particularly the 'Democritus in meditation5 and the 'Diogenes throwing away his bowl5 at
Copenhagen, painted before 1652. In these compositions Rosa, who was the younger artist, was
borrowing freely from Castiglione, and he continued to work in this style for some time. Some of
his etchings, which probably date from after 1660, still show the effects of his admiration for
Castiglione.7
1

Another example of this type is a drawing wrongly attributed to Giordano in the Pierpont Morgan Library (see J. Pierpont Morgan
Collection.
Drawings by the Old Masters, iv, London, 1910, pi. 194). The attribution to Castiglione was first made by Mr Philip Pouncey.
2
For an analysis of the ideas behind this phase in Castiglione's art, cf. Bernheimer, op. cit., pp. 48 ff. This drawing as well as pis. 29
and 32 show traces of the influence of Parmigianino. Castiglione must have known his etchings, but this contact with North Italian
art
is some reason for dating these drawings slightly later than 1648, after the artist's departure from Rome.
3
Delogu, pi. 23.
4
The etching of 'Diogenes' is unfinished (the philosopher's arm is not engraved), which may indicate that it was the last work on
which Castiglione was engaged in Rome and that he left it incomplete. If this is so, it suggests a somewhat hasty departure. The
flight to Naples, and later a sudden move from Mantua to Genoa (cf. below, p. 17, note i), suggest that Castiglione was given to
hasty
and impulsive actions of this kind.
5
Cf. above, p. 9, note 10.
8
The 'Cyrus' is reproduced in Delogu (pi. 18), and the 'Juno and Vulcan' in L'Arte, xxxii, p. 173.
7
His painting of 'Jonah preaching to the people of Nineveh' (also in Copenhagen, and probably dating from the iGso's) has groups
of panic-stricken figures closely related to some of Castiglione's drawings, and a drawing of the same subject at Budapest is even
closer in feeling (reproduced in Budapest jfahrbuch, vi, 1929-30, p. 178). Other compositions of Rosa which show strong reminiscences
of Castiglione are the following: his allegorical representation of himself as an artist (etching, 6.24), which is close in idea to the
'Genius' of Castiglione; the 'Allegory of Fortune' (Duke of Beaufort Collection), which is largely composed of rugged animals in the
manner of Castiglione; and the 'Sacrifice of Manoah' at Chantilly. Rosa also treated the theme of Diogenes seeking for a Man in a
painting now at San Diego. This subject, it may be noted, had been popular with the circle of Rubens and Jordaens (cf. paintings at
Dresden and Frankfort), from whom Castiglione probably derived the idea of depicting it.
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The last part of Castiglione's life was largely spent in Mantua at the court of the Gonzagas.
There is no certain evidence for the time of his transfer there, but it probably took place about 1648.
This is the last date at which there are any indications of his presence in Rome, and several details
point to his being in Mantua in or soon after that year.
It is, however, probable that he paid a long visit to Venice before finally settling in Mantua.
Soprani and Baldinucci both name Venice as one of the towns in which he worked, but they give no
indication of the date of his stay there.1 Ratti, who is more explicit, puts his visit to Venice between
Rome and Mantua. He adds that while there he painted several pictures for the Senator Sagredo,
and this detail lends plausibility to his account, because the eighteenth-century inventories of the
Sagredo family mention several paintings by Castiglione as well as the volumes of his drawings,
which are those now at Windsor.2 Moreover, Sagredo had been a patron of Domenico Fetti, and of
Strozzi, whom he had befriended when the artist was compelled to leave Genoa, and these were the
two artists who most deeply affected Castiglione's later style. Sagredo also owned the 'Democritus5
and the 'Diogenes' by Salvator Rosa, which have already been mentioned as showing the direct
influence of Castiglione. His taste would, therefore, have inclined him towards this artist, and there
is every reason to believe Ratti's statement, even though he wrote at a considerable time after the
artist's death and is not always reliable in other matters. Unfortunately, he tells us little about
Castiglione's stay in Venice, simply mentioning that he studied the works of Titian, Tintoretto and
Veronese.
The circumstances of Castiglione's arrival in Mantua are no more certain than the date. Soprani
tells us that he worked there for the duke without giving more specific details. Ratti elaborates the
story by stating that on his arrival he was presented to Duke Charles I and his wife, Isabella Chiara
of Austria. Charles I died in 1637, and it is highly unlikely that Castiglione had any contacts with
Mantua till much later. The probable solution is that he was invited by Maria Gonzaga, widow of
Carlo Gonzaga, Duke of Rethel (son of Charles I, whom he predeceased). From 1637-47 the duchess
was regent for her infant son, confusingly called Charles II by some historians and Charles III by
others, who had succeeded as Duke of Mantua on the death of his grandfather.
The connexion with the duchess is made very probable by the painting formerly in the Methuen
collection,3 usually called: 'Allegory in honour of the duchess of Mantua', for which a drawing is
at Windsor (pi. 24). The exact meaning of the allegory is not clear, but the painting is almost
certainly that seen by Baldinucci in 1654, and referred to by him as an allegory in honour of Charles
I. If this is correct, the tomb in the background would be that of the dead duke, in front of which
sits the regent, holding her infant son in her lap. The character on the left has been variously
interpreted as connected with war or hunting, but he seems rather to be a sort of Fame or a genius
of the arts and sciences. He is surrounded by the instruments symbolical of the latter, and in the
drawing holds a trumpet. These details, as well as his pose, link this figure closely with the 'Genius'
etching of 1648, which is a further reason for putting the move to Mantua about that year. Historically this would be appropriate, because the regency of the duchess finished in 1647, and the year
1648 saw the Peace of Westphalia, which brought to an end the wars that had torn the city during
so much of the period of her rule. The figure of the old man at the back still remains obscure,4 but
VBaldinucci adds Modena, and Ratti Bologna. But we have no further confirmation of either of these visits, unless we regard as
supporting evidence in the case of Bologna the fact that Malvasia (Felsina Pittrice, ii, Bologna, 1841, p. 58) states that Castiglione
imitated the colouring of Guido Reni as displayed in his later works. Bologna was the most likely, though not the only place for
him to have studied these.
2
Cf. below, p. 24.
3
Reproduced in Delogu, 'Pittori Genovesi del '6oos, L'Arte, xxxii, 1929, p. 175. The present whereabouts of the picture are unknown.
The
title is probably incorrect, since Maria Gonzaga was Duchess of Rethel, and was regent but never Duchess of Mantua.
4
Unless we assume that he is the dead Charles I, and the foreground figure the Duke of Rethel.
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in the figure of the duchess there is probably an allusion to Ceres, since the garland which she
wears is very like that worn by the goddess in the painting belonging to the Marchese Ambrogio
Doria referred to above.
One further piece of evidence points to the presence of Castiglione in Mantua before 1651. In the
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, is a portraitl attributed to Castiglione of Eleonora Gonzaga,
daughter of the Duke of Rethel, who married the emperor Ferdinand III in 1651, and must presumably have been painted by Castiglione before she left Mantua for Vienna.
Several other paintings and a large number of drawings can be assigned to the artist's early years
in Mantua. The 'Circe' in the Sanguinetti collection, Genoa,2 is dated 1653. The 'Finding of
Cyrus5 at Dublin (Fig. 16) can be identified in the Mantua inventory3 and contains elements,
such as the bust, the relief, and the trees, which connect it with the 'Genius' etching of 1648 and
therefore put it among the early Mantuan paintings. The cOmnia Vanitas' (Fig. 17)4 has many of
the characteristics of the works assigned to this period, and the drawing for it (pi. 27) is close in
style to that for the 'Allegory in honour of the Regent of Mantua'. On the basis of these works a
further series of drawings (Group X, Nos. 128-43) can be assigned to the first years at Mantua or in
certain cases possibly to the very end of the Roman period.
In many respects Castiglione's works in the first years after his transfer to Mantua are a development from what had gone before. The paintings and many of the drawings illustrate the same sort
of philosophical themes, and often do so in the same picturesque manner. But there are differences.
The human figure, which had been gradually gaining in importance since the early Genoese period,
when it was lost among the mass of animals and still-life, now takes on a dominant position; and
although the accessories continue to be important and to be painted with great skill, they are no
longer the centre of interest.
In the actual execution there is a greater freedom than even in the late Roman works. In the
paintings the tight handling and hot local colour of the earlier period gives place to a style which
shows clearly the influence of the art which Castiglione had come to know in the north of Italy. The
general change is in the direction of Venetian colouring and handling, but the most evident influence
is that of Domenico Fetti, Castiglione's forerunner as court painter at Mantua, with whose works
he would now have become familiar for the first time. The landscape backgrounds, the cool, light
and sometimes almost acid colouring, and the vivacious touch, all reveal a careful study of this
dominant personality in Mantuan and Venetian painting during the first decades of the seventeenth
Reproduced in the catalogue of the Mostra iconografica Gonzaghesca, Mantua, 1937, No. 234. The question of Castiglione's
portraits still needs to be cleared up. Ratti tells us that he painted many, but few have survived which can be attributed to him
with any certainty. There are two Self-Portraits (Delogu, pis. 15 and 21), in the former of which the artist is shown wearing the
pilgrim's shell of St James, perhaps indicating that he belonged to the confraternity of S. Giacomo della Marina for which he painted
his large canvas of the saint. The portrait at Brussels (Delogu, pi. 64) is possible, but not altogether convincing. We are on more
certain ground with the three etched portraits, one a Self-Portrait (6.31), and the others of Antonio Giulio Brignole Sale (6.56) and
the
poet Agostino Mascardi (6.57).
2
Reproduced, Delogu, pi. 22. Several other paintings and drawings of Circe by Castiglione or from his immediate circle are known.
The painting in the Uffizi is now generally accepted as by Vassallo. One in the Pitti is a close variant of the Sanguinetti composition.
That in the Ospedale S. Martino, Genoa (Delogu, pi. 57) is a poor school piece. The brush drawing in the Uffizi (ibid. pi. 28a)
is of a different pattern, but at least very close to Castiglione, and the pen sketch in Venice (ibid., pi. 35b) for the animals in a Circe
composition seems to be right. For the Windsor drawing (pi. 25) see catalogue No. 133.
A further group of works is connected with the 'Circe' in that they represent a seated woman, usually holding a wand, and surrounded
by animals and armour. They are the etching of Melancholy (B.22), the drawing for it at Darmstadt, and a painting belonging to
Sir William Worsley called 'Medea' or 'The Goddess of Tragedy', in which the principal figure is exactly like that in the Darmstadt
drawing, except that she holds a sword instead of a wand. The dating of this group is difficult, but they were probably all produced
in the second half of the forties. The drawing and etching are probably earlier than the painting, because the etching is in a Rembrandtesque manner (and is perhaps Castiglione's latest experiment in it), and the painting shows traces of the influence of Fetti and
was
therefore probably made just after Castiglione's move to the north.
3
Cf. below, catalogue No. 183.
4
The original belongs to Countess Mountbatten of Burma. A smaller painted version of the central figure is in the Musee Magnin,
Dijon.
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century. These tendencies were probably also strengthened by contact with the work of Jan Liss,
though this influence does not seem to have been so deep.l
In the oil sketches a similar freedom is now to be observed, and Castiglione attains to his greatest
fluency in the use of the brush as a means of drawing. The forms are no longer defined with the
attention to descriptive detail which had been characteristic of his manner in the early years and
even in the Roman period, but are boldly laid in with a free and expressive line, supported by broad
semi-transparent washes of the same colour, now usually a warm reddish brown. The full brilliance
of this manner is to be seen in drawings such as the 'Negro holding hounds and a horse5 (pi. 26) and
'Moses receiving the Law5 (pi. 22). The latter, which is one of Castiglione's noblest and most
original designs, may date from the very last Roman years and shows other features which reveal
Castiglione's sources at the time. The types of putti and the God the Father are strongly reminiscent
of Bernini's sculpture, which Castiglione must have studied during the forties in Rome; but there
are also echoes of Rubens, notably of the 'Circumcision5 which Castiglione would have seen in
S. Ambrogio, Genoa. The di sotto in sit view of the heads of two of the putti and the particular
method of dealing with the foreshortening involved are taken directly from this model, which
Castiglione must have known since his youth, but which he seems only to have studied with profit on
his return to Genoa in the i64O5s, at the time when he also made use of Rubens for his *S. Giacomo3.
These two sources - Bernini and Rubens - indicate one of the important changes taking place in
Castiglione5s style about 1650, namely a strengthening of the baroque tendency which was noticeable in the Genoese works of 1645. The lively movement of the cOmnia Vanitas5, the rich composition in depth of the 'Allegory5, and above all the magnificent diagonal sweep of the 'Moses5 are all
features new in Castiglione5s work which show how deeply the spirit of the baroque had affected him
while he was in Rome and Genoa, transforming him from a clever painter of still-life and animal
fantasies into an artist capable not only of imitating the best in current baroque idioms but also
of inventing his own form of the style. One baroque tendency, the love of the ecstatic, which was
apparent in the 'St Bernard5 of 1645, seems to have lain dormant in Castiglione for some years
afterwards, but in his last period, as will be seen later, it was to produce important and highly
personal results.
The early Mantuan period is brought to a close about the middle of the iGso's with the etching,
dated 1655, of two men and a child among ruins, surrounded by decaying relics of the arts, and with
a tomb bearing the inscription: Temporalis Aeternitas, which Castiglione had already used on the
'Quatre Savants5.2 This etching is of importance, because it seems to be the last work which Castiglione made in this medium, though he continues to use monotype till his very last years. It is also
apparently the last in date of his allegorical compositions on the decay of all things human, for
which he had shown a fondness during the previous ten years. It differs from the earlier versions of
such themes only in being rather more brutal in the rendering of the theme and in the choice of
types. The setting with its ruined fragments, its wild plants and its heaps of instruments and armour
is in the manner of the late Roman compositions; but there is something more sinister in the figures the almost sub-human, low-browed, shaggy-haired shepherd in the centre, the angry and shouting
man beside him, and the tough little child making a sign of silence. Salvator Rosa must indeed have
admired this etching.3
1

LazarefF (op. cit., p. 98) points out one direct borrowing from Liss: the figures in the top right-hand corner of the 'Entry of the
animals into the Ark* in the Academy at Genoa (Delogu, pi. 5) are taken from Liss' 'Penitent Magdalen* at Dresden. I cannot,
however, see the connexion which he mentions between the 'Sacrifice of Noah* in the Palazzo Bianco (Delogu, pi. 11) and Fetti's
'Dream
of Jacob*. The Palazzo Bianco picture is conspicuous for its hot colouring and its smooth northern handling.
2
The etching is Bartsch, No. 27. A studio drawing of the same theme is in the British Museum (1887-6-13-76).
3
There are many compositions such as this among Gastiglione's works which cannot be fully explained, and a full study of the artist
from the iconographical point of view is still needed. For this particular design, cf. Weisbach, op. cit., p. 136.
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For the last ten years of Castiglione's life we have only few certain dates, but they, combined
with the stylistic evidence, enable us to group together a number of paintings and drawings as
being probably executed in this period.
From letters written by the artist and his brother Salvatore, it is clear that during the years
1659-65 they divided their time between Mantua, Genoa, Parma and Venice.1 One dated work
exists, the monotype (pi. 48) of 1660, but this has no indication of its place of origin.
It is certain that even when in Genoa Castiglione continued to work for the Duke of Mantua. A
letter of 1661 refers to paintings which he was preparing for the Galleria dei Libri in the Palazzo
Ducale. Another, dated April 1662, gives a list of paintings which he had recently completed, and
shows that he was still painting his familiar themes of the Journeys of the Patriarchs. Unfortunately
none of those mentioned can be identified with any surviving canvases; but there are certain known
paintings which can for various reasons be assigned to the post-Roman period and probably to a
date after 1655. Two of them can be traced to Venetian collections,2 and they show in a marked
degree the influence of Fetti, which also appears in several others: 'Abraham and Melchizedek5
(Fig. 20); 3 a pair, formerly at Dresden, representing 'Jacob's Journey5 and the 'Animals going into
the Ark'; 4 another of the Ark in the Academy at Genoa,5 the 'Sacrifice of Noah' at Althorp,6
'Christ driving the traders out of the Temple' in the Louvre,7 and three of unusually long format,
the 'Journey of Abraham' in the Palazzo Rosso at Genoa,8 the 'Journey of the Children of Israel'
in the Brera9 and the 'Rebecca and Isaac' at Montpellier.l ° One drawing (Fig. 19) is almost
identical in design with the 'Abraham and Melchizedek', and another (No. 164) is related to the
'Rebecca and Isaac'. These can be made the basis for assigning to the years after 1655 a whole
group (cf. pis. 36 and 39).
In composition these paintings and drawings are mainly characterized by a return to a method
which Castiglione had used much earlier in his career, of contrasting groups of very large figures in
the foreground with crowds of much smaller ones in the remote distance. But the device is applied
in a quite different manner. The foreground group now forms a sharp diagonal, leaving almost half
the canvas free for the vista to the distance, whereas in the earlier designs there is generally only a
confined, irregularly shaped echappe to the background group. Further, in these later drawings
Castiglione usually makes the connexion between foreground and background more intelligible,
either by the introduction of an open space or slope in the middle distance linking them up, as in the
'Abraham and Melchizedek3, or by some kind of architectural setting, as in the 'Traders'.
These late 'Journeys' have a boldness and a grandeur of design altogether lacking in the earlier
versions of similar subjects. The interrupted, Mannerist spatial arrangement has been turned into
Published in A. Luzio, La Galleria dei Gonzaga, Milan, 1913, pp. 305 ff., and in Bertolotti, Artisti in relazioni coi Gonzaga, Atti e Memorie
delle R. R. Deputazioni di Storia Patria, Series 3, iii, Modena, 1885, pp. 163 ff. Nothing is known of the visit to Parma, except that it
took place before 1661 (cf. Bertolotti, op. cit., p. 165). In that year Castiglione evidently left Mantua suddenly after some kind of
trouble, and returned to Genoa (cf. ibid.). His health was also bad, and he frequently complains of it in the letters.
2
The 'Children of Israel in the Wilderness' sold in the Agosti sale (Pesaro, Milan, 25-29^.1937) was engraved by Pietro Monaco
when in the collection of Consul Smith, and the 'Journey of Jacob', formerly at Dresden (742), was bought in 1749 in Venice.
3
Known in two versions, one, signed, at Schleissheim, and the other in the Louvre.
4
Delogu, pis. 8 and 9. Delogu (p. 51) says that they came from the Sagredo collection, but this is very unlikely. According to the
Dresden catalogue they were bought in Paris in 1742, and, as far as is known, no pictures were sold from the Sagredo collection
before this date. The family inventory of 1743 still records four paintings by the artist, as well as the volumes of drawings. The
letters of Algarotti, who was negotiating purchases for the King of Saxony in Venice, suggest that till 1743 there was no question of a
sale, and he does not mention any actual acquisition till 1735, when he bought four paintings by Strozzi.
5
Delogu, pi. 5. Mentioned above (p. 16, note i) as showing a direct borrowing from Liss.
6
A pair to it, called 'God blessing Noah and his family' was sold, Anon, sale (Lord Spencer) Christie's, 1.4.1848, lot 23.
'Delogu, pi. 27.
*Ibid., pi. 7.
9
Ibid.y pi. 6.
1
°This is probably the painting engraved by Coelemans when in the Boyer d'Aguilles collection. Another version is in the Galleria
Nazionale d'Arte Antica, Rome (Delogu, pi. 17).
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a baroque three-dimensional disposition, leading the eye by a continuous movement into the depth
of the composition, from the foreground figures and animals through the groups in the background
up to a sloping mountain in the extreme distance. In conformity with this change, the planning of
the individual groups has changed. In the foreground the animals, figures, and the heaps of stilllife lead deliberately into space and guide the eye towards the more remote parts of the composition,
instead of forming a sort of screen parallel with the plane of the picture, behind which the distant
groups rear up suddenly, as was the case in the pre-Roman compositions. In the same way the
actual drawing becomes freer and the handling even looser than in the earlier Mantua paintings.
This is even more apparent in the drawings, where Castiglione's dangerous facility with the brush
leads to a dissolution of the actual forms, which is not always compensated by the emotional
intensity apparent in the small group of works dating from the very last years.
Another change in the brush drawings is the increased use of colour. In the works up to and
including the early Mantuan examples Castiglione uses practically only one colour, first in line
only, and then, as in the 'Moses' with broad washes as well. But now, although the drawing is
all carried out in monochrome, the design is completed with broad areas of different colours,
sometimes transparent, and sometimes semi-opaque. The result is a sort of compromise between a
water-colour and an oil sketch.
Other drawings in much the same style as these Journeys illustrate traditional religious and
classical subjects: 'The Sacrifice of Noah' (pi. 39), the 'Adoration of the Kings' (pi. 37), 'The
Assumption' (Fig. 21), 'The Martyrdom of St Bartholomew' (pi. 34), or the 'Choice of Hercules'
(pi. 35).l All these share the free technique typical of the larger brush drawings, but some still
show links with earlier styles. The head of Hercules is of the same type as those in the 1655 'Temporalis Aeternitas' etching; several poses in the 'Noah' are derived from Poussin. The 'St Bartholomew' looks both backwards and forwards - back to the 'Moses' in the Berninesque type of the
head, and forwards, in the baroque rendering of the saint's ecstasy in his martyrdom, to the group
of bozzetto drawings to be discussed below. Yet other drawings in this group, such as the 'Adoration
of the Kings', foreshadow the works of the artist's very last years in the deep, almost crimson red of
the pigment and the intensity of the feeling, more closely related to Rembrandt than to Italian
baroque.
The 'Assumption' (Fig. 21) is of importance in that it supplies a clue to the artist's later pen
manner. A pen sketch (Fig. 12) of almost the same composition is known, which must date from
about the same period. In some respects it recalls the drawings of the years around 1645, but it is
much looser in its forms and more baroque in design. It is, moreover, very close in style to a drawing in Pennsylvania,2 which is connected with the 'Crucifixion' in the Palazzo Bianco and therefore
belongs to the last period of Castiglione's work.3 The Windsor drawing, however, is less advanced
and lacks the highly dramatic and expressive short-hand style of the Pennsylvania work.
One group of drawings dating from Castiglione's late period (pis. 38, 41-43) differ entirely in
character from anything else he produced. All the works with brush and oil paints on paper so far
considered could be described as drawings, in that they were basically conceived in line and were,
l
lt is probable that the brush drawing on pi. 12 also belongs to this group rather than to the early Roman period where it is placed
in the catalogue. The freedom of the interpretation of Titian's design, the looseness of the forms, and the use of several colours, all
indicate that this remarkable work was made fairly late in Castiglione's career.
Reproduced in Bernheimer, op. cit., pi. opp. p. 49, Fig. 6. Bernheimer believes this to be a studio drawing, but I cannot see any
reason
to doubt its authenticity.
3
When the present catalogue was being prepared, I was led by the angular style of the Windsor pen drawing to date it to the period
about 1645, and it was not till the relevant entry (No. 23) was in page proof that I became convinced, particularly by the similarity
with the Pennsylvania drawing, that the Windsor sketch must be much later than I had originally supposed. It was, however, too
late then to alter the position of the drawing in the catalogue itself.
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with a few exceptions already mentioned, executed in one colour. The series at present under
consideration consists rather of oil sketches or bozzetti, planned apparently from the beginning in
full colours. They are still drawn in Castiglione's
liquid and almost transparent brush strokes, but
the modelling is carried out in opaque oil paint,
already mixed with a binding medium.
They also differ markedly in content and style
from the earlier works. One set of them centres on
St Francis and St Anthony of Padua and was
probably made in connexion with some Franciscan
church, l perhaps as designs for a series of small
paintings for a sacristy. 2 One such composition
was executed in oils on canvas, probably by a
member of Castiglione's studio, and is now in the
Palazzo Bianco (Fig. IV). 3
In these sketches Castiglione appears as a full
baroque artist, not only in his forms and compositions, but also in the mystical atmosphere which
he conveys. The bozzetti are a North Italian
counterpart to the later style of Bernini in Rome,
and perhaps even more closely to the interpretation of it made by the Genoese Baciccia, who
FIG. IV. ST FRANCIS IN ECSTASY.
popularized Bernini's idiom in Rome. The swoonPalazzo Bianco, Genoa
ing expressions and the fainting gestures of the
Franciscans, as they contemplate the divine visions appearing to them, are unthinkable without
these Roman models. But another source also affected Castiglione at this time, the work of his compatriot, Strozzi. Castiglione must have known Strozzi's paintings before the latter left Genoa for
Venice in 1630, but with the exception of one drawing (No. 7), none of his works shows that he
derived anything from them. It would have been mainly in Venice that he came upon the artist's
later works, and even then the influence does not seem to have taken effect immediately. For there
is every reason to think that these bozzetti date from the very last years of the fifties at the earliest.
The actual quality of the emotion embodied in them is, however, strikingly close to Strozzi's many
paintings of St Francis (cf. Fig. 23). 4
This ecstatic baroque style was not unknown in Genoa in the second half of the seventeenth
century. It is to be seen in the work of Langetti (1625/35-76), Domenico Piola (1628-1703), and
three members of the de Ferrari family: Giovanni Andrea (1598-1669), Orazio (1608-57), and
1

This may have been in Mantua or in the Genoa region, for there are records of canvases of this kind by Castiglione in both places.
Cadioli (Le Pitture de Mantova, Mantua, 1763, p. 59) mentions a 'St Anthony of5 Padua' in the church of the PP. Minori Osservanti at
Mantua, and Ratti (Instruzione, ii, p. 11) a *St Francis receiving the Stigmata in the Capuchin church at Campi, near Cornigliano.
A
further drawing of the same type is in the Pennsylvania Academy.
2
Cf., for instance, the two small paintings of St Francis and St Anthony by Strozzi in the sacristy of the Santuario di N.S. del Monte,
Genoa
(cf. Fig. 23).
3
No. 1913, without attribution. The figure is very close indeed to Castiglione's bozzetti, but the heads of putti suggest an artist of a
younger generation.
4
Apart from the one in N.S. del Monte there are others at least as close: one in a Genoese private collection (reproduced in O. G.
Rosso, 'B. Strozzi a Genova', Emporium, Ivii, 1923, p. 348), another in the Palazzo Bianco, and a third in the Palazzo Rosso. The
whole group has some relation to the painting of'St Anthony of Padua adoring the Virgin and Child' by Van Dyck in the Brera, and
ultimately to works of Rubens.
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FIG. V. THE VIRGIN AND THREE SAINTS INTERCEDING WITH CHRIST. Cat. No. 193

FIG. VI. STROZZI: ST FRANCIS AND
ST DOMINIC INTERCEDING WITH CHRIST.
Academy, Genoa

Gregorio (1644-1726). Some of these men were much younger than Castiglione, but Giovanni
Andrea de Ferrari was his master, and Orazio more or less a contemporary; and, without more
exact knowledge of the dates than is at present available, it is impossible to say how they and
Castiglione interacted on each other. But it is clear that in the latter part of his career Castiglione
was a leading member of a group of baroque religious artists in Genoa, all in one way or another
deriving from Strozzi, but several of them owing also much to Castiglione himself. The days when
he was merely a skilful animal painter were long past.
Castiglione's themes in these bozzetti were not entirely confined to Franciscan saints. An unusual
design (No. 193) shows the Virgin and St Joseph interceding with Christ, who appears about to
hurl a thunderbolt, while two bishops kneel below, also in supplication (Fig. V). The subject and
the treatment both derive from a lost ceiling painting by Strozzi for the church of S. Domenico at
Genoa, for which a sketch survives in the Academy there (Fig. VI). In this version the chief intercessor is St Dominic, while other figures, including St Lawrence, stand in the distance; but the
unusual central theme of the threatening thunderbolt is the same, and the pose of Christ is a direct
borrowing.
Another isolated bozzetto (No. 205) represents 'The Mystery of the Trinity revealed to St Augustine'. This presents a problem, because it is a close variant in reverse of Maratta's painting of the
same subject in S. Maria dei Sette Dolori, Rome, which was not executed till about 1655, that is to
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FIG. VII. CHRIST ON THE CROSS. Cat. No. 192

say, some seven years after Castiglione left that city. Whether the artist made another visit to Rome,
of which we have no record, or whether he knew the design through copies is not clear; but it is
another link with Roman high baroque art.
Finally, three very remarkable sketches deal with the subject of Christ on the Cross (Nos. 190-2).
They do not depict the scene of the Crucifixion itself, but are rather contemplations on the theme,
such as might have been suggested by the writings of some seventeenth-century mystic.l In one
(pi. 38) Christ hangs on the Cross mourned and adored by angels. In another, various figures
are added to this central group: the Holy Women kneel at the foot of the Cross, while two figures,
who appear to be a soldier and a priest, approach from the left. In the third, the composition is
dominated by a group of elderly figures prostrated in agony and supplication below the Crucified
(Fig. VII). It has been suggested that they may represent the Jews imploring forgiveness for the
death of Christ, a theory which is supported by the long beards and Semitic features of the individual
figures, as shown in the pen sketch of the group (pi. 3i). 2 Till, however, the exact text used by
Castiglione is identified, the explanation of the subject must remain uncertain.
Apart from other brush drawings similar to those at Windsor,3 three works in different media are
directly connected with this theme. One is a small oil painting in the Palazzo Bianco in Genoa
(Fig. VIII) of great dramatic intensity, and in a rough technique which gives a clue to Castiglione's
late manner in this medium. Closely connected with this is the clumsy but moving pen drawing
at Pennsylvania, already referred to as a parallel in style for the sketch of the 'Assumption' at
x
The closest parallel is Bernini's composition of the 'Sangue di Cristo', based on the writings of S. Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi (cf.
Brauer and Wittkower, Die ^eichnungen des Gianlorenzo Bernini, Berlin, 1931, p. 166, and pi. 198).
2
This drawing and the other similar pen sketch (No. 37) are probably later than is suggested in the catalogue entry, and should be
placed c. 1655-60.
3
Listed in the catalogue entry to Nos. 190-2.
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Windsor.l Finally, a monotype in the Bibliotheque Nationale 2 depicts the crucified Saviour,
without any attendants. The figure and the
Cross are drawn in sweeping white lines against
a slightly broken black ground, with an economy and an intensity which Castiglione never
attained in his earlier monotypes.
Castiglione's last style can be gauged from
the monotype of a mysterious subject (pi. 48),
dated 1660, with which can be associated a
small group of brush drawings (pis. 44-7).
These compositions have certain features in
common with the other late works: looseness of
drawing, the curious expressive short-hand
idiom for the heads, and in pis. 45 and 46 the
free use of opaque colour. But they differ in
possessing a greater concentration of design and
a less baroque conception of space. It is true
that one of them (pi. 45) is based on Rubens'
treatment of the same theme,3 but Castiglione
has radically altered his original in the sense of
classicism, reducing the movement and eliminating the agitated groups of servants in the
background. It is more revealing that the
'Raising
of Lazarus' shows a revival of interest
FIG. VIII. CHRIST ON THE CROSS. Palazzo Bianco, Genoa
in Rembrandt, and, though Castiglione's design
is far from being a direct imitation of the Dutch master, it shows that he has sought after some of
his dramatic effects - the half-concealed body in the tomb with the arms raised, the isolated position
and the effective gesture of Christ. The same origin is to be traced in the moving use of concealed
or shadowed faces in the 'Prodigal Son', and throughout the whole group there is a strange almost
Expressionist intensity, which is not to be found elsewhere in Castiglione's work and suggests that he
had turned once more to the great artist whose etchings had influenced him in his early days, but
with quite different results. Up till this time Castiglione had been mainly a virtuoso, now he rises
to a higher imaginative plane.
1
Cf.
2

above, p. 18.
Calabi, 12.
3
Now in the Hermitage (reproduced in Oldenbourg, P. P. Rubens (Klassiker der Kunst), n.d., p. 179. The original does not seem ever
to have been in Italy, but versions of it were in Venice at least in the eighteenth century. One, in the Grassi collection, was engraved
by Pietro Monaco, and one in grisaille, now at Windsor, belonged to Consul Smith (cf. M. Rooses, UCEuvre de P. P. Rubens, ii,
Antwerp, 1888, p. 30, No. 254). Since, however, Castiglione's composition is in reverse, he may have known an engraving (e.g. that by
Natalis, reproduced, ibid., pi. 87). The composition survived in Venetian painting till the eighteenth century, when it was taken by
Sebastiano Ricci as the basis for his painting of the same subject, executed for Smith and now at Windsor, and used more freely by
Tiepolo in his 'Antony and Cleopatra5 in Melbourne.
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THE POSITION of Castiglione in Genoese painting is not easy to determine owing to the general
obscurity of the subject. We have seen that he began as a representative of the tradition of northern
naturalism in the city and later became one of the leaders of the baroque movement there. Soprani
makes it clear that he was held in high esteem and that his influence was considerable, but it is not
easy to trace in his immediate successors. According to the same writer his brother, Salvatore, and his
son, Francesco, were both his pupils, but of their style we have no evidence, beyond one etching by
the former, signed and dated 1645. Ratti mentions one further pupil, Giovanni Lorenzo Bertolotti
(1640-1721), who can only have worked under him in his last years, and whose surviving works
have not as yet been studied.l Certain other painters, younger than Gastiglione by a generation or
more, show traces of his influence. Domenico Piola (1628-1703) is said by Ratti to have been one of
his ablest imitators,2 a view which is confirmed by a painting such as the 'Execution of St James5 in
the Oratory of S. Giacomo della Marina, Genoa, and Gregorio de Ferrari (1644-1728) in his early
period worked for a time in a style very close to Castiglione.3
In Genoa itself later artists seem to have been mainly influenced by Castiglione's baroque
religious style, and his animal and pastoral works were forgotten. Elsewhere, however, this manner
took root, and certain artists, such as Philipp Peter Roos alias Rosa da Tivoli (c. 1655-1706), based
their whole style on his more picturesque works, while others, such as Luca Giordano 4 sometimes
experimented in the idiom.
It was, however, in the eighteenth century that Castiglione enjoyed his greatest fame, principally
in France and northern Italy. His compositions were frequently engraved in France in the early
part of the century,5 but later the interest in his art became more widespread. Sebastiano Ricci and
both G. B. and G. D. Tiepolo studied his works,6 and certain minor artists, such as Giovanni
Battista Marcola (1711-80)7 and Pietro Giacomo Palmieri (1720/40-1804/5) 8 imitated him even
more closely, in the case of Marcola to the extent that one drawing might almost be regarded as an
attempt to deceive, but for the fact that the artist has signed it fully.
The influence in France was even wider, but still needs to be studied. Fragonard and Saint-Non,
on their visit to Venice in 1760-1, evidently pored over the actual series of drawings now at Windsor,
since engravings of many exist, made by the latter after copies drawn by the former, and though the
translation by the engraver is very free - and inadequate - it is at any rate proof of profound interest.
The effect of this study can be seen in many of Fragonard's pastoral subjects, and must have been
widespread among other French artists, such as Huet. The affinity between Castiglione's drawings
and this late Picturesque phase of the French rococo is close, and it is in no way surprising that the
painters mentioned should have drawn on his work.
At the same time collectors in England began to buy paintings by Castiglione. Some are still
traceable at Wilton, Althorp, Knowsley, Petworth, in the collection of the Countess Mountbatten
of Burma, and in the National Gallery of Ireland (formerly at Clumber); and many more are
1
See the life of Bertolotti in Soprani-Ratti, op. cit., ii, p. 103, and the article in Thieme-Becker. The only work of his known to me is
an altarpiece in the church of S. Teodoro, Genoa, which, as far as can be seen in the darkness of the chapel, bears no resemblance
to the style of Gastiglione.
2
Soprani-Ratti, op. cit., ii, p. 31.
3
Cf. the 'Death of St Scholastica' in S. Stefano, Genoa (reproduced in the catalogue of the Mostra della Pittura del Seicento e
Settecento in Liguria, Genoa, 1947, pi. 67), 'Adam and Eve driven out of Paradise' in the Palazzo Bianco, Genoa, and the 'Moses
striking the Rock* in the same collection.
4
E.g. in the pastoral scene in the Podio collection, Bologna (reproduced in Ojetti, La Pittura Italiana del Seicento e del Settecento, Milan,
1924, pi. 144).
5
Cf. the list of engravings after his designs, given by Heinecken, Dictionnaire des Artistes, Leipzig, 1778-90, iii, p. 700.
6
G. D. Tiepolo gave a monotype by Castiglione to Algarotti (cf. below, p. 25, note 2) and also engraved a series of six heads after
him. Several of Ricci's drawings at Windsor are almost pastiches of his manner.
7
Cf. U. Middeldorf, 'A drawing by G. B. Marcola', Print Collector's Quarterly, xxvii, 1940, p. 89.
8
G. Delogu, 'P. G. Palmieri', Pantheon, xvi, 1935, p. 388.
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probably lurking undetected in other private collections.1 Here again it is evident why Castiglione's
style would appeal to a taste dominated by the conception of the Picturesque.2
In the early nineteenth century, interest in the artist declined, and it is only within the last thirty
years that his name has again begun to reappear from obscurity through the growing interest in the
Seicento in general and Genoese art in particular. Much, however, still remains to be done before
our knowledge of the artist can be considered even reasonably satisfactory.

THE HISTORY of the Castiglione drawings at Windsor can be traced back to the early eighteenth
century. They were bought by George III with the collection of Consul Smith in 1762. In his Will,
made in 1761, Smith says of them: 'In this collection are also four volumes containing original
drawings by Gio. Bendetto Castiglione great part whereof are the most capital of his Performance,
these likewise belonged to the said nobleman Sagredo,3 purchased of him at twice, and it was then
said cost him 1500 sequins.5 One Sagredo inventory, undated but apparently not earlier than 1743,
mentions these four volumes and also another of miscellaneous drawings, including 41 by the artist,
which presumably Smith did not buy. A later inventory of 1755 contains no reference to the volumes,
and it is to be supposed therefore that Smith bought them before that date. 4
There is no indication of their earlier history. It would be tempting to guess that they had been
in the Sagredo family since the artist's lifetime, as it seems likely that lie knew the family; but if
Smith is right in saying that they were bought by Zaccaria Sagredo, this cannot be so. Moreover,
they are numbered in several different hands, including two main series of figures, one in ink and
the other in pencil (some drawings bear both numberings), which suggests that the volumes were
made up of several collections, either by Sagredo or at an earlier date. 5 Whoever brought them
together must have been an enlightened and enthusiastic collector, since they include not only far
more drawings by Castiglione than any other series, but also a very high proportion of his finest
works, and many of types not known elsewhere.
In any case they were highly esteemed in the eighteenth century. Smith's view of them is confirmed by Algarotti, who tried to buy them for the King of Saxony and wrote of them in 1743:
c
Les desseins du Castiglione qui sont dans les Tomes signez 17, 34, 35, 36 et 48 sont du plus beau, et
font la plus belle Collection de ce grand Peintre qui soit au monde.'6
ir

The Clumber picture came from Mantua, and it is quite likely that others derive from the same source, since the Mantua pictures
were coming on to the market in the eighteenth century. A complete list of the collection exists in manuscript at Verona (cf. Luzio,
op. cit., p. 316).
2
Castiglione's brush drawings were also engraved by Bartolozzi.
3
Smith had referred in the previous paragraph to the Garracci drawings, which he also bought from Sagredo's heirs, and which are
now at Windsor. Sagredo had bought them from the Bonfiglioli family in 1728 (cf. Bottari-Ticozzi, Lettere Pittoriche, ii, Milan, 1822,
p. 186).
4
The Sagredo inventories were discovered in the Correr Museum, Venice, by Mr George Knox, who kindly called my attention
to them.
5
This argument would disprove the theory which I proposed in an earlier article ('The drawings of G. B. Castiglione', Journal of the
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, viii, 1945, p. 161) that the volumes represented the accumulation of the artist's studio. On general
grounds this hypothesis is improbable, because most of the drawings are not working sketches but are complete in themselves and
apparently intended for sale.
6
Cf. H. Posse, 'Die Briefe des Grafen Francesco Algarotti', Jhb. der Preussischen Kunstsammlungen, Hi, 1931, Anhang, p. 43. The
volume numbers given by Algarotti do not correspond to those in the Sagredo inventory, but presumably they were changed at
some stage.
Sagredo also owned several paintings by Castiglione, which are mentioned in the inventory. Some are so vaguely described as to be
unidentifiable. One was an 'Adoration of the Kings' not otherwise traceable, and another the story of Hagar, which is probably the
same as that mentioned in the inventory of Smith's collection after it was brought to England (cf. Burl. Mag., xxiii, 1913, p. 154,
No. 220). All the eleven paintings by the artist owned by Smith and certainly brought to Kew Palace have since mysteriously disappeared from the Royal Collection. One, however, can be identified through the engraving made by Pietro Monaco when in
Smith's possession. It represents 'Jacob's Journey' and was sold in the Agosti sale (Pesaro, Milan, 25-29.1.1937, lot 43, said to come
from the Mendoza collection).
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The relation of the Sagredo volumes to the drawings now at Windsor is not, however, perfectly
clear. The Sagredo inventory shows 306 drawings in the four main volumes, apart from forty-one
in the miscellaneous collection. Smith's Will gives no number for the actual drawings, but records
four volumes. The late eighteenth-century 'Inventory A' at Windsor shows six volumes but only
258 items, made up of 256 drawings, one etching finished in water-colours, and one monotype. The
difference may be accounted for in several ways. Some drawings may have gone astray, but the
Sagredo volumes may also have contained, in addition to the drawings, the four further monotypes
and the collection of about forty etchings which now exist at Windsor but were not included with
the six volumes.l These would bring the total nearly up to the number originally in the Sagredo
volumes.
The matter is further complicated by the fact recorded in a letter of Algarotti to Zanetti, written
on 16.1.1759, in which, after speaking of drawings by Castiglione in his possession, he says: 'Come
io saro a Venezia, cerchero le mie cartelle; e quei disegni che vi avra ancora del Castiglione, al
quale e ora rivolto Paffetto suo, saranno alia sua disposizione. Vorrei che me ne restassero ancor tanti,
quanti eran quelli che io gia diedi al signor Smith.' 2 This proves that in addition to the Sagredo
drawings Smith owned others, given to him by Algarotti. There is no means of judging what or how
many these were, but the fact of their existence strengthens the hypothesis that certain Smith
drawings have disappeared from the Royal Collection. Alternatively, Smith may possibly have
weeded out some Sagredo sheets and replaced them by those which he had acquired from Algarotti.
Of the drawings listed in 'Inventory A' all but one are catalogued in the present volume. The
exception is Inventory No. 3948, which is by Watteau and is catalogued as such in the present
writer's French Drawings at Windsor Castle (No. 355). One drawing (No. 9), formerly in a miscellaneous volume as Nicolas Poussin, has been added as an original on grounds of style. Two further
drawings (Nos. 218, 219) are included under the heading 'Attributed to Castiglione' on the basis
of an old inscription on one of them. Nothing is known of their origin beyond the fact that they were
inserted loose into the main volumes in the nineteenth century. One further sketch (No. 263) has
also been catalogued as by an imitator because of its general similarity to the style of the artist.
In the present state of our knowledge of Castiglione, and in view of our almost complete
ignorance of his immediate followers, the borderline between originals and imitations is extremely
hard to draw. Several attempts have been made to attribute works to the artist's son, Francesco, but
without any very satisfactory results.3 I have therefore thought it wiser to avoid assigning any name
to the doubtful drawings, and merely to put together in anonymous groups those which seem to
have a common style which is traceably different from that of Castiglione himself. In a few cases
I have classed a drawing among the originals, but recorded some misgiving about doing so. I hope
that this catalogue may provide the basis for further research into the difficult question of Genoese
artists around Castiglione which will clear up some of these problems.
The arrangement of the catalogue may appear arbitrary, but it seemed to me the most useful.
Generally speaking the drawings are not studies for known paintings, and a disposition on this basis,
X
A few have been added in recent years. One of the etchings, unrecorded by Bartsch, is catalogued in the present volume (No. 16),
since
it is finished in water-colours.
2
Cf. Algarotti, Opere, Venice, 1791-4, viii, p. 75. I am indebted to Mr J. Byam Shaw for calling my attention to this reference. In the
same letter Algarotti goes on to talk of a head of an Oriental by Castiglione, which appears from the description to be a monotype.
The Frontispiece to the present volume answers well to his description, and although it cannot actually be his copy, because he says
that he had already given it to Bruhl, it is possible that the Windsor monotype, which looks like a second pull, may be from the same
plate.
Algarotti had received his as a present from G. D. Tiepolo.
3
Delogu attributes certain paintings to Francesco (pis. 65-7); the catalogue of the 1947 Genoa exhibition assigns to him another in a
totally different style; and Stix and Spitzmiiller, in their catalogue of the North Italian and Florentine drawings in the Albertina,
tentatively put under his name a group of drawings connected with those listed in the present volume as Studio works Group A (cf.
below, p. 43).
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which was appropriate, for instance, for Domenichino, would have been impossible. To put them
together by subject would have been almost useless, as a catalogue arranged in this way would have
ended with perhaps a hundred entries under a general heading of 'Shepherds and flocks'.l I have
therefore adapted an entirely different method, namely to separate the drawings first by technique
(pen, brush and chalk drawings, and monotypes), and then to divide these sections into smaller
groups on the basis of what I believe to be the correct chronology. This plan has obvious disadvantages, but, as one of the principal interests of the collection is that it provides a means of at
least suggesting a chronology, it seemed worth while to bring this point out as clearly as possible.
l
ln most cases the identification of the subjects of these pastoral scenes is impossible. They are frequently described as the journeys
of the various patriarchs, particularly Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, more or less at random; but often there is no justification for such
titles. Unless, therefore, there is some definite indication, such as the presence of an angel, that the subject is from the Old Testament,
I have preferred the cautious solution of the non-committal title 'Shepherds and Flocks'.
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/. Early Pen Drawing
A single drawing in the manner of Sinibaldo Scorza,
and therefore probably made in Castiglione's early
Genoese period (cf. Figure i).
I. S T U D I E S OF C A M E L S AND S H E E P (Plate l)

(3945)

183 X 206 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 164, and pi. 26b.
The style is close to that of a drawing by Sinibaldo Scorza
(cf. Delogu, Pittori Minori, pi. 23).

//. Early Water-colours
The meticulous naturalistic style and the use of the
northern technique of water-colours both indicate an
early date, when Castiglione was still in Genoa and
strongly influenced by his Flemish masters, Roos and
others. One of the group, No. 6, is connected with an
etching which is probably early.
2. M O S E S B U R Y I N G THE E G Y P T I A N

Cf. Cat. No. i

3. THE I S R A E L I T E S D R I N K I N G IN THE W I L D E R N E S S

182 X 273 mm. Black chalk and water-colours.
For a similar composition, cf. No. 100.

(3926)

4. AN O R I E N T A L S H E P H E R D A M O N G R U I N S (Figure 2)

(392?)

187 X 274 mm. Black chalk and water-colours.
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 448.
The principal group and part of the setting are connected
with the painting of the same subject in the Boyer d'Aguilles
collection, engraved by Goelemans in 1702.
Forms a set with Nos. 3-5. All four drawings have been
coarsely touched up in pencil.

FIG. 2

FIG. i. Engraving

Cat. No. 4

(3925)

188 X 278 mm. Black chalk with water-colour and gouache.
Lit.: The horseman with the turban is engraved in SaintNon, Fragments, pi. 13.
The general composition is similar to the painting called
'Jacob's Dream' at Knowsley (Figure 3) (engraved by
Winstanley, 1728).

FIG. 3. Knowsley

(2?)

Cf. Cat. No. 4
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FIG. 4

Cat No. 5

5. O R I E N T A L F I G U R E S B E F O R E A H E R M (Figure 4) (3931)

185 X 270 mm. Black chalk, water-colour and gouache.
Lit.: The left-hand group is engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 13; Blunt, Drawings, p. 165 and pi. 28c.
The composition is similar in its main elements to the painting now in the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, No.
3535 (Figure $}.
6. THE N A T I V I T Y

(3932)

238 X 194 mm. Black chalk and water-colour.
Identical in design with the etching B.n, but in reverse.
The drawing has been pressed through and is probably the
original preparation for the etching. In the same style as
Nos. 2-5, but slightly freer and perhaps a little later. Like
them it has been coarsely touched up in pencil.
7. DAVID WITH THE HEAD OF GOLIATH

FIG. 5. Ottawa

Cf. Cat. No. 5

to Poussin (cf. W. Friedlaender, Drawings of Nicolas Poussin,
iii, 1953, p. 40). For a brush drawing of the same theme, cf.
No. 105. A painting of this subject was in the palace of
Jacopo Balbi in the i8th century (cf. Ratti, Instruzione, i,
P- 195).
9. A H E R M U N D E R T R E E S

(11926)

180 X 133 mm. Pen and bistre. Inscribed: above 1636,
apparently in the same hand as drawing No. 54, and below

N.P.

Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, pp. 162, 164, and pi. 29b.
Traditionally attributed to Poussin, presumably on the basis

(4000)

196 X 151 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 163 and pi. 29c.
An unusual drawing, but similar in handling to those discussed under Nos. 10-15. The composition is still strongly
Genoese in character, recalling paintings by Strozzi, and
the drawing was probably executed before Castiglione's
arrival in Rome.

///. Early Roman Pen Drawings (€.1634-40)
A group of drawings which have in common the nervous, scratchy style which appears in Castiglione's early
Roman etchings such as 8.28 (dated 1638) and B.i6
(published in 1648). The dating is confirmed by the inscription '1636' on No. 9 and by the connexion of No. 8
with Poussin's work of the late 16308. A strong Genoese
reminiscence occurs in No. 14, which includes the
'Loaded Donkey', a favourite theme which derives from
Roos (cf. Delogu, Pittori Minori, pi. 6). With this group
of drawings is included an unrecorded etching (No. 16)
which is closely related to them in style.
8. PAN AND S Y R I N X (Figure 6)
(3994)
205 X 147 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 166 and pi. 3ob.
Related to Poussin's painting of the subject at Dresden (No.
718), painted about 1637. A very similar drawing by
Castiglione is at Chatsworth, where it is wrongly attributed

FIG. 6

Cat. No. 8

C A T A L O G U E NOS.

Cat. No. 11

FIG. 7

of the initials JV.P., but apparently by the same hand as the
landscapes Nos. 10, etc. The drawing shows the general influence of Poussin's early bacchic and romantic compositions, and shows that Gastiglione must have studied his work
soon after his arrival in Rome, which seems to have occurred
shortly before 1634.
The initials JV.P. appear to be in the same ink as the drawing
and may indicate that Castiglione was here making a conscious pastiche of Poussin. In any case the attribution of the
drawing to Poussin is ruled out partly on grounds of style
and partly by the fact that, as far as is known, he never
signed or initialled his drawings.
LANDSCAPES WITH S H E P H E R D S AND FLOCKS

10. 167 x 224 mm. Pen and bistre
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 164 and pi. 28d.
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 450.
11. 242 X 369 mm. Pen and bistre (Figure 7)

(3935)

12. 167 x 221 mm. Pen and bistre.

(3938)

13. 165 x 219 mm. Pen and bistre.

(3937)
(3998)

14. 266 X 191 mm. Pen and bistre (Figure 8)

5-16
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FIG. 8

Cat. No. 14

IV. Rembrandtesque Group
The influence of Rembrandt is mainly traceable in the
etchings, but it is hard to determine the period during
which it was effective. The following drawing, however,
which shows several pure Rembrandt types, is in the
manner of the drawings in Group III above, and therefore probably dates from c. 1634-45.
Other points confirm that this is the moment when
Castiglione studied Rembrandt :
(i) An etching by Salvatore Castiglione, dated 1645, °f

(3939)

15. T H R E E SHEETS OF STUDIES

(3995)
130 X 194 mm. Pen and bistre.
Three separate sheets stuck together:
(a) Two women, one carrying a basket.
(b) Figure of a child.
(c) A satyr asleep.
Drawing (a) is similar in style to No. 24 and therefore probably dates from c. 1640-45. Drawing (b) probably belongs
to the artist's later period. Drawing (c) is close in pose to a
figure in the etching B. 17 and was therefore no doubt executed in the early Roman years.
16. S H E P H E R D AND SATYRS (Figure 9)
(3934)
206 x 186 mm. Etching with some water-colours.
This etching is not recorded in Bartsch. The treatment of
the trees is similar to drawings Nos. 10-15, but the use of
water-colour is a survival of Flemish influence from the
Genoese period. On the other hand, the figures show the influence of Poussin. The etching must therefore date from the
early Roman years and belongs to the same group as 6.17.

FIG. 9. Etching

Gat. No. 16
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The technique is unusual for Gastiglione, but the use of
washes connects this drawing with Nos. 26 and 30. The
influence of Poussin is marked in the types and general
design, so that the drawings probably date from Castiglione's Roman years.
ig.

HAGAR AND I S H M A E L

(3996)

228 x 164 mm. Pen and bistre.
One of the most fluent and therefore probably one of the
latest of the group. A painting of this subject was in the collection of Marcello Durazzo in Genoa in the 18th century
(cf. Ratti, Instruzione, i, p. 181).
2O. THE H O L Y F A M I L Y WITH ST J O H N

(3908)

149 x 208 mm. Pen and bistre.
FIG.

10

Gat. No. 17

the Raising of Lazarus, which is strongly influenced by
Rembrandt.
(2) Etchings by G. B. Castiglione which show this influence (e.g. B.I, 5, 6, 14) are in certain respects similar
in use of line to the earlier Roman etchings.
(3) The etchings of Rembrandt which Castiglione
imitated are those dating from the 16308 (though he
may also have known the Lazarus of 1642). Allowing for
the time which Rembrandt's etchings took to reach
Italy, the most likely period for this influence to have
become effective is about 1640-48.
For an important monotype in the manner of Rembrandt see No. 217.
17. STUDIES OF HEADS (Figure 10)
143 x 199 mm. Pen and bistre.

21. THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE S H E P H E R D S

(3933)

197 X 172 mm. Pen, bistre wash and water-colour.
The attitude of the Virgin recalls the etching B. 11. The style
of drawing is typical of this group, but the use of watercolour is a survival of Gastiglione's earlier practices.

(3944)

Lit.: The head on the right is perhaps the original of SaintNon's engraving, Fragments, pi. 35; but if so, the latter
is unusually inaccurate; Blunt, Drawings, p. 164 and
pi. 28a.

V. Pen and Wash Drawings (c. 1640-45)
A group of drawings in which traces of the earlier nervous style are still perceptible, but the handling is
somewhat looser and the composition more Baroque.
There is no tangible basis for dating this group, but the
broad angular drawing of certain of the figures relates
them to the monotype 'Temporalis Eternitas' dated
1645 (No. 215); and in general their style seems to
represent a transition from the early drawings to the
fluent works of the later period. The subjects include
'Journeys' of the earlier type, but also religious and
classical themes more usual in the later period.
18. GOD THE F A T H E R

(3897)

166 X 240 mm. Red chalk, pen and bistre, bistre and red
wash.
Probably a study for a 'Sacrifice of Noah' since the same
group occurs in a drawing of this subject in Berlin (5743;
probably a copy) and a roughly similar configuration in
other renderings of the theme by Castiglione.

FIG. 11. San Luca, Genoa

Cf. p. 9
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29. 213 X 353 mm. Pen and bistre wash
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 449.

(3920)

30. M O U N T A I N L A N D S C A P E

(393$)

204 X 313 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Similar in composition to No. 122, but in reverse.

VI. Pen Drawings (€.1645-55)
This group consists of drawings of great technical
fluency and dramatic power, in which the effect of
Castiglione's early Genoese training has entirely vanished. They are of figure compositions, with a Baroque
freedom of movement and without the padding of
animals and still-life characteristic of Gastiglione's
early style. There is no precise evidence for dating them,
but their stylistic characteristics indicate that they
belong to the later Roman and earlier Mantuan years
of Castiglione's career.
31. H A G A R AND I S H M A E L (Plate 29)

(4° 12 )

229 X 303 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
THE NATIVITY

32. 187 X 292 mm. Pen and bistre with water-colours.
(3928)
33. 217 X 353 mm. Pen and bistre with water-colours.
(3929)
Two drawings identical in style and technique. The general
conception goes back to the etching B. 11, but the Mannerist
pose of the Virgin recalls No. 213. Her gesture in No. 32 is
also close to the monotype in the Gorsini, Rome (Delogu,
pi. 52). The colour is much richer than in the earlier watercolours.
FIG.
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Gat. No. 23

22. ST P E T E R B A P T I Z I N G THE C E N T U R I O N (?)

(3904)

196 X 295 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
23. THE ASSUMPTION (Figure 12)
(394°)
247 X 190 mm. Pen and bistre.
Gf. Nos. 157-159, which have the same Baroque composition. For the dating of this drawing, cf. p. 18, note 3.

34. THE E N T O M B M E N T (?) (Figure 13)
(3992)
214 X 234 mm. Pen and bistre.
The subject is not clearly identifiable, and may simply
represent women mourning over the body of a dead man.

24. W O M E N AND C H I L D R E N P R A Y I N G B E F O R E A T O M B

(Plate 2)
(3997)
311 X 212 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 167 and pi. 3ib.
Almost identical in composition with No. 108. The subject
has not so far been explained. The style is more elegant and
less angular than in most of the drawings belonging to this
group which suggests an early date, c. 1640.
25. FIGURES D R I N K I N G B E F O R E A C L A S S I C A L URN

180 X 209 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 168 and pi. 33C.

(3999)

26. S T U D I E S OF PUTTI

(394 1 )

156 X 207 mm. Black chalk and brown wash.
Gf. No. 18.
SHEPHERDS WITH FLOCKS

27. 186 X 361 mm. Pen and bistre.

(39°5)

28. 210 X 377mm. Pen and bistre with mauvish grey wash.
(3906)

FIG. 13

Gat. No. 34
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35. ST M A R Y OF E G Y P T (Plate 30)

(3924)

222 X 343 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 168 and pi. 37a; R.A., 1950, No.
394A G R O U P OF F I G U R E S IN T E R R O R OR G R I E F

36. 221 X 271 mm. Pen and bistre wash. (Plate 31) (3921)
37. 190 X 340 mm. Pen and bistre.
(39 I 3)
No. 36 is related to the group in the composition of 'Christ
on the Gross adored' shown in No. 192. No. 37 is less immediately connected, but is probably a study for the same
type of composition. Somewhat similar groups occur in
No. 65. For the dating cf. p. 21, note 2.
38. P L A G U E S C E N E
2

35

x

312

(39 22 )

mn

"i. Pen and bistre with a little bistre wash.
(39 2 3)

39. U N I D E N T I F I E D S U B J E C T (Plate 28)

235 X 362 mm. Pen and mauvish-grey wash.
An old man in the centre writes or draws on a tablet, while
others look on attentively. The subject is obscure, but the
drawing is certainly related to the same theme as a sketch in
the Academy in Venice (Delogu, pi. 29), to which it is also
very close in style.
40. THE P E N I T E N T M A G D A L E N E

(3942)

200 X 185 mm. Pen and bistre.
Forms a series with Nos. 41-43.
41. AN OLD W O M A N H O L D I N G A B O W L (Plate 33)

203 X 189 mm. Pen and bistre.
Gf. No. 40.

(3987)

208 X 292 mm. Pen and bistre wash. Inscribed in red chalk:
molto magno in . . . daW istesso Canon . . . chefece . . .
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 30.
(39 ! 5)

49. D R U N K E N S I L E N U S

184 X 331 mm. Pen and bistre.
50. D R U N K E N S I L E N U S AND SATYR

(39*6)

215 X 327 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 36.
51. D R U N K E N SILENUS SUPPORTED BY TWO SATYRS
(3909)

257 X 332 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 36.
52. THE S A T Y R F A M I L Y

(39i8)

232 X 284 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
53. THE SATYR F A M I L Y
2
2

(3917)

54. THE S A T Y R F A M I L Y (Plate l8)

(3911)

235 X 338 mm. Pen and bistre wash. Numbered in ink: 26,
apparently in the same hand as No. 9.
(3989)

(3990)

44. S H E P H E R D AND S H E P H E R D E S S B E F O R E AN A L T A R

(Plate 17)
(3919)
224 X 335 mm. Pen and bistre.
A shepherd accompanied by two dogs appears to reproach a
seated shepherdess. The subject may be mythological, but
has not been identified.

(39 1 2 )

55. SATYR, N Y M P H AND G R I F F I N

230 X 289 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre wash.
56. S A T Y R , N Y M P H AND L I O N

43. A Y O U N G W O M A N S E A T E D IN C O N T E M P L A T I O N

(Plate 32)
251 X 196 mm. Pen and bistre.
Gf. No. 40.

(39 J 4)

48. D R U N K E N SILENUS, WOMAN AND CHILD

35 X 69 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 35.

204 X 166 mm. Pen and bistre.
Gf. No. 40.
42. A H E R M I T (? ST J E R O M E )

A set often drawings of bacchic subjects, some of them
fragmentary, all similar in technique, style and size.
Most of them are engraved by Saint-Non, who in some
cases records the complete composition of which now
only fragments survive. A brush drawing incorporating
similar themes belonged in 1948 to A. Scharf, London.

(39 I Q )

242 X 319 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre wash.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 35.
Saint-Non's engraving shows the whole of the nymph of
whom only the head and one arm survive in the drawing.
This drawing and No. 55 seem to be designs for a decoration, perhaps for a painted frieze.
57. S A T Y R D R I N K I N G (Plate 15)

(39^8)

297 X 204 mm. Pen and bistre wash.

VII. Chalk Drawing (0.1648)

45. A MAN A D D R E S S I N G AN O R I E N T A L W I T H A H O R S E

58. H E A D OF A Y O U T H IN A T U R B A N (Figure

46. T H R E E MEN, ONE R E A D I N G F R O M A S C R O L L

168 X 140 mm. Red chalk.
One of the very few red chalk drawings attributed to
Gastiglione. There is no exact basis for dating, but the
features are very close to those of the principal figure in the
etching of the 'Genius of G. B. Gastiglione' (6.23), dated
1648 (Figure 15).

(Plate 19)
(3986)
2
75 * 233 mm- Pen and bistre wash over some black chalk.
The man carries a lantern and may possibly be Diogenes
searching for a man (cf. No. 143).

(Plate 20)
219 X 292 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 171 and pi. 35c.

(3898)

47. A Y O U T H C A R R Y I N G AN OLD MAN

(399 1 )

14) (3947)

VIII. Early Brush Drawings (€.1634-45)

212 X 168 mm. Pen and bistre.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 30.
This drawing may represent Aeneas carrying Anchises out
of Troy.

A. A group can be put together of drawings which deal
with pastoral scenes and 'Journeys' of the Genoese type,
together with one or two classical scenes influenced
by Poussin's work of the 16305. These brush drawings
have the lightness of touch and attention to details of
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(4°14)

233 X 376 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in blue.
60. THE J O U R N E Y OF J A C O B

(4087)

325 X 480 mm. Drawn in red-brown and green-brown oil
paint. Numbered in pencil: 55, and in ink: 20.
61. GOD THE FATHER APPEARING TO JACOB

(3872)

227 X 371 mm. Drawn in yellowish-brown oil paint on
paper; partly coloured in blue.
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 29.
Another almost identical version was formerly in the collection of Sir Robert Witt and is now in the Misme
Collection, Paris.
62. P H A R A O H O R D E R I N G THE D E S T R U C T I O N OF THE
JEWISH C H I L D R E N (?)
(4O J 9)

284 X 478 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue.
Inventory 'A' describes this drawing as 'Pharaoh giving
orders for the destruction of the first born'. The composition
does not fit with the details of the story told in Exodus, i, but
the Egyptian setting with a pyramid and the river-god surrounded by children, who appears to be the Nile, indicate
that this is the subject intended, and that Gastiglione has
treated it with more than usual freedom.
63. THE G R O S S I N G OF THE RED SEA

(4O27)

278 X 447 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
Gat. No. 58

FIG. 14

features which are typical of the early etchings. Most of
them are in a rather greenish-brown oil paint, and are
sometimes slightly touched with other colours. They
probably date mainly from before 1640.

FIO. 15. Etching

Cf. Cat. No. 58

64. THE W O R S H I P OF THE G O L D E N C A L F (Plate 4) (4054)

394 X 553 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 2.
Based ultimately on Poussin's compositions of this subject
in the National Gallery and in a private collection (the
former Grautoff, Nicolas Poussin, ii, Munich, 1914, No. 88,
the latter reproduced in Burl. Mag., xxxv, 1919, p. 90).

FIG. 16. Dublin

Cf. p. 15
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65. M O S E S C O M I N G D O W N F R O M M O U N T S I N A I (Plate 5)
(4086)

323 X 476 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 52.
66. THE I S R A E L I T E S IN THE W I L D E R N E S S

84. 245 x 386 mm. Drawn in yellowish-brown oil paint.
(4016)

305 X 452 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

(39°0

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT

70. 222 X 382 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
(Plate 6)
(3852)
Similar in theme to the etching B.I2, cf. also No. 71.
71. 279 X 206 mm. Drawn in brown, green and red oil
paint.
(3965)
A weak drawing, but related in style to the early watercolours such as No. 6. The principal group is like that in
No. 70 in reverse.
(4

O2

3)

312 X 453 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.
Similar in general conception, though not in detail, to the
painting in the Hermitage (Delogu, pi. 25), believed by
V. Lasareff (Stddel Jahrbuch, vi, 1930, pp. 96-108) to date
from the early Roman period.
DANCE IN HONOUR OF PAN

73. 267 X 407 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue. (Plate 8)
(3863)
74. 207 X 281 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. (3887)
Two drawings almost identical in composition. It is unusual
to find two drawings by Gastiglione so closely similar; but
the difference in quality is so slight that it is impossible to
regard either as a copy of the other. No. 74 is probably
slightly later than No. 73.
(4 OI 5)

231 X 367 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in green.
76. THE S A V I N G OF THE I N F A N T P Y R R H U S (Plate IO)
( 4 0l8)

263 X 380 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
ink: 13.
Lit.: Blunt, 'A Poussin-Castiglione Problem', Journal of the
Warburg Institute, iii, 1939-40, p. 142; Blunt, Drawings, p. 167 and pi. 32a.
A free adaptation from Poussin's treatment of the subject,
painted about 1635, and now in the Louvre.
S H E P H E R D S WITH FLOCKS

77. 239 X 381 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

(4025)

78. 243 X 345 mm. Drawn in red-brown and greenish oil
paint.
(3875)
79. 225 X 365 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. (3870)
80. 220 X 340 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 167 and pi. 32b.

85. 231 X 336 mm. Drawn in yellowish-brown oil paint.
(3890
86. 228 x 345 mm. Drawn in yellowish-brown oil paint.
(3900)
87. 214 X 370 mm. Drawn in yellowish-brown oil paint.

(3868)

201 X 300 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

75. SATYRS AND N Y M P H S S A C R I F I C I N G

(3874)

(3^8o)

68. THE ANGEL APPEARING TO THE SHEPHERDS
(4029)

72. S A C R I F I C E TO PAN

82. 250 X 372 mm. Drawn in pinkish-brown oil paint.

83. 201 x 254 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint. (3892)

236 X 347 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

69. THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE K I N G S

(3878)

(S^? 1 )

216 X 373 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.
67. ST J O H N THE B A P T I S T P R E A C H I N G

81. 210 x 348 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

(3886)

88. 334 x 482 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 54.
(4088)
89. 328 x 475 mm. Drawn in pinkish-brown oil paint.
Numbered in pencil: 49.
(4083)
90. 338 x 478 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered in pencil: 55.
(4089)
91. 183 x 258 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.

(3879)

92. 227 X 316 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in red and blue.
(3873)
Lit.: The right-hand group is engraved in Saint-Non,
Fragments, pi. 13.
93. 273 X 403 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue.
(4020)
No. 87 is similar in composition to the left half of a painting in Lord Ellesmere's collection (engraved in the Stafford
Gallery (1818) as No. 106, 'Jacob's Journey').

B. Another group of brush drawings, all similar in technique, appears also to be early, though probably slightly
later than Group VIII A. Their characteristic feature
is a very firm linear technique, often with bold hatching
and with little shading. In general a strong red is used,
sometimes tending to orange. The suggestion that they
are early, i.e. before 1645, is based on the following
facts:
(1) Nos. 105, 106, 109 are related to the early satyr
etchings in theme and in general character. No. 105 is
also remotely connected with Poussin's work of the
16305.
(2) No. 100 is connected with an early water-colour.
(3) Nos. 108 and 122 are identical in composition with
pen drawings dating from before 1645.
THE J O U R N E Y OF JACOB

94. 394 x 552 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint;
slightly coloured in blue, partly in opaque pigment. Numbered in pencil: 39.
(4O7^)
95- 34° X 487 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue.
(4°34)
96. 352 X 516 mm. Drawn in red and grey-green oil paint;
slightly coloured in blue. The corners rounded. (Plate n)

(3835)

C A T A L O G U E N O S .6 5 - 1 2 5
97. L A B A N S E E K I N G HIS I D O L S

(4064)

395 x 53** mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly coloured
in blue. Numbered in pencil: 33.
A painting of this subject was in the i8th century in the
collection of Jacopo Filippo Carrega, Genoa (cf. Ratti,
Instiuzione, i, p. 281).
THE E X P O S I T I O N OF MOSES
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SHEPHERDS AND FLOCKS

no. 237 X 363 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue-green.
(3884)
Lit.: The left-hand group is engraved in Saint-Non,
Fragments, pi. 13.
in. 302 X 249 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue (Plate 14).
(3966)

98. 392 X 561 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered in pencil: ig. (Plate 7)
(4061)

112. 223 X 428 mm. Drawn in red and orange oil paint.
(3888)

99. 395 X 558 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil 157.
(4078)

113. 342 X 486 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in opaque blue pigment. Badly stained. Numbered
in pencil: 50.
(4084)

100. T H E I S R A E L I T E S D R I N K I N G I N T H E W I L D E R N E S S
(4063)

394 x 557 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 34 (over 33).
Similar in composition to No. 3.
THE ADORATION OF THE S H E P H E R D S

i o i. 394 X 556 mm. Drawn in red oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 35.
(4080)
102. 401 X 564 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: //. Torn and patched at right. (Plate 16) (4049)
No. 102 is looser in handling and may be slightly the later.
103.

THE F L I G H T I N T O E G Y P T

(4068)

392 X 537 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly coloured
in greenish-blue. Numbered in pencil: 29.
The Holy Family is shown crossing a river, while angels support the Gross in the sky. For the significance of this representation, cf. G. Mitchell, Toussin's Flight into Egypt5,
Journal of the Warburg Institute, i, 1937-38, p. 340.
104.

S A C R E D AND P R O F A N E L O V E (Plate 12)

(3^99)

114. 290 X 452 mm. Drawn in greenish-brown oil paint.
(4030
115. 398 x 559 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: p.
(4051)
116. 401 X 512 mm. Drawn in red oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 44, and in ink: 57.
(4°72)
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 397.
117. 402 X 555 mm. Drawn in red and yellow oil paint.
Numbered in pencil: 32.
(4065)
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 378.
118. 391 X 558 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered in pencil: 16.
(4°46)
1J

9- 325 x 468 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint (3836)
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 167 and pi. 32C.
120. 342 X 468 mm. Drawn in brown and blue-green oil
paint; partly coloured in green and in opaque pale blue
pigment (Plate 9).
(3839)

220 X 298 mm. Drawn in orange-brown and greenishbrown oil paint; partly coloured in greenish-brown, crimson
and blue.
Lit.: Blunt, 'A Poussin-Gastiglione Problem5, Journal of the
Warburg Institute, iii, 1939-40, p. 143 and pi. 260.
A free adaptation of Titian5s painting. For the dating, cf.
above, p. 18, note i.

121. 268 X 392 mm. Drawn in greenish-brown oil paint;
partly coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 14, and in
ink: 14.
(3861)
A variant of No. 110 belonged in 1951 to Stephen Higgins,
29 rue du Faubourg St. Honore, Paris.

105. PAN AND S Y R I N X (Plate 13)
(3881)
284 X 437 mm. Drawn in red oil paint.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 166 and pi. 3oa.
This drawing is less closely related to Poussin than Castiglione's other version of the subject, No. 8.

398 X 550 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 26.
Similar in composition to No. 30, but reversed.

106.

ANCIENT SACRIFICE

(3882)

294 X 386 mm. Drawn in red oil paint.
107.

SACRIFICE BEFORE A HERM

(3883)

265 x 389 mm. Drawn in brown and brown-red oil paint.

122. M O U N T A I N L A N D S C A P E

(4°56)

IX. Middle Period Brush Drawings (?)
A small group of drawings appears to form a transition
between the meticulous manner of Group VIII A and
the extreme freedom of the later works. They cannot,
however, be dated with any precision.

108. W O M E N A N D C H I L D R E N P R A Y I N G B E F O R E A T O M B

(Plates)
(4°8i)
552 X 400 mm. Drawn in red-brown and orange oil paint.
Numbered in pencil: 47.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 167 and pi. 31 a.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 376.
Almost identical in composition with No. 24.
109. PIPING S A T Y R AND N Y M P H U N D E R A T R E E

(4057)

399 x 56° mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 24, and in ink: 13.

123. THE C R O S S I N G OF THE RED SEA

(4°4°)

408 X 568 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 25.
124.

M O S E S S T R I K I N G T H E R O C K (Plate 2 l )

(4°42)

403 x 563 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 23.
125. THE I S R A E L I T E S IN THE W I L D E R N E S S (?)

298 X 395 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.

(4022)

CASTIGLIONE
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126.

U N I D E N T I F I E D SUBJECT

(3840)

281 X 405 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
In the foreground two men lift up a vase supported on a
tripod, while the spectators show surprise or horror. On the
right an old man, leaning on a boy, points out of the picture.
In the background a town, with a castle and a pyramid. It
is just possible that the subject may be the finding of the cup
in Benjamin's sack.
127.

S H E P H E R D S AND F L O C K S

(4026)

249 X 373 mm. Drawn in reddish oil paint.

X. Early Mantuan Brush Drawings (0.1648-55)
A. A small group of particularly splendid drawings
seems to be associated with Castiglione's early Mantuan
period. No. 132 is connected with the allegorical painting in honour of the Duchess of Mantua. No. 133, of
Circe, is related to the painting of this subject dated
1653. No. 134 is a design for a painting which appears
to be of the same period. They are executed in a consistent manner. The line is now free and fluent, and the
figures are more carefully modelled in wash than in the
earlier works. The compositions are monumental, and
are still dominated by the human figure, not by animals
and still-life as in the earlier works.
128.

M O S E S R E C E I V I N G THE LAW (Plate 22)

(4°3?)

412 X 570 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 8.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 169 and pi. 34b.
Exh.: Edinburgh, 1947, No. 169; R.A., 1950, No. 374.
129.

THE T H R E E D A Y S 5 P E S T I L E N C E

(4°2l)

258 X 400 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
The subject is the plague which fell on Israel after David's
numbering of the people (II Samuel, xxiv, 16).
130. THE REST ON THE F L I G H T

(4°74)

400 X 523 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 41.
In the background angels gather fruit from a palm, which
other angels offer to Joseph in a basket. A similar motive
occurs in the etching of the Flight into Egypt (B.I2).
131.

THE N A T I V I T Y W I T H GOD THE F A T H E R (Plate 23)
(4058)

lot 257) which was said to have come from the Mendoza and
Methuen collections. A painting of this subject is recorded
in the collection of Paul Methuen in 1767; cf. T. Martyn,
The English Connoisseur, Dublin, 1767, ii, p. 15. Assuming
that the title is correct, the picture probably represents
Maria Gonzaga (1609-60), widow of Carlo Gonzaga, Due
de Rethel, with her son Carlo (1629-65), who succeeded his
grandfather as Duke of Mantua in 1637. The Duchess was
regent for him till 1647. The precise significance of the
allegory is not clear, but it apparently refers to the troubled
period of the Regency of the Duchess which included ten
years of the Thirty Years War. An objection to the above
interpretation is the fact that the young Duke was already
eight years old when he succeeded his grandfather, whereas
he is here shown as an infant. The attitudes of the Duchess
and the old man in the background differ from the painting.
It is impossible to date either the painting or the drawing
exactly, but there are indications that they may have been
executed about 1648. The figure on the left is very close to
the principal figure in the etching of 'The Genius of G. B.
Castiglione' (B. 23), and in the drawing he has even taken
over the trumpet from the latter, whereas in the painting he
holds nothing. Moreover, it is quite likely that the Duchess
may have ordered a painting of this kind about 1648, since
her regency ended in 1647, and the Peace of Westphalia in
1648 ended the wars in which Mantua had so severely
suffered.
Other drawings connected with this composition are Nos.
141, 223.
133. CIRCE (Plate 25)
(4067)
394 X 56° mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 3.
Connected in theme and general character with the painting by Castiglione, dated 1653, in the Sanguined collection
(Delogu, pi. 22), and also with the etching B.22. Various
school paintings of the same subject are also known. Cf. also
below, No. 224.
134. OMNI A v ANITAS (Plate 27)
(4°5°)
392 X 544 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint. Numbered in
pencil: 10.
Lit.: R.A., 1950, No. 375.
Closely related to the painting formerly in the Boyer
d'Aguilles collection (engraved by Coelmans in 1706) and
now in the possession of Countess Mountbatten of Burma
(exhibited R.A., 1950, No. 367) (Figure 17).
135.

B A C C H A N A L WITH A LION

(4°40

398 X 454 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 22.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 396.
The central group is close to the etching B. 11.

339 X 565 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 52, and in ink: 7.

132.

412 X 557 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 6.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 170 and pi. 34a.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 395.
A painting by Francesco Castiglione in Schleissheim
(Delogu, pi. 65) shows a similar subject, differently treated.
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136.

N E G R O H O L D I N G H O U N D S AND A H O R S E (Plate 26)
(4053)

392 X 549 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint, with a little red.
Numbered in pencil: 7.
Lit.: The figure on the left is engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 16; Blunt, Drawings, p. 169 and pi. 35a.
Closely related to the painting formerly in the Pellicioli
Collection which bears the traditional title: 'Marte e la
Duchessa di Mantova col figlio sotto le spoglie di Giunone' B. A small group of drawings can be put together on the
(cf. Delogu, L'Arte, xxxii, 1929, pi. 175). This is apparently basis of a common and unusual technique. The oil
the same as a picture in the Agosti sale (Milan, 25. i. 1937, paint is here used mixed with a great deal of oil, so that
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Cf. Cat. No. 134

FIG. 17. Coll. Countess Mountbatten of Burma

at first sight it looks like water-colour, and in some cases
oil and water-colours are used on the same drawing.
No. 141 is for the same composition as No. 132, and
therefore probably dates from the early Mantuan years.
The whole group, however, show considerable looseness in drawing and it is possible that they may be the
work of a competent imitator.
137. N O A H L E A D I N G T H E A N I M A L S I N T O T H E A R K
(3903)

294 X 365 mm. Drawn in red-brown water-colour; slightly
coloured in mauvish-grey oil paint.
Gf. No. 162.
This drawing is related in composition to the painting in the
Accademia Ligustica, Genoa (rep. Dedalo, ii, 1922-23, opp.
p. 520).
138. THE J O U R N E Y OF A B R A H A M

(3&77)

305 X 416 mm. Drawn in purplish-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in yellow and blue.
Connected in general composition with the painting in the
Palazzo Rosso, Genoa (Delogu, pi. 7).
139. THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE S H E P H E R D S

(4009)

362 X 250 mm. Drawn in brown, red and blue oil paint;
partly coloured in blue.
The Virgin appears to derive from the etching B.io.

140. C H R I S T W I T H A N A N G E L B E A R I N G T H E G R O S S
(4004)

408 x 268 mm. Drawn in red and brown water-colour;
partly coloured in blue oil paint.
Probably a rather unusual treatment of the Agony in the
Garden. In the religious emotion which it embodies this
drawing is connected with the group of late bozzetti discussed under group XI D.
141

IN

HONOUR

OF

2
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mm

142.

A L L E G O R Y OF A B U N D A N C E

THE

REGENT

OF

(4013)

55 * 3°7 - Drawn in water-colours; touched with
green and blue oil paint. Torn and patched.
Gf. No. 132 above. No. 141 is closer to the painting, particularly in the left-hand figure. The drawing is much damaged.
(3^93)

185 x 255 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in green and red.
Connected, but not closely, with the painting in the Doria
collection, Genoa (cf. Delogu, L'Arte, xxxii, 1929, p. 174).
The boy in the right foreground appears in Castiglione's
etching 6.23 (1648).
143. D I O G E N E S S E E K I N G A MAN (Figure l8)

(4°3°)

281 X 380 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue and grey.
Not directly connected with the painting of the subject in
the Prado (Delogu, pi. 23) or with the etching (B.2i).
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148.

THE J O U R N E Y OF J A C O B (?)

(4a38)

397 X 573 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue-green. Numbered in pencil: 4.
149. T O B I A S AND THE A N G E L

(4066)

402 X 542 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 32 ( ? ) , and in ink: 58.
FIGURES BEFORE AN ALTAR

150. 360 X 495 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue. (Plate 36)
(4°33)
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 171 and pi. 35b.
151. 408 X 569 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 77.
(4062)
For two variants, cf. Nos. 226, 244.
152. S H E P H E R D S A N D F L O C K S

FIG.

Cat. No. 143
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XL Late Brush Drawings (c. 1655-60)

(4°44)

4°9 X 555 mm- Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 75, and in ink: 14 and 6V.

B. A group of drawings in which Castiglione's fluency
leads to a real dissolution of form, which is not counterbalanced, as in the very late drawings (Groups XI C
and XII), by almost Expressionist vitality.

A. The general characteristic of the late drawings is
their great fluency, which sometimes leads to a lack of
definition in the form. The present series consists mainly
of drawings with a group of large figures in the foreground and a crowd of very small figures in the distance.
Colour is in general more freely used, both in washes
and in brush outline drawing.

272 X 390 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in blue.
The main group with two adoring angels is close to the
etching B.8.

144. N O A H AND HIS F A M I L Y
THE ARK

THE ADORATION OF THE S H E P H E R D S
T
mm

PREPARING

TO

ENTER
(4048)

396 X 560 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: 12.
THE ISRAELITES

IN THE WILDERNESS

145. 402 x 569 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint;
touched with blue. Numbered in pencil: 73.
(4°45)

153. THE N A T I V I T Y

(3867)

54- 39° X 555 - Drawn in brown oil paint, with
touches of reddish-brown. Numbered in pencil: 36. (4079)

155. 229 X 363 mm. Drawn in brown, blue and red oil
paint; partly coloured in purplish-blue.
(3865)
For a copy of No. 154 see No. 221.
156. THE S U P P E R AT E M M A U S (Plate 40)

(3971)

146. 399 x 577 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered in pencil: 3 (Figure 19).
(4°39)

395 X 278 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in grey-blue; touched with red. Numbered in pencil: 73.

147. 402 x 555 mm. Drawn in red-brown and red oil paint;
partly coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 14.
(4047)

THE

No. 146 is related to the 'Abraham and Melchizedek' in the
Louvre (Figure 20), of which another version (signed) is at
Schleissheim.

FIG.

IQ

ASSUMPTION

*57- 356 X 263 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly
coloured in red and blue.
(3955)
158. 295 X 221 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue.
(3967)

Cat. No. 146

FIG. 20. Louvre

Cf. Cat. No. 146
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162. N O A H L E A D I N G T H E A N I M A L S I N T O T H E A R K
(3950

311 X 261 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint;partly coloured
in blue.
Connected with the painting in Vienna (Delogu, pi. 61), the
attribution of which is considered by Delogu doubtful. The
principal figure reappears in No. 137.
163. THE S A C R I F I C E OF N O A H (Plate 39)

(395 2 )

350 X 264 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue.
This composition was frequently repeated, with variations,
by Castiglione and his circle. It is based on a composition by
Poussin known from the engraving by Frey (rep. W.
Friedlaender, Drawings of Nicolas Poussin, i, Fig. i). Two
other brush drawings of the theme are at Windsor (Nos.
235, 245). For further drawings and paintings connected
with Castiglione, cf. Blunt, 'A Poussin-Castiglione Problem', Journal of the Warburg Institute, iii, 1939—40, p. 142,
note 3. To these may be added a painting wrongly attributed to Poussin in the Kinnaird sale (Christie, 21 June,
1946, lot 62) and a drawing in the Fogg Museum.
164. I S A A C AND R E B E C C A

(4°^9)

385 X 557 mm. Drawn in brown and red-brown oil paint;
slightly coloured with blue. Numbered in pencil: 28.
Closely related to the painting by Castiglione of which the
following versions are recorded: in the Corsini Gallery,
Rome (Delogu, pi. 17); at Montpellier; in the Boyer
d'Aguilles collection, engraved by Coelemans. (The last version may be the same as the Montpellier picture, though if
so, the engraving is inaccurate.)
165. THE J O U R N E Y

FIG. 21

Gat. No. 159

OF J A C O B

(4085)

328 X 490 mm. Drawn in red-brown and green oil paint;
slightly coloured with blue. Numbered in pencil: 57.
166. THE E X P O S I T I O N

OF M O S E S

(3949)

159. 347 X 246 mm. Drawn in brown and reddish oil
paint; partly coloured in greenish-grey (Figure 21). (4008)
Variants of No. 23, which, however, is considerably earlier.
Two other brush drawings belonging to the later group are
in Munich and Budapest (the latter reproduced in Magyar
Muveszet, vi, 1930, p. 197).

369 X 238 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured with blue.

160.

168. 374 X 495 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue and blue-green. Numbered in pencil: 45.
(4070

CHRIST ON THE G R O S S A D O R E D BY SAINTS
(3902)

294 X 385 mm. Drawn in brown, blue and red oil paint.
The saints include St Mary Magdalene and St Jerome. A
group of dead figures lies in the foreground.
161. S A C R I F I C E B E F O R E T H E S T A T U E O F A G O D

(3876)

254 X 355 mm. Drawn in red and brown oil paint.
A finished drawing of this design, formerly in the W. Drake
collection, was in the London and Amsterdam trade in
1928-29 and appeared in the Blay sale (Hotel Drouot, 4.
vii. 1929, lot 20, rep.).
The principal figure recalls the Noah in various compositions of the 'Sacrifice of Noah' (cf. No. 163).
C. A group of drawings probably later than those in
XI A and XI B and transitional to Group XII. They
are characterized by a greater richness of colour,
usually a deep red or red-brown paint, accompanied by
real vigour in handling. The indications of faces, etc.,
are more schematic than previously.

THE ISRAELITES IN THE WILDERNESS

167. 294 X 414 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered in pencil: 5.
(3856)

169. THE S A C R I F I C E OF M A N O A H

(4°73)

391 X 496 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in green. Numbered in pencil: 43.
170. T H E V I R G I N A N D C H I L D

(4°°3)

326 X 236 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue. On buff paper.
171. THE VIRGIN AND CHILD ADORED

(4°35)

358 X 447 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Torn and
patched in the top right-hand corner.
Before the Madonna and Child kneel St Mary Magdalene,
St Catherine of Alexandria and an angel.
THE A N G E L A P P E A R I N G TO THE

SHEPHERDS

172. 396 X 558 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint.
Numbered in pencil: / (?)
(4°55)
173. 359 x 257 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown and red oil
paint; partly coloured in opaque blue pigment.
(3954)
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SHEPHERDS

SHEPHERDS AND FLOCKS

174. 397 x 281 mm. Drawn in red and brown oil paint;
partly coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 12. (3970)
175. 242 X 352 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue.
(3864)
176. 310 X 263 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue.
(39^8)
177. 345 X 259 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; coloured in
red and blue.
(39^4)
The Virgin in No. 174 recalls the etching B.io and is close
in character to No. 189. In No. 175 she is close to the etching
B.I i and to No. 131; and in No. 177 she conforms to the
type of etching B.8. In No. 175 the whole group is close to
the corresponding part of the painting of 1645 in S. Luca,
Genoa (Fig. 11) but the forms are much looser and the
drawing must be later than the painting.
THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE KINGS

178. 417 X 573 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint.
Numbered in pencil: 5, and in ink: 4. (Plate 37)
(4036)
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 172 and pi. 35d.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 399.
179. 242 X 353 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint;
slightly coloured in blue opaque pigment.
(3869)
180. ST B A R T H O L O M E W (Plate 34)
(3982)
375 x 232 mm- Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue.
181.

L A T O N A AND THE P E A S A N T S

(4°32)

347 x 504 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; coloured in red
and blue.
This composition was probably the basis for the painting of
the same subject by Vassallo in the Palazzo Reale, Genoa
(cf. Mostra di Pittori Genovesi del Seicento e del Settecento, Genoa,
X
93^> pl- 55)5 to which it has a close resemblance in the
figure of Latona.
182.

THE C H O I C E OF H E R C U L E S (Plate 35)

(395°)

338 X 258 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in opaque blue pigment.
Hercules sits on the right holding his club. On the left two
women, one holding a palm and pointing upwards. An
unusual representation of the subject in that the attributes
of Virtue and Vice are not explicit and both figures stand on
the same side of the hero, whereas normally they are placed
one on each side, drawing him in opposite directions.
183.

THE F I N D I N G OF C Y R U S

(3953)

345 X 240 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; partly
coloured in blue opaque pigment.
Connected in general design with a painting by Gastiglione
in Dublin (No. 357), formerly belonging to the Earls of
Lincoln and the Dukes of Newcastle. It appears to be that
recorded in 1700 in the Ducal Palace at Mantua (cf.
Delogu, p. 47.) The Dublin picture is 92 Xgo in., and the
Mantua canvas is given as 4 braccia square, no doubt an
approximation as all the dimensions are given to the
nearest braccio). Another version of this composition, extended at the sides, is at Lyons. Two other paintings of the
same subject are recorded: one in the Palazzo Durazzo,
Genoa (Delogu, pi. 18), the other in the Hermitage (from
the Walpole collection) now generally recognized as by
A. M. Vassallo (rep. Delogu, Pittori Minori, pi. 53).

184. 390 X 567 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue. Top left-hand corner torn. Numbered in
pencil: 18.
(4°43)
185. 269 x 389 mm. Drawn in red-brown and green oil
paint. Numbered in pencil: 4.
(3855)
186. 252 X 360 mm. Drawn in brown and greenish oil
paint.
(4024)
187. 396 X 527 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint;
coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 46.
(4°7°)
188. 282 X 385 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint.

(3841)

Nos. 185 and 188 contain the theme of the loaded donkey
which Gastiglione used from the Genoese period onwards
and which appears in a painting at Rouen. Nos. 186 and 188
have an unusually dry quality of paint, and in this feature
come close to certain drawings in Group XI D (e.g. Nos.
!95> ?97)-

D. Castiglione generally used oil paint to produce what
can properly be considered drawings; but in this group
he appears to be aiming at producing oil sketches or
bozzetti for paintings. They are still drawn in his typical
liquid and almost transparent technique, but the
modelling and high lights are often added in an opaque
pigment which gives the whole a quality quite different
from the usual run of Castiglione sketch. Many compositions of this group represent Franciscan Friars and
were probably made for a church of this Order. They
show a marked influence from the later works of
Strozzi (cf. Fig. 23).
189.

THE N A T I V I T Y

(4002)

259 X 227 mm. Drawn in brown, crimson and green oil
paint; heightened with opaque white pigment.
The Madonna recalls the etching 6.7 and the angel above
B.8.
CHRIST ON THE CROSS

190. 408 X 508 mm. Drawn in brown, blue-green and red
oil paint; heightened with opaque pigment. Numbered in
pencil: 40.
(4°75)
191. 418 X 277mm. Drawn in brown, red and blue oil
paint. Numbered in pencil: 45. Bottom right-hand corner
torn. (Plate 38)
(3959)
192. 264 x 396 mm. Drawn in brown, blue-green and red
oil paint; heightened with opaque pigment. Numbered in
pencil: 44, and in ink: 26 (?) (Fig. vii.)
(3894)
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 171 and pi. 36c; Art Bulletin,
xxxiii, 1951, Fig. 7.
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 468; R.A., 1950, No. 398.
The three drawings embody different treatments of the
subject.
No. 191 shows Christ on the Gross attended by mourning
angels and putti. (An almost identical drawing was in 1950
with Colnaghi.)
In No. 190 Christ is attended on the right by a small group
of putti, but these now play a quite minor part in the action.
At the foot of the Cross the Holy Women kneel in mourning, while on the left two figures approach who appear to be
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THE V I R G I N , ST J O S E P H AND TWO BISHOPS I N T E R C E D I N G W I T H C H R I S T (Fig.

(3972)

V)

410 X 288 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; heightened with opaque pigment. Numbered in pencil: 19.
Christ is depicted as threatening to hurl a thunderbolt on a
town shown in the distance at the bottom of the drawing,
while the saints below intercede for mercy. This unusual
subject and the general composition have a close analogy
with the lost ceiling decoration by Strozzi in the church of
S. Domenico, Genoa: 'St Francis and St Dominic praying
that Christ will not hurl his thunderbolt on the earth', a
sketch for which survives in the Accademia Ligustica,
Genoa (cf. Fig. vi).
194.

THE

VIRGIN

ADORED

BY

ST

A N T H O N Y OF P A D U A (Plate ^.l]

FRANCIS

AND

ST

(39^9)

411 X 290 mm. Drawn in brown, blue-green and red oil
paint; heightened with opaque pigment.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 171 and pi. 36b.
This type of composition is unusual in Gastiglione's work,
but one somewhat similar, with the Holy Trinity adored by
St John the Baptist and a bishop, occurs in a brush drawing
sold by de Vries, Amsterdam, 26 June, 1928, lot 63 (rep.),
and owned in 1929 byj. H. J. Mellaart.
ST F R A N C I S IN P R A Y E R

195. 345 X 212 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in opaque blue pigment. (Plate 42)
(39^°)
196. 345 X 227 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly
coloured in opaque grey pigment.
(4006)
!

97- 352 x 237 mm- Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
touched with opaque white pigment.
(4°°7)
FIG. 22. Sampierdarena

Cf. Cat. Nos. 190-2

a soldier and a priest. Above hovers God the Father supported by youthful angels. The same themes, but in reverse
and without the soldier and the priest, are to be found in a
drawing in Berlin. The group with the Gross and the
mourners recurs in a pen drawing in the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts (rep. Art Bulletin, xxxiii, 1951,
Fig. 6).
The Gross, two mourners and God the Father form the
theme of two brush drawings, one belonging to Viscount
Gampden (rep. B.F.A.G., Italian Art of the Seventeenth Century,
1925, pi. xliii), the other in the British Museum (1878-7-

i3-6).

No. 192 depicts the Gross with two mourners at its foot, with
angels and putti flying towards it, but the main group now
consists of old men making gestures of great anguish (for
studies for them, cf. Nos. 36 and 37). It has been suggested
that they may represent the penitence of the Jews for the
death of Christ.
A painting by Castiglione in the Palazzo Bianco, Genoa
(Fig. viii) comes nearest to the Pennsylvania composition. A monotype in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Calabi,
Monotypes, p. 243) shows the figure of Christ alone in a pose
close to Nos. 192 and 190, but in reverse.
A drawing in the Hermitage with four mourners at the foot
of the Cross looks from a reproduction like a studio work by
the same hand as Nos. 246, 250, and 257 (cf. Musee de
I* Hermitage, Travaux du departement de I9art Europeen, ii, 1941,
p. 65 and fig. 2).
A painting of Christ on the Gross adored by St Bernard in
the church of Sampierdarena (Fig. 22) appears to be an
earlier experiment in the same vein, probably dating from
the visit to Genoa in 1645.

FIG. 23. B. Strozzi: St. Francis. Genoa, Santuario di N. S. del Monte
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198. 398 X 275 mm. Drawn in red oil paint; partly
coloured in green, and heightened in opaque white pigment.
Numbered in pencil: 7.
(397?)
For a copy of No. 195, cf. No. 258.
199.

ST F R A N C I S E M B R A C I N G THE C R O S S

(397^)

398 X 283 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint; coloured in
opaque blue-grey pigment. Numbered in pencil: /j. Top
and bottom left-hand corners torn and patched.
200. ST F R A N C I S IN E C S T A S Y

(39&5)

278 X 388 mm. Drawn in brown and green oil paint;
heightened with opaque white pigment.
THE INFANT CHRIST A P P E A R I N G TO ST A N T H O N Y OF
PADUA

201. 390 X 265 mm. Drawn in dark brown and red oil
paint; touched with opaque white pigment.
(3979)
202

x 2 T mm

• 395
9
- Drawn in reddish oil paint. Numbered in pencil: 47.
(3957)
203. 298 X 220 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint;
partly coloured with opaque pale blue pigment.
(3981)
204. TWO F R A N C I S C A N S IN P R A Y E R (Plate 43)

(3961)

404 X 280 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint; heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 28.
205. T H E M Y S T E R Y
ST A U G U S T I N E

OF THE T R I N I T Y R E V E A L E D TO
(4010)

497 x 331 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint; coloured
in opaque pigments.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 172 and pi. 36d.
A free variant of Maratta's painting in S. Maria dei Sette
Dolori, Rome, executed c. 1655 (cf. Voss, Die Malerei des
Barock in Rom, p. 337).

XII. Brush Drawings of the Last Period (c. 1660-65)
A small group of particularly impressive drawings may
be assigned to Castiglione's very last years because of
their likeness to the monotype dated 1660 (No. 216
below). In these drawings there appears a revival of the
artist's interest in Rembrandt. It no longer, however,
takes the form of direct imitation of his style or technique but of a much deeper understanding of the true
dramatic quality of his work. A slight technical device the curious shorthand drawing of the features - also
links these drawings together and seems to be a development from the manner of the works in group XI C.
206.

LABAN SEEKING

HIS I D O L S

(8^96)

227 X 345 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue-grey.
207. THE P R O D I G A L

SON (Plate 44)

264 X 383 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 173 and pi. 38a.
2O8.

C H R I S T IN THE H O U S E OF S I M O N (Plate 45)

(3850
(3854)

297 X 403 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown and greenish-

brown oil paint; partly coloured in blue-grey. Numbered in
pencil: 12.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 373.
A finished but much weaker version is in the Albertina (Stix
and Spitzmiiller, 530).
209. THE R A I S I N G OF L A Z A R U S (Plate 47)

(3^34)

295 X 404 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint; touched
with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 5.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 173 and pi. 36b.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 377.
The general grouping and the attitudes of Christ and
Lazarus recall the etching B.6.
For other versions of the subject see Nos. 222, 239, 256.
The figure composition is almost identical with an engraving
by Masse, but the engraving is reversed and has a different
architectural background.
210. THE H U N T E R ' S F A M I L Y
(3859)
294 X 408 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint. Numbered
in pencil: ii.
SHEPHERDS

AND FLOCKS

211. 233 X 318 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in opaque blue and red pigment.
(4017)
212. 293 X 398 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint; partly
coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 6. (Plate 46) (3857)

XIII. Monotypes
Castiglione seems to have been the inventor of the technique of monotype. The process consists essentially in
taking a single pull from a metal plate on which the
design has been drawn in printer's ink. Castiglione uses
several variations of this basic method, sometimes painting the design in black on white, sometimes covering
the whole or part of the plate with the ink and then
drawing the design in it with a blunt instrument so that
it prints white on black, and sometimes touching up the
final pull with water-colour or even oils. The technique
was little taken up in his own time but has been widely
used by artists since the i gth century.
For a full account of Castiglione's method and a
catalogue of his known monotypes see A. Calabi, The
Monotypes of G. B. Castiglione (Print Collector's Quarterly, x,
1923, p. 223, and xii, 1925, p. 435). Unfortunately, in
order to introduce into his second article the new prints
which he had discovered since writing the first, Calabi
changes the numbering. Where there is ambiguity his
final number is given first, and the earlier number in
brackets.
213.

THE N A T I V I T Y

(S94^b)

372 X 257 mm. Monotype. Inscribed: Gio. Benebetto Castiglione Genovse (sic).
Lit.: Calabi, Monotypes, p. 240, No. 7A; Delogu, pi. 51;
Blunt, Drawings, p. 168 and pi. 33a.
A second pull, of which the first is in the Bibliotheque
Nationale (cf. Calabi, Monotypes, p. 238, No. 7). The figure
of God the Father is related to the etchings 6.7 and B. 11, but
the figure of the Virgin is more Mannerist than in any of the
etchings or paintings.

CATALOGUE
214.

THE N A T I V I T Y (Plate 49)

(39460)

247 X 375 mm. Monotype.
Lit.: Calabi, Monotypes, p. 240, No. 8.
The principal group recalls the etching B.8.
215. 'TEMPORALIS ETERNITAS' (Plate 50)
(394^e)
296 X 201 mm. Monotype. Signed: Gio. BeneditusCastiglione
1645.

Galabi, Monotypes, p. 250, No. 19 (16); Blunt, Drawings, p. 168 and pi. 33b.
This monotype corresponds exactly to the etching 6.25
which bears the inscription: Temporalis Eternitas.

Lit.:

216. U N I D E N T I F I E D SUBJECT (Plate 48)
(3946d)
258 x 373 mm. Monotype. Signed: G.B.C. 1660.
Lit.: Calabi, Monotypes, p. 232, No. 3; Blunt, Drawings,
p. 162, 173, and pi. 37b.
Galabi wrongly reads the date as 1645 or J665, but it is in
fact clearly 1660. Probably, as Galabi suggests, a second
pull.
A poor version of this composition in reverse is in the British
Museum (Ff. 3201), apparently by the same hand as the
drawings classified here as Studio Drawings, Group A (cf.
Nos. 220-233). It is presumably a copy of the original
drawing after which the Monotype was executed.
217. HEAD OF AN O R I E N T A L (Frontispiece)
(3946a)
317 X 236 mm. Monotype; touched up with water-colour
and oils. Numbered in pencil: 43.
Lit.: Blunt, Drawings, p. 165 and pi. 2ga.
A monotype not recorded by Galabi, larger in scale than
Gastiglione's usual works in this medium, and strongly influenced by Rembrandt. The tone of the monotype is pale,
and it may be a second pull. The first pull may be the one
given by Algarotti to Briihl which has now disappeared
(cf. above, p. 25, note 2).

Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione (Attributed to)
218. S T U D Y OF A N A K E D MAN

(3&31)

417 X 256 mm. Drawn in red chalk. Inscribed: Gio. Ben.
Castiglione, the last word being partly erased.
219.

S T U D Y OF A N A K E D MAN

(3&30)

415 x 272 mm. Drawn in red chalk.
These two drawings did not originally belong to the Castiglione volumes but had been inserted loose into them, presumably on the basis of the inscription on No. 218. The
pose of the figure is almost identical in both cases, but in
No. 219 the head has been given a satyr-like character and
a left hand added in a somewhat ambiguous gesture. No
Academies by Gastiglione are known, so that there is no
means of checking the traditional attribution. The style is
very close to that of Andrea Sacchi, but Gastiglione may
have learnt this manner in Rome.

NOS. 198-224

43

are crudely applied in the same dilute manner. Nearly
all these drawings, moreover, are either exact copies of
known originals or very closely based on such originals.
In some cases, however, two or more almost identical
versions are known, none of them being original. It
seems likely, therefore, that they are the work of a
specialist in imitating Castiglione's drawings, particularly the more elaborate many-figured types. A series of
similar drawings is in the Albertina (Stix and Spitzmiiller, 529 and 531-535), where they are tentatively
attributed to the artist's son, Francesco Castiglione, who
is known to have imitated him. There does not appear,
however, to be any particular reason to associate them
with his name. Other drawings by the same hand are in
the British Museum: one (Ff.3.2O2) is a variant on the
etching 'The Genius of G. B. Castiglione' (6.23), and
the other a version of the monotype at Windsor
catalogued under No. 216 above.
220.

THE A N I M A L S G O I N G INTO THE ARK

(S^5O)

280 X 404 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint; partly
coloured in red and blue; and heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 50.
Closely connected with a painting at Nantes of the animals
entering the Ark (Delogu, pi. 12); and more remotely with
a brush drawing in the Louvre of the 'Sacrifice of Noah'
(Delogu, pi. 3ob), and with the etching B. i.
221.

THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE S H E P H E R D S

(3895)

277 X 402 mm. Drawn in brown, red and green oil paint;
partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 44. Damaged and patched on
the left.
Almost identical in composition with No. 154, and apparently a copy after it.
222.

THE R A I S I N G OF L A Z A R U S

(3^33)

283 X 412 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; heightened with
opaque blue, red and white pigment. Numbered in pencil:
42.
Engraved by Bartolozzi (1765).
Three almost identical versions of this composition are
known, none of which appears to be an original: (i) the
present drawing; (2) in the Ashmolean; (3) in the Albertina
(Stix and Spitzmiiller, 539).
For different treatments of the subject, cf. Nos. 209, 239, and
a monotype in the Albertina (Delogu, pi. 55b).
223.

A L L E G O R Y IN
M A N T U A (?)

HONOUR

OF

THE

R E G E N T OF
(3860)

Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione (Studio of)

271 X 405 mm. Drawn in brown, green and red oil paint;
partly coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 16.
The elements of the composition shown in Nos. 132 and 141
have been rearranged to form a new design, in which the
original significance of the figures has disappeared.

Group A. A group of drawings can be isolated on the
basis of common technique and weakness of drawing.
The technique consists of the use of a rather thin oil line,
the pigment in which is much diluted, on a paper
apparently washed over with an even layer of brownish
paint, or with oil which has darkened. Other colours

224. CIRCE
(3849)
277 X 408 mm. Drawn in dark brown, red and green oil
paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 57.
Close to a drawing in the Uffizi (Delogu, pi. 28a), which
appears to be of better quality. For an original drawing of
the same subject, cf. No. 133.
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225.

S H E P H E R D S BEFORE A TOMB

(3890)

273 X 394 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red oil
paint; partly coloured in blue; and heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 55.
On the left shepherds with flocks; on the right two boys try
to read the inscription on a tomb. An etching (6.27), dated
1655, and a studio drawing in the British Museum (1887-613-76) seem to represent the same subject, and in the latter
case the tomb bears the inscription Temporalis Eternitas,
which also occurs in the etching 6.25, cf. the corresponding
monotype (No. 215). The subject is, therefore, probably an
allegory on the frailty of human life and the passing of time,
analogous to the 'Et in Arcadia Ego' compositions of Poussin
and other 17th-century painters.

drawing seems certainly to be original and to date from a
fairly early period in Gastiglione's career, when he was
working in the style of Group VIII A. It seems to be the
original of an anonymous engraving (Coypel ex.}.

Group B. It is further possible to distinguish a group of
oil drawings in which Castiglione's fluent drawing is
caricatured, apparently by an imitator. The technique
of these sketches is similar to that of Group A in the use
of dilute pigment, but the scale of the figures is different,
and the looseness of the drawing is even more marked.
No. 241 is connected with a painting in the Accademia
di S. Luca, Rome, certainly not by Castiglione himself,
but by an imitator whose hand is not otherwise recog226. F I G U R E S B E F O R E AN A L T A R
(3^43)
nizable in known oil painting, but who was probably
268 X 388 mm. Drawn in dark brown, red and blue oil
paint; partly coloured in blue; touched with opaque white responsible for the whole group of drawings, since he
shows the same looseness of drawing which is so marked
pigment. Numbered in pencil: 38.
A free variant of No. 150. The figures in the foreground have in the latter.
been misunderstood by the copyist and turned into meaningless fragments of sculpture.
227.

PASTORAL

S C E N E W I T H A BOY D E C O R A T I N G

HERM

A

(3848)

277 X 400 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in blue; heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered
in pencil: 30.
An almost identical drawing, damaged, but apparently of
better quality, belonged to the late F. A. Drey.
SHEPHERDS AND FLOCKS

228. 278 X 405 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 34.
(3846)
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 470.
229. 256 X 394 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 36.
(3845)
230. 269 X 397 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 39.
(3842)
231. 275 X 400 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 40.
(3889)
Exh.: R.A., 1938, No. 469.
232. 275 X 400 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 33. Top left-hand
corner torn.
(3847)
233. 264 X 397 mm. Drawn in dark brown, green and red
oil paint; partly coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 37

(3844)

A studio brush drawing almost identical with No. 228 is in
the Albertina (Stix and Spitzmiiller, 531). The principal
group with the man on horseback, the youth beside him and
the sheep, also occurs in a red chalk drawing by an imitator
of Castiglione in the Witt Collection. Studio brush drawings identical with Nos. 231 and 230 are in the Albertina
(Stix and Spitzmiiller, 535 and 532), and in the case of the
former both the Windsor and the Albertina versions seem to be
based on an original in the British Museum (1895-9-T 5~79&) •
In the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, is a brush
drawing similar to No. 232, with small variations such as the
omission of the old man behind the cow. The New York

234.

A D A M N A M I N G THE A N I M A L S

(3866)

250 X 361 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint, with touches of red.
A painting in the collection of Professor Thomas Bodkin has
some similarities in general composition and in the pose of
Adam.
235. THE S A C R I F I C E OF N O A H

(3^53)

266 X 386 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in blue and red; and heightened with opaque white pigment.
For the sources of the composition see No. 163. No. 235 is
almost identical with a drawing in the Fogg Museum.
236. E L I J A H AND THE W I D O W

(39^2)

402 X 281 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in blue and red. Numbered in pencil: 27.
237.

THE NATIVITY

WITH GOD THE FATHER

(3975)

400 X 275 mm. Drawn in brown, red and blue oil paint;
partly coloured in blue; and heightened with opaque white
pigment. Numbered in pencil: 22.
238. THE A N G E L A P P E A R I N G

TO ST J O S E P H

(3964)

392 X 279 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; partly
coloured in blue; and heightened in opaque white pigment.
239. THE R A I S I N G OF L A Z A R U S

(3^32)

402 X 277 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; partly
coloured in blue; and heightened in opaque white pigment.
Numbered in pencil: 26.
An upright composition. The figure of Christ is in the same
pose as in No. 222. Gf. also the monotype in the Albertina
(Delogu, pi. 550).
THE M A R T Y R D O M OF ST STEPHEN

240. 390 X 271 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly
coloured in blue and red. Numbered in pencil: 21. (3974)
241. 282 X 237 mm. Drawn in brown and yellow oil paint;
slightly coloured in blue
(3956)
Lit.: Engraved in Saint-Non, Fragments, pi. 30.
The engraving by Saint-Non shows only the right-hand
figure in No. 241 in the action of hurling a stone at two
snakes. The whole group is related to a studio painting in
the Accademia di S. Luca, Rome.
Two drawings of this subject, in the Trivulzio collection,
Milan, attributed to Gastiglione are neither by him, nor by
a very close follower (reproduced in UArte, xlvii, 1944, pp.
37, 38).
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395 X 270 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in red. Numbered in pencil: 46.

ing 6.7. No. 252 is a copy after the etching B.io. Probably
both by the same pupil.
No. 253 appears to be by the same hand as No. 256.

243.

254.

242. AN A N G E L A P P E A R I N G TO A H E R M I T

THE O R I G I N OF THE P I E R I A N S P R I N G

(395^)

(3858)

251 X 287 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; partly coloured
in red; and heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 9.
A difficult drawing to date, but connected with No. 142 in
the curious use of dabs of bright red paint on the cheeks and
therefore probably of about the same date.
244.

F I G U R E S B E F O R E AN A L T A R

(39^3)

406 X 278 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; partly
coloured with blue; and heightened with opaque white
paint. Numbered in pencil: 24.
A free variant of No. 150.

Group C. Miscellaneous drawings by various studio
hands.
245.

THE S A C R I F I C E OF N O A H

(3837)

295 X 436 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint over black chalk;
partly coloured in pink and green; heightened with opaque
white pigment.
Identical in composition with the version engraved by
Bartolozzi. Presumably a copy after a lost original drawing
used by Bartolozzi.
For the sources of this design, cf. No. 163.
246. J O S E P H I N T E R P R E T I N G THE
B U T L E R AND THE B A K E R

DREAMS

OF THE
(39^o)

396 X 275 mm. Drawn in dark brown, red and green oil
paint; coloured in blue-grey; heightened with opaque white
pigment. Numbered in pencil: 29
This rather rare subject was also treated several times by
Strozzi (for the version nearest to the present drawing, cf.
Mostra di Pittori Genovesi del Seicento e del Settecento, Genoa,
1938, pis. 16 and 19).
Probably by the same hand as Nos. 250, 257.
247.

THE E X P O S I T I O N OF MOSES

(4O11)

481 X 308 mm. Drawn in variously coloured oil paint;
partly coloured in blue; touched with opaque white
pigment.
THE ISRAELITES IN THE W I L D E R N E S S

248. 336 X 438 mm. Drawn in reddish oil paint; slightly
coloured in green and blue.
(3838)
249. 384 X 557 mm. Drawn in dark brown and red oil
paint; partly coloured in blue; and heightened with opaque
white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 57.
(4°59)
Imitations of Castiglione's manner as shown in Nos. 145,
146.
250.

D A V I D WITH THE H E A D OF G O L I A T H

(397^)

419 X 279 mm. Drawn in red-brown and green oil paint;
coloured with blue; and heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 18.
See No. 246.
THE NATIVITY

THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE S H E P H E R D S

(393°)

162 X 236 mm. Drawn in red chalk and some water-colour.
255.

THE V I R G I N AND CHILD WITH ST J O S E P H ASLEEP
(4082)

499 X 353 mm. Drawn in brown, red and blue-green oil
paint. Numbered in pencil: 48.
The Virgin is close to the etching B.7, and the angel to B.8.
256.

THE R A I S I N G OF L A Z A R U S

(4028)

343 x 480 mm. Drawn in red-brown oil paint.
Identical in composition with No. 222 (q.v.).
257.

C H R I S T A P P E A R I N G TO ST MARY M A G D A L E N E
(3973)

393 X 279 mm. Drawn in dark brown oil paint; coloured
in blue and green; heightened with opaque white pigment.
Numbered in pencil: 20.
See No. 246.
258.

ST F R A N C I S IN P R A Y E R

(4O°5)

376 X 222 mm. Drawn in brown oil paint; slightly coloured
in blue.
A copy of No. 195.
259.

S A C R I F I C E B E F O R E AN A L T A R

(39°?)

185 X 261 mm. Pen and bistre over black chalk.
The human victim lies in the foreground. The subject is
obscure, but may possibly be the sacrifice of Iphigenia.
260.

R I V E R GOD AND N Y M P H B E F O R E A B U S T OF PAN
(4077)

402 X 557 mm. Drawn in brown and red oil paint; partly
coloured in blue. Numbered in pencil: 38.
261.

N Y M P H , SATYR AND C U P I D

(4060)

385 X 555 mm. Drawn in red and brown oil paint; heightened with opaque white pigment. Numbered in pencil: 20.
A satyr in a very similar pose occurs in an etching (B.i6),
dated 1648, and in two paintings (Delogu, pis. 19 and 25).
The nymph occurs almost exactly in B. 16, in a painting by
Castiglione formerly in the Rumantzeff collection, Moscow,
and in a brush drawing in the Albertina (Stix and Spitzmuller, 522).
262.

S H E P H E R D S AND F L O C K S

(3862)

243 X 371 mm. Drawn in dark brown and red oil paint;
partly coloured in blue; heightened with opaque blue and
white pigment.

Imitators of Castiglione
263.

BACCHANAL

(o^)

398 X 283mm. Drawn in red oil paint; heightened with white.
This drawing has no traditional attribution, but appears to
belong in composition to the series of which four are in the
Uffizi (Delogu, pi. 38). They are, however, all copies or
imitations, possibly by a French artist working in Italy,
since the figures are reminiscent of Vouet in type.

251. 226 X 165 mm. Pen and bistre wash.

264.

253. 284 X 359 mm. Drawn in reddish-brown oil paint (3885)
In No. 251 the Virgin is an almost exact copy after the etch-

167 X 135 mm. Pen and bistre over black chalk.
Traditionally attributed to Castiglione, but certainly not
original. By an imitator of Rembrandt perhaps belonging to
Castiglione's circle. It is, however, possible that the drawing
may be a work produced in the Low Countries.

(3993)
252. 133 X 180 mm. Pen and bistre with touches of red
chalk.
(4001)

S T U D I E S OF H E A D S

(3943)
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i. STUDIES OF C A M E L S AND SHEEP. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. i)

2. W O M E N AND C H I L D R E N P R A Y I N G B E F O R E A T O M B . Pen and bistre (Gat.

No. 24)

3. WOMEN AND CHILDREN PRAYING BEFORE A TOMB. Red-brown and orange oil paint (Gat. No. 108)

4. THE W O R S H I P OF THE G O L D E N CALF. Brown oil paint (Cat. No. 64)

5. MOSES C O M I N G DOWN FROM M O U N T SINAI. Brown oil paint (Cat. No. 65)

6. THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT. Red-brown oil paint (Gat. No. 70)

7. THE EXPOSITION OF MOSES. Red-brown oil paint (Gat. No. 98)

8. DANCE IN H O N O U R OF PAN. Red-brown oil paint, slightly coloured in blue (Cat. No. 73)

SHEPHERDS AND FLOCKS. Brown and blue-green oil paint, partly coloured in green and in opaque pale blue
(Cat. No. 120)

io. THE S A V I N G OF THE I N F A N T FYRRHus. Brown oil paint (Gat. No. 76)

n. T H E J O U R N E Y O F J A G O B . Red and grey-green oil paint, slightly coloured in blue (Gat. No. 96)

is. S A C R E D AND P R O F A N E LOVE. Orange-brown and greenish-brown oil paint, partly coloured in greenish-brown, crimson and blue (Cat. No. 104)

13- PAN AND SYRINX. Red oil paint (Cat. No. 105)

14. SHEPHERDS AND FLOCKS. Red-brown oil paint, partly coloured in blue (Cat. No. 111)

15. SATYR D R I N K I N G . Pen and bistre wash (Cat. No. 57)

i6. THE A D O R A T I O N OF THE SHEPHERDS. Brown oil paint (Gat. No. 102)

17. S H E P H E R D AND S H E P H E R D E S S B E F O R E AN ALTAR. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 44)

18. THE SATYR FAMILY. Pen and bistre wash (Gat. No. 54)

19. A MAN A D D R E S S I N G AN O R I E N T A L WITH A HORSE. Pen and bistre wash over some black chalk (Gat. No. 45)

20. THREE MEN, ONE READING FROM A SCROLL. Pen and bistre wash (Gat. No. 46)

21. MOSES S T R I K I N G THE ROCK. Red-brown oil paint (Cat. No. 124)

22. MOSES R E C E I V I N G THE LAW. Red-brown oil paint (Cat. No. 128)

23. THE N A T I V I T Y WITH GOD THE FATHER. Red-brown oil paint (Cat. No. 131)

24. A L L E G O R Y IN H O N O U R OF THE R E G E N T OF M A N T U A . Brown oil paint with a little red (Gat. No. 132)

25. CIRCE. Brown oil paint (Cat. No. 133)

26. A NEGRO HOLDING HOUNDS AND A HORSE. Red-brown oil paint (Cat. No. 136)

27. OMNI A v ANITAS. Brown oil paint (Cat. No. 134)

28. U N I D E N T I F I E D SUBJECT. Pen and mauvish-grey wash (Cat. No. 39)

29. HAGAR AND ISHMAEL. Pen and bistre wash (Cat. No. 31)

30. ST MARY OF EGYPT. Pen and bistre wash (Gat. No. 35)

31. A G R O U P OF F I G U R E S IN TERROR OR GRIEF. Pen and bistre wash (Cat. No. 36)

32. A Y O U N G WOMAN SEATED IN C O N T E M P L A T I O N . Pen and bistre (Cat. No. 43)

33. AN OLD WOMAN H O L D I N G A BOWL. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 41)

34- ST BARTHOLOMEW. Red-brown oil paint (Cat. No. 180)

35. THE CHOICE OF HERCULES. Red-brown oil paint, slightly coloured
in opaque blue pigment (Gat. No. 182)

36. F I G U R E S B E F O R E AN A L T A R . Red-brown oil paint, partly coloured in blue (Gat. No. 150)

37- THE ADORATION OF THE KINGS. Reddish-brown oil paint (Gat. No. 178)

38. CHRIST ON THE GROSS. Brown, red and blue oil paint (Gat. No. 191)

39. THE SACRIFICE OF NOAH. Red-brown oil paint, partly coloured in blue (Cat. No. 163)

40. THE SUPPER AT EMMAUS. Brown oil paint, partly coloured in grey-blue, touched with red (Cat. No. 156)

41. THE V I R G I N ADORED BY ST FRANCIS AND ST ANTHONY OF PADUA. Brown, blue-green and red oil paint,
heightened with opaque pigment (Gat. No. 194)

42. ST F R A N C I S IN P R A Y E R . Red-brown oil paint, partly coloured in opaque blue pigment
(Cat. No. 195)

43• TWO FRANCISCANS IN PRAYER. Dark-brown oil paint, partly coloured with opaque pale blue pigment
(Gat. No. 204)

44- THE P R O D I G A L SON. Red-brown oil paint (Gat. No. 207)

45- CHRIST IN THE HOUSE OF SIMON. Reddish-brown and greenish-brown oil paint, partly coloured in blue-grey (Gat. No. 208)

46. S H E P H E R D S AND FLOCKS. Red-brown oil paint, partly coloured in blue (Gat. No. 212)

47- THE RAISING OF LAZARUS. Reddish-brown oil paint, touched with opaque white pigment (Cat. No. 209)

48. U N I D E N T I F I E D SUBJECT. Monotype (Cat.

No. 216)

49- THE NATIVITY. Monotype (Cat. No. 214)

50. 'TEMPORALIS ETERNITAS'. Monotype (Cat. No. 215)
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INTRODUCTION

I

N the preface to his catalogue of the etchings of Stefano della Bella, published in 1772, Jombert
describes the artist as cle plus celebre dessinateur et graveur qui ait existe jusqu'a present'. This
estimate of his importance may appear excessive, but it must be said on the other hand that his
work has been unduly neglected in the last hundred years. To the nineteenth century his delicate,
if somewhat mannered draughtsmanship and his exquisite skill as an etcher would have seemed
frivolous and almost rococo, and must have blinded collectors to the sensitiveness of his imagination
and the subtlety of his observation. It would be foolish to claim him as a great artist, but he ranks
high among the petits maitres; and to the historian of European art he presents problems of style
which are of considerable interest.
Stefano della Bella was born in Florence in 1610.l His father and his uncle were sculptors working
in the studio of Giovanni Bologna, and Stefano was first trained as a goldsmith. At an early age he
showed great skill in copying the etchings of Callot, which were to form the basis of his style for
many years. For a short period he studied painting, but soon settled down to a career as a draughtsman and engraver. In 1633 Lorenzo de' Medici, brother of the Grand Duke, sent him to Rome
where he spent the greater part of the following six years. It is probable that he paid visits to
Florence from Rome, for instance in 1637, when he designed the decorations for the funeral of the
Emperor Ferdinand II and for a Grand Ducal carrousel, and made the drawing illustrated on
pi. 18, which shows a view of Florence in the background.
The style of his works executed in the Roman period is strongly influenced by Callot and the
Florentine designers of court festivals, such as Giulio Parigi and Remigio Cantagallina. His views
of Rome and the 'Harbour scene' of 1634 (pi. 34) are little more than variants on Callot's compositions of similar subjects, and this influence is equally apparent in his studies of soldiers (pis. 3, 18-20).
But although the general compositions, the poses and the technique are close to Callot, Stefano's
drawings lack the peculiar tension which gives their essential life to his master's sketches, a sort of
tang not to be found in the works of the other Florentine draughtsmen and etchers of small figures.
They are softer, more decorative, and in some cases (pi. 19) show an interest in the descriptive
rendering of almost grotesque forms which is more northern than Italian. His designs for feste
(pi. i) are skilful performances in the current Florentine idiom.
In 1639 Stefano della Bella left Italy for Paris in the train of Alessandro del Nero, ambassadorextraordinary of the Grand Duke. We know nothing of his reasons for going, but he was probably
attracted to Paris by the activities of publishers, such as Israel Henriet and Langlois, called Ciartres,
who were building up a considerable business in issuing engravings and etchings by Callot and other
artists. In any case Stefano was soon in touch with them and during the next eleven years supplied
them with large numbers of plates of landscapes, figure studies, and decorative designs which seem
to have enjoyed much success in the capital.
During his first years in Paris his style does not seem to have changed much, but about 1645 the

x
The most accurate account of the artist's life is given by Alexandre de Vesme in Le Peintre-Graveur Italien, Milan, 1906, pp. 66-79.
It is followed by a complete catalogue of his etchings based on that of Jombert, but enlarged and corrected. The early sources for his
biography are as follows: Baldinucci, Notizie de* Professori del Disegno, Florence, 1676-8, iv, p. 242; Felibien, Entretiens, iii, Trevoux,
l 2
T -$, p. 385; Florent le Comte, Cabinet des Singularitez, iii, 1702, p. 377; Mariette, Abecedario, ii, Paris, 1851-60, p. 68; Jombert, Essai
d'un catalogue de Vceuvre d'Etienne de la Belle, Paris, 1772. Modern literature on the artist is very slight. His drawings in the Albertina are
catalogued in A. Stix and L. Frohlich-Bum, Die ^eichnungen der Toskanischen, Umbrischen und Romischen Schulen, Vienna, 1932, p. 60, and
those in the Hermitage in the Annuaire du Musee de I'Hermitage, Art Occidental, i, 1936, p. 49. The important groups in the Uffizi and
the Louvre are as yet uncatalogued. His views of Rome in the Uffizi are reproduced and discussed by Enzo Maganuco in 'Stefano
della Bella a Roma5, Dedalo, Ann., vi, 1925-6, p. 209.
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etchings show new characteristics, which are even more marked after the visit which he made to
Holland in 1647.
It is generally stated that his object in going to the Netherlands was to visit Rembrandt, whose
etchings he had come to know in Paris and had imitated in a number of his own plates;l but this is
only part of the story. One of the clearest changes in Stefano's style in the second half of the forties
is to be seen in his etchings of landscapes, and this can only be accounted for by the fact that he
studied the work of a number of Dutch artists other than Rembrandt. In some he seems to be
imitating the compositions of the earlier generation of Dutchmen visiting Italy. Several of the
etchings of Rome published in Paris about 16462 recall in composition the paintings of Breenbergh
of the forties; others (cf. Fig. 3), 3 in their non-linear, picturesque technique are close to the etchings
of the same artist of 1639-40, and also to those of a younger artist, Jan Both.4 The most purely
Dutch landscape etchings are the four upright plates, probably produced about 1650,5 which are
very close to the large etchings of Swanevelt, notably in the particular convention for the drawing
of trees. Even later, after the return to Italy, he produced a set of views of Leghorn6 which suggest
that he knew the work of Berghem and Adriaen van de Velde.7
The study of these Dutch artists also affected his style of drawing, and many of his later works,
such as that illustrated on pi. 36, show him using a technique entirely different from his early
imitation of Callot's manner and far closer to that of Swanevelt, as it appears, for instance, in his
landscapes in the Uffizi.
It would be wrong to associate this Dutch phase in the development of Stefano too closely with
his visit to Holland in 1647, f°r the change seems to begin a year or two earlier and there were many
other means by which he could have seen his models. The etchings of Breenbergh and Both were
well known in Italy, where some of them were produced, and in France, where Both at least spent
some time between 1636 and 1640. Swanevelt was in Paris for the greater part of the years during
which Stefano was resident there. The Dutch journey must therefore be regarded as a pilgrimage
to study an art with which he was already acquainted rather than as the beginning of a stage in his
development.
Stefano's style of figure drawing also changes considerably during his stay in Paris. The scale of
the figures becomes greater, the outline freer and more fluent, and the parallel hatching in the
manner of Callot disappears. In some drawings, such as pis. 25, 27 and 28, which probably date
from about 1650 when the artist left Paris, the expressive handwriting reminds one to some extent
of Rembrandt, though the imitation is not at all direct. In others, such as pis. 22 and 24, probably
made just before 1650, the free draughtsmanship is combined with a new kind of hatching designed
to produce a luminous effect. This suggests an engraver's technique and may have been a borrowing
from the works of Claude Mellan which Stefano must have seen in Paris and perhaps even in Rome.
Among his most attractive drawings are those for costumes used mfeste and ballets (pis. 6-15 and
23). It has unfortunately proved impossible to connect them with any known ceremonies, but from
their general style, and from the fact that some of the drawings of heads are closely related to
etchings of 1650, it seems likely that they were produced either in the last years in Paris or just after
J
E.g. V. 364-88 (J.I45) of c. 1649; V. 325-63 (J.i3o) of c. 1647; V. 389-411 (J.iai) of c. 1646; V. 292-307 (J.I46) of c. 1649; V. 308
(J.i 68) of 1650; and V. 189-92 (J.I72) of c. 1649-50.
2
V. 820, 823, 827 (J.i27, Nos. 6, 4 and 10).
3
V. 829, 830 (J.i27, Nos. 13 and 2).
4
Cf. Hollstein, Dutch and Flemish Etchings, Engravings and Woodcuts, iii, Amsterdam, n.d., p. 207 ff., and 158 ff.
6
V. 781-4 (J.i86). Both Jombert and Vesme date them about 1655, but their style indicates a date nearer to 1650, and since they
were published in Paris there is no reason to place them five years after the artist left to return to Italy. Vesme wrongly identifies the
view of Florence in the background of No. 783 as representing Rome.

•v.
844-9 (J.184) of;i654-5.
7

I am indebted to Miss Kirsten Aschengreen for helping me to identify the exact sources of Stefano in Dutch painting and engraving.
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the return to Italy. Some of them, such as the figure dressed in a series of spheres (pi. 7), show a
striking degree of fantasy of the kind familiar later in the ballet designs of the French court; others,
like pi. 6, a subtlety of pose which almost leads on to the eighteenth century. All are executed in
water-colours, applied with a lightness suitable to the delicacy of the whole conception.
It is difficult to assess the influence of Stefano della Bella on French art, but it must have been considerable. The landscapes of Israel Silvestre and Jean Lepautre are unthinkable without Stefano's
version of the Dutch manner, and it is his tradition of topographical engraving rather than Callot's
which is carried on in the work of Silvestre, Perelle and Aveline. His decoration for 'Mirame' (1641)
and the Tinta Pazza' (1645) must have been important incidents in the history of French theatrical
design, and his successors, like Henri Gissey and Berain, derived much from his inspiration.
In 1649, presumably on account of the Fronde, Stefano della Bella left Paris and returned to
Florence. We have no information about his route, but a drawing at Windsor (Fig. 4) tells us that
at some stage in his career he must have crossed the Alps, and its style indicates a dating of 1650
rather than 1639.I We may reasonably guess, therefore, that on this occasion he came back through
Switzerland, perhaps in order to avoid travelling more than necessary through France, which was
then in a disturbed state and where anti-Italian feeling was running high. Stefano spent the remaining years of his life, till his death in 1664, mainly in Florence, though he is recorded as paying at
least a visit to Rome, and the view of Venice (pi. 31) proves that he went to that city, probably
in 1661.2
An idea of Stefano's style in his later period can be gained from certain drawings at Windsor,
though the collection is not rich in works of this type. The 'Clovis and Clotilda' (pi. 5) can now be
dated to just before 1657 on the grounds of its connexion with Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin's poem
published in that year, and, although damaged, it shows the soft sfumato technique with much
grey wash which the artist uses in many of his figure pieces and landscapes after his return from
France, and in which we can still see an echo of the manner of Swanevelt. Other drawings can for
stylistic reasons be assigned to the same period, particularly the enchanting 'Child playing with a
dog' (pi. 26) and the design for the title page (pi. 4), which is in the same technique as the 'Clovis
and Clotilda'. Stefano made many etchings in this same soft style, particularly of religious subjects,
but in some of his later designs for Florentine feste he employs a much harder manner, dictated
perhaps by the fact that he was compelled to deal with large numbers of minute figures, as he had
done in his early days.
There is reason to suppose that he did not enjoy in Florence the success which he had found in
Paris, and there are no indications that he was stimulated to any new inventiveness after he left
France. In fact the years 1639to l^5° mark the high point of his career as an artist. Through his
various publishers he found a wide and appreciative public for his landscapes and figure pieces, and
in the Court itself patrons who brought out to the full his imagination as a designer of costumes and
stage settings. On his return to Florence he found the atmosphere less propitious than it had been
in the i63o's. The Grand Duke, Ferdinand II, was more interested in the sciences than the arts, and
although his brother, Cardinal Leopold de'Medici, was an enthusiast, he was more of a collector
than a patron of living artists. In general Florence must have seemed dead and even provincial after
x
lt
2

is, moreover, very improbable that the Florentine ambassador should have taken this inconvenient route.
The view of the Pyramids and the Sphinx (pi. 30) raises the problem of whether he went to Egypt. But the evidence is on the whole
against this hypothesis. In the biographies there is no reference to such a visit, which would be a sufficient rarity to deserve mention,
and the drawing itself, though much more accurate than anything that he could have found in books of travel, is in one important
aspect at variance with the state of the site in the seventeenth century. Sandys, writing in about 161 o, and Pietro della Valle in 1616,
both state that only the head and the neck of the Sphinx were visible above the sand, although Sandys points out that Pliny describes
it as having a lion's body. It may therefore be that Stefano based his drawing on Pliny's description and used some other Sphinx as
a model for the parts not visible in the seventeenth century. I am indebted to my brother Wilfrid for this information and suggestion.
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the active artistic and intellectual life in Paris, and this state of affairs is reflected in the work of
Stefano della Bella. His talent was of a kind which needed stimulus from commissions and support of
all kinds, and we may well wonder whether he did not sometimes regret leaving the great capital of
a rising country to return to what was becoming something of an artistic backwater.
Stefano's reputation at the present day is based more on his etchings than on his drawings. The
latter are scattered through many public and private collections and have never been studied
systematically. What was probably the finest accumulation of them was lost in the fire which
destroyed Boulle's collection in 1720. This disaster may well have made it impossible for us ever to
appreciate the artist at his full value.
N O T H I N G is known of the history of the drawings by Stefano della Bella at Windsor. Two volumes
containing 114 drawings are listed in 'Inventory A' dating from the late eighteenth century,1 but
there is no reason to believe that these particular drawings came with either the Albani or the
Smith drawings which formed the bulk of the Italian drawings acquired by George III. The King's
librarian, Dalton, bought various small lots of paintings and drawings at different times, but
there is nothing to show whether any of these purchases included drawings by Stefano. It may,
however, be surmised that the very fine collection of his etchings now in the Royal Library was
acquired from the same source as the drawings.
All the drawings included in the eighteenth-century volumes are listed in the present catalogue,
except the following: Inventory Nos. 4614-5, 4624-9, 4634-5, which are dealt with in my catalogue
of the French drawings under Nos. 22-31 and attributed to Callot;2 Inventory Nos. 4636-7, which
are costume designs probably by a Florentine artist; and Inventory No. 4583, which is certainly not
even Florentine. One drawing, No. 112, has been added from a miscellaneous volume on the basis
of an early inscription.
1

Many of these sheets consisted of several different drawings stuck together. In the present catalogue these have been listed separately,
which
accounts for the greater number of items appearing here.
2
As has been pointed out by Mr Popham in a review in the Burlington Magazine (Lxxxviii, 1946, pp. 283-4), I was probably overoptimistic in ascribing Nos. 24 and 25 to Callot himself. They have, however, nothing to do with Stefano, and are probably by a
French follower of Callot, such as Saint-Igny.
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/. Religious Subjects
1. M O S E S S T R I K I N G THE R O C K (Plate 2j)

7. O B S E Q U I E S OF THE E M P E R O R F E R D I N A N D II, 1637

(4601)

170 X 98 mm. Pen and bistre, with some black chalk. Not
related to any known engraving.
2. C H R I S T T E A C H I N G

(^6j^a)

90 x 148 mm. Pen and bistre. Mounted with No. 115.
The figure of Christ is surprisingly Raphaelesque, but cannot be traced to any prototype.
STUDIES FOR 'CHRIST IN THE H O U S E OF M A R T H A AND
MARY'
3. 179 x 187 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4677)
4. 86 X 65 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4671)

No. 3 consists of a series of studies for a whole composition;
No. 4 is for the figure of Mary.
5. W O M A N AND C H I L D S E A T E D ON AN ASS

(4573)

197 x 245 mm. Pen and bistre.
On the recto are three drawings; the centre one is a study in
reverse for the etching V.I2, J.i6o, Flight into Egypt. This
sheet is closely related to drawings Nos. 7993, 7982 in the
Uffizi. On the verso, visible from the front, is a study for the
etching V.i6, J.I55. Both etchings were published by
Mariette.

//. Historical Subjects
6. THE Q U E E N OF F R A N C E AT D I N N E R

(4603)

301 X 236 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Inscribed:
Regina difrancia che desina.
Two sketches on separate sheets stuck together. The upper
one shows the Chambre de la Reine in one of the Royal
Palaces with the state bed. The lower sketch shows only the
dinner table with the Queen seated at it surrounded by
courtiers.
Stefano della Bella was in Paris between 1639 and 1650, so
that the Queen of France must be Anne of Austria, wife of
Louis XIII. If Stefano is accurate in referring to her as
Queen and not Queen Mother the drawing must date from
before 1643, the date of Louis XIIFs death. As Stefano
came to Paris in the train of Alessandro del Nero, the Grand
Duke of Tuscany's representative, it seems probable that in
this capacity he gained admittance to see the Queen eating
soon after arrival. The drawing is evidently done from life or
from an immediate recollection of the scene.

(Plate i)
(4592)
265 X 258 mm. Pen and bistre over black chalk.
The facade of S. Lorenzo, Florence, as decorated for the
obsequies by Alfonso Parigi. Complete sketch for the etching V.75, J.50.
8. A L T A R IN THE C H U R C H AT I M P R U N E T A

(45^8)

254 X 205 mm. Black chalk with some pen and bistre.
This early drawing may almost certainly be dated 1633,
when Stefano made the large etching showing the tabernacle of the Madonna of Impruneta, commissioned by
Donato de' Nobili (¥.1051, J.27).
9. S T U D Y F O R T H E

M E D I C I VASE

(4649)

140 X in mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Other sketches
on the verso.
Study for the figure of the boy Cosimo III, at that time heir
to the Grand Duke of Tuscany. Stefano had accompanied
the boy to Rome as drawing-master. The etching, V.832,
J.i 89, is dated 1656.
10. A S T A N D A R D B E A R E R (Plate l8)

(4621)

108 X 177 mm. Pen and bistre. Inscribed on stone in
corner: P.R.P.F. 1637 under a coronet.
In the background a view of Florence. The arms on the banner are undecipherable, but are not Medici. Very finished
drawing, probably intended as a title page of a series illustrating a fete or triumph. In 1637 Stefano designed a carrousel for the marriage of Ferdinand II with Vittoria della
Rovere, but this drawing does not appear to be connected
with it.
11. A B A T T L E (Plate 2)

(4551)

158 x 385 mm. Pen and bistre wash over black chalk.
Irregularly cut at top.
In the right foreground are the arms of Medici impaling
another coat, consisting of a fesse, the tinctures not being
indicated. These arms were borne by at least three Florentine families, the Adimari, the Buondelmonte, and the
Siminetti, but it has not been possible to connect any of
them with this design. The drawing is not connected with
any of Stefano's etchings of battles, but corresponds in type
exactly to the 46 etchings contained in Beaulieu's 'Batailles
de Louis le Grand', all of which he executed in France. This
drawing was presumably made after Stefano's return to
Italy in 1650.
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12. A B A T T L E (Plate 3)
(4555)
7 X 355 mm. Pen and bistre on vellum.
Exactly similar in style and execution to a drawing in the
Louvre No. 000440. A study for the principal figure was in
a sale, Florence, lo-ig.xi.igoa, lot 182.
2O

///. Title Pages, Illustrations, Games, etc.
13.

TITLE

PAGE

TO V I T T O R I O

SIRl's

IL

MERCURIO,

iii, 1652
(456°)
254 X 189 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash.
Inscribed below: Se sia necessario che Mercurio sia a man diritta
sipotrafare al lu\ogo] di Pallade. Other inscriptions too fragmentary to decipher.
Detailed study in reverse for the rare engraving, V.gGo,
J.i 77, with slight variations.
14. TITLE PAGE (Plate 4)
(45^0
217 X 165 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash.
A figure crowned with a laurel wreath leans on a pedestal
under a tree. In the background, Pegasus alights on Helicon
with three small figures (poets ?) seated lower down the hill.
This drawing is closely related to one in the Louvre, No.
000374, where the same figure is seated writing on a large
tablet held by a standing female figure. A violin lies beside
the writing figure (Muse?). In the background is the scene
with Pegasus and three seated figures, but in reverse to the
Windsor drawing. These two versions are not connected
with any known engraving.
15. G L O V I S AND C L O T I L D A (Plate 5)
(4549)
288 X 216 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash.
Much damaged and stained.
Exact study for the etching V.211, J. 187.
Florent le Gomte describes this etching: 'sujet avec soubassement et couronnement; c'est a peu pres Clovis emmenant
Glothilde5. De Vesme states that the original plate was in the
collection of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and argues that it
must have been executed in Italy and therefore cannot
represent Glovis and Clotilda, since such a subject would
interest no-one in that country.
The design was, however, used as the basis for the plate
illustrating the first canto of the poem Clovis ou la France
Chrestienne by Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, published in Paris
in 1657. The engraving in the book is a free version of
Stefano's design, reversed and with different architecture in
the background. The other engravings in the book are not
after Stefano, but apparently after designs by French
artists. It looks as though Stefano made one drawing and
etching for Desmarets, perhaps in the hope of getting the
commission for the whole series. He had already engraved
the frontispiece for the author's poetical works, published in
1641 (V.942, J.8i), and carried out other projects planned
by him, such as the Jeux (cf. No. 17). A date in or just before
1657 fits with the style of the drawing and the etching, and
also with the fact that the plate should have remained in
Florence, since Stefano was living there at that time.
16. G R O U P OF M A L E F I G U R E S ON A Q U A Y S I D E

(46oob)
40 X 97 mm. Pen and bistre. Inscribed: Farepiu colori. io ho
Amato, molto, La Sigra Cecilia ma ora chio son lontano non mi euro
piii perche ella non mi ama. sio lamo lo sa Dio. Fuggifuggi giovane
senza ragione, lamor mondano, e segui Dio, Gesu e Maria. The
group consists of three Orientals, and two Europeans, one of
whom appears to be a cleric.
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It has been suggested that this little drawing is connected
with an opera, of which the inscription is part of the lyric.
17. JEU DES R E Y N E S

(4602)

216 X 237 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash.
Nine studies for the etchings, executed in Paris for the
education of the young Louis XIV, ¥.595-647, J.i 18.
The inscriptions under the figures are in Stefano's own
hand, and read:
Panysatis
Julie
fauste belle Princesse
Mammee
Janne de Naples. II faut qu'elle ayt la gorge descouverte,
et une plume ou aygrette sur la teste.
Isabelle d'espagne
Marie Stuart belle Princesse
Elizabeth sage Reyne d'Angleterre. ne faittes pas la robe
si large.
The ninth figure has no inscription.
This game was composed at the order of Cardinal Mazarin
by Jean Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin. The 'privilege royaP
was granted on gth April, 1644.
TWO SHEETS

OF

PIGTOGRAPHS

18. 270 x 191 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey
wash.
(4571)
19. 296 x 208 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.

(4586)

IV. Fantastic Costumes
20. F I G U R E

IN D R E S S OF A Z E P H Y R (Plate 15)

(4684)

184 x 150 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and water
colour. The dress is slashed, ribboned and garlanded with
flowers. Very similar in style to No. 21.
21. M A L E F I G U R E IN F A N T A S T I C D R E S S (Plate j)

(4692)

300 x 200 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash.
Exh.: R.A., 1950, No. 435.
The theme of the dress is the sphere. The figure wears a
sphere completely enclosing the head, and carries another in
one hand, while the chest and knees are also decorated with
spheres.
22. A K N I G H T ON H O R S E B A C K

IN P A G E A N T COSTUME
(4690

288 X 202 mm. Black chalk with grey wash.
23. F I G U R E OF A LADY

PROBABLY

IN T H E A T R I C A L

COSTUME (Plate 6)
(45^i)
331 x 205 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash.
Exh.: Edinburgh, 1947, No. 125; R.A., 1950, No. 432.
2 4 . F I G U R E I N F A N T A S T I C H E A D - D R E S S (Plate

II)

(4689)

140 X 94 mm. Black chalk and water-colour.
Similar in style to the series V.i 81-192,^172: 'Tetes coiffees
a la Persienne,' described by Jombert as 'graves un peu dans
le gout de Rembrandt'. The etchings are dated 1650.
TWO F I G U R E S IN FANTASTIC H E A D - D R E S S

(4685)

25. 192 X 155 mm. Black chalk with water-colour (right
half, Plate 12).
The two figures are separate sheets stuck together. Similar
to No. 24.
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26. H E A D OF A W O M A N IN T U R K I S H D R E S S

(45^8)

DESIGNS FOR TABLE ORNAMENTS

STUDIES OF NEGRESSES IN FANTASTIC HEAD-DRESSES

7-

T

93 X 258 mm. Black chalk and water-colour. (Plate 10)
(4607)
28. 140 X 94 mm. Black chalk and water-colour. (Plate 8)
(4690)
29. 140 X 95 mm. Black chalk and water-colour. (4686)
30. 145 X 99 mm. Black chalk and water-colour. (4687)
31. 172 X in mm. Black chalk and water-colour. (Plate 9)
(4688)
A similar water-colour was in the Henry Reitlinger
Collection.
32. W O M A N IN G E R M A N D R E S S (Plate 23)

(4569)

347 x 149 mm. Pen and bistre.

254 X 189 mm. Black chalk and water-colour.
Similar to No. 24.
2

44. D E S I G N FOR A M O N S T R A N C E

95

(4582)

205 X 247 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, grey and sepia
wash.
FIGURE IN GERMAN DRESS

45. 198 X 296 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey
wash (Plate 16)
(4587)
46. 263 X 181 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4585)
47. 185 X 256 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4604)
Nos. 46 and 47 have drawings on the verso. No. 45 incorporates the elephant and castle motif. No. 47 shows three
knives and a table ornament composed of three dolphins.
48. S K E T C H E S FOR A P E D E S T A L

(4577)

171 x 225. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash.
In one design the pedestal is supported on snails and
tortoises. Studies for doors show through from the verso.
49. D E S I G N FOR A CUP

(4579)

235 X 172 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash.
The bowl is supported by fantastic animal forms.

33. 221 X 145 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, grey wash.

(4589)

34. 214 X 260 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, grey wash.
(Plate 13)
(4683)
Similar in style to No. 32.
35. F I G U R E IN M A S Q U E C O S T U M E

(4669)

207 X 112 mm. Pen and bistre.
S T U D I E S OF A N E G R O

36. 161 X 90 mm. Pen and bistre.
37- *59 x I4° rnm. Pen and bistre.
38. S T U D Y OF A T O R S O

(4679)
(4657)

VI. Miscellaneous Studies: Men
50. A BOY D R A W I N G BY C A N D L E L I G H T (Plate 22) (4676)

97 x 162 mm. Pen and bistre. Inscribed on book: Principii
del disegno.
Study in reverse for V.32I, J.i68 (14), one of the series
Diverses tetes et figures, published by Henriet in 1650. The
etching omits the candle and the book.

(4647^

188 X 86 mm. Pen and bistre. Mounted with No. 108.
The male torso appears to be connected with the fight of
centaurs in 'Scena Quinta d'Inferno' from the 'Nozze degli
Dei', Florence, 1637, etching ¥.918, J.57.
39. S T U D I E S OF A MAN IN A T U R B A N (Plate 14)

(4580)

205 X 175 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash.
This is probably a livery, possibly Polish, since it resembles
the dress of the Polish Ambassador's retinue, with the
characteristic empty sleeves of the surcoat.

V. Decorative Drawings
40. S K E T C H E S OF AN O C T A G O N A L A R B O U R , A V I L L A ,
P U T T I , ETC.

(4574)

175 X 357 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Other similar
sketches show through from the verso.
The putti are an adaptation of the copy Stefano made after
Guido Reni of three children supporting a cup, V.ioi, J.64.
41. SHEET OF STUDIES
(4565a)
163 X 265 mm. Mounted with No. 117.
Sketches for an architectural decoration showing monkeys,
rabbits, peacocks. Also a minute sketch of a church interior.
S T U D I E S OF A C H A R I O T FOR A P A G E A N T

42. 372 X 213 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(457$)
43. 172 X 208 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash.
(Plate 17)
^
(4693)
No. 42 incorporates the Medici arms. No. 43 is for the chair
only, part of which appears in No. 42.
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69. TWO MEN S E A T E D

51. 168 X 149 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4638)
52. 168 X 149 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4639)
No. 51 is a study in reverse for the etching V.381, J.i45 (18).
No. 52 is a study for V.379, J.I45 (16). This series was published by Mariette in Paris probably in 1649.

:

S T U D I E S OF A Y O U N G N E G R O
THE BRIDLE

H O L D I N G A H O R S E BY

53. 160 X ioo mm. Pen and bistre.
(4678)
54. 182 X no mm. Pen and bistre (Plate 29)
(4670)
Two drawings of the same group but in the opposite sense
are in the Albertina (Stix and Frohlich-Bum, 537) and the
Hermitage (rep. in Annuaire du Musee de VHermitage^ Art
Occidental, i, 1936, p. 48).
55. A B R I G A N D W I T H H O R S E S (Plate 19)

(468i)

97 X J55 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4656)

70. S H E E T S OF F I G U R E S T U D I E S

148 x 127 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
This sheet has a small insertion, 85 X 95 mm., stuck on at
the lower left-hand corner.
71. in

x 164 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4672)

72. 76 x 85 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Three figures.

(4643a)

73. 70 X 85 mm. Pen and bistre wash.
Head of a boy.

(4643^

FIGURE

STUDIES

(4554)

74. 121 X 84 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4652)

56. A C O U R T I E R (Figure i)
228 X 170 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4608)

75. 117 x 108 mm. Pen and bistre.
Study of a man leaning his head on his hand.

(4655)

57. A B A K E R (Plate 21)
133 x 194 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4559)

76. 99 x 211 mm. Pen and bistre.
Three men seated.

(4599)

58. A MAN W I T H A W H I P

(4623)

136 X 219 mm. Pen and bistre.

127 X 129 mm. Pen and bistre.
This drawing is connected with etchings of military exercises, particularly V.I77, J.iog (5) of c. 1645, where a
man, on foot, seen from another angle, induces a horse to
rear by flicking a long whip.
59. A S T A N D A R D B E A R E R (Plate 2O)

(4557)

132 X 198 mm. Pen and bistre.
A similar drawing, with the figure in a different pose, is
at Stockholm.
60. AN O F F I C E R

(4620)

144 x 204 mm. Pen and bistre.
61. TWO R E V E L L E R S

(459^)

71 x no mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.

FIGURE STUDIES

77. 112 X 198 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4667)
78. 162 X 178 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
(468oa)
79. 162 X 130 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
(468ob)
Nos. 77 and 79 are related to the etchings V.369-372,
J.I45 (6-9) from the series 'I Principii del Disegno', published by Mariette about 1649.
BEGGARS

80. 76 x 61 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4622a)
81. 142 X 116 mm. Pen and bistre over black chalk. (4644)
A noseless beggar.
ACADEMIES

STUDIES OF MEN RIDING

62. 131 X 196 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4610)
63. 140 X 102 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. (4566a)
64. 70 X 90 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4566^
65. 125 X 70 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash. (4619^
Nos. 63 and 64 are mounted with No. 107. There are other
drawings on the verso.
No. 65 is mounted with No. 121.
No. 62 is very close to Callot in style. These are all probably
early studies.

82. 283 x 164 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4563)
83. 319 X 234 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
(4562)
These both relate closely to the Louvre drawings Nos.
000371 and 000451, also to the Albertina drawing No. 954.
They appear to be life studies in classical poses. Livio
Mehus, Stefano's pupil and companion on his journey to
Rome in or about 1651, is known to have executed similar
life studies. It seems probable that at this period, when
Stefano was also drawing-master to the young Gosimo III,
he made such studies in the course of his teaching; but in
view of its extreme weakness No. 82 might be by Mehus.

STUDIES OF MEN HUNTING

66. 165 X 200 mm. Pen and bistre
(4646a)
67. 140 X 200 mm. Pen and bistre
(4646^
Two sheets stuck together.
Studies for etchings ¥.739-40, J.i8o (8 and 9) of c. 1654.
Louvre drawing No. 454 is exactly similar to the lower half
of this sheet.
68. AN O F F I C E R AND A MAN IN A R M O U R ON H O R S E B A C K
(4552)

178 X 229 mm. Pen and bistre. Torn at the bottom lefthand corner. Inscribed: S. Bella.

VII. Miscellaneous Studies: Women
84. TWO W O M E N W I T H C H I L D R E N

(Plate 25)

(4648)

123 X 103 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
The younger woman who has one hand raised, appears to
be expounding to the rest of the group.
85. TWO S T U D I E S OF W O M E N

(4^73)

99 X 91 mm. Pen and bistre.
A young woman laughing, and behind, an old woman resting her head on her hand.
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86.

H E A D OF A W O M A N IN A F A N T A S T I C H E L M E T

89 x 102 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.

(4660)

STUDIES OF HEADS

87. 141 X 115 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4645)
A rather insensitive drawing which may be by an imitator.
88. 127 X 179 mm. Pen and bistre.
Four heads in fantastic head-dresses.

(4666)

89. 101 X 145 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash. (4650)
Several views of the same head in a fantastic plumed hat.
90. 120 x 205 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4640)
Three heads, two in hats, and a sketch of a lace-maker working at her pillow.
91. 64 X 76 mm. Pen and bistre.

(4665)

(4613)

198 X 254 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
Other sketches show through from the verso.
There is a similar drawing in the British Museum (1890—
12—9—52) of children and grown-ups listening to a bagpiper.
FIGURE STUDIES: CHILDREN
93. 80 X 92 mm. Pen and bistre.
No. 93 is possibly a study for No. 92.
94. 119 X 148. Black chalk, pen and bistre.
Children playing.

(4658)
(4661 a)

95. 119 x 142 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre (Plate 24)
Head of a boy.
(4661 b)
96. 155 x 212 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
(4611 a)
CHILDREN PLAYING WITH DOGS

97. 86 X 97 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4663)
98. 129 X 101 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash.
(Plate 26)
(4653)
99. 182 X 308 mm. Pen and bistre.
(457°)

IX. Studies: Satyrs and Animals
SATYRS PLAYING

100. 180 X 212 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk
(46 nb)
Other sketches show through the verso of this sheet.
101. 191 x 228 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4572)
102. 196 x 106 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4^59)
IO
3- T93 X 122 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4662a)
104. 193 x 134 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4662b)
All these drawings relate to the etching, V.7I9, J.I28, of a
satyr family playing with children, executed in Paris. No.
103 shows a satyr with a child on his shoulders seen from the
front. In the etching the same figure is seen from behind.
105. A F A U N (Plate 35)
(4558)
225 X 376 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
In the same manner as the academy No. 83.
106.

A MONKEY

183 X 163 mm. Black chalk and grey wash.

107. H O R S E S
(4566c)
72 X 90 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Mounted with
Nos. 63 and 64.
108.

S H E E T OF S T U D I E S

^47a)

184 x 274 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
Mounted with No. 38.
On the right-hand side of the sheet are very minute and
curious studies of animated objects in the style of Hieronymus Bosch; bells, a milk-churn, jars. These are certainly by
Stefano's hand and are original, but no development of this
style can be found in his finished work. There are further
studies on the verso. On the left-hand side are three figures
of unidentifiable sex.

X. Copies after other Masters and the Antique
M E L C H I O R , C A S P A R A N D B A L T H A S A R I after J A C Q U E S
BELLANGE

VIII. Miscellaneous Studies: Children
92. C H I L D R E N W A T C H I N G P U P P E T S (Plate 28)

97

(4605)

109. 107 X 67 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4630)
no. 106 X 67 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4633)
in. 105 X 69 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4631)
These are copies in reverse with slight variations from
Bellange; see Robert-Dumesnil, v, p. 83, Nos. 33, 34, 35.
The fact that the drawings are in reverse and much smaller
than the original etchings suggests that they were made
from small reversed copies of the originals, which were fairly
common.
112. FIGURES FROM RAPHAEL'S

'SCHOOL OF ATHENS'
(4548)

378 x 252 mm. Black chalk. Inscribed: appresso Vscola
d'Atene di Rafaele per Stefenino delta Bella.
This drawing, of extremely poor quality, is unlike Stefano's
usual style, but on the basis of the early inscription, which
may be by the artist, it is difficult to reject it.
Probably an early study made soon after Stefano's arrival
in Rome in 1633.
113. STUDY AFTER

THE WRESTLERS

(4609)

214 X 283 mm. Pen and bistre.
Drawing after the ancient group in the Uffizi.
114. F R I E Z E O F W O M E N D A N C I N G
(4556)
484 X 196 mm. Black chalk.
Four figures in classical dress with linked hands. A free
variant of the Borghese relief, now in the Louvre.
115. STUDY F R O M THE ANTIQUE

(4674^

148 X 86 mm. Pen and bistre. Mounted with No. 2.
Further undecipherable sketches show through from the
verso. The original of the drawing has not been identified,
but it appears to be a relief of a dancing woman.
116. STUDY F R O M AN ANTIQUE STATUE OF A MUSE

(4668b)
172 X 170 mm. Pen and bistre. Mounted with No. 120.
This type of Muse occurs in many examples (cf. S. Reinach,
Repertoire de la Statuaire Grecque et Romaine, i, pp. 274,275,284).
117. S T U D Y F O R T H E B A T T L E O F H E R C U L E S A N D
CENTAURS

THE

(45^5°)

118 X 265 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Mounted with
No. 41.
This is an exercise in the manner of the antique rather than
a copy of an ancient work.

STEFANO
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Cat. No. 119 (detail)

FIG. 2

XL Landscape

BELLA

FIG. 3

BELLA

Cf. Cat. No. 119

This is connected with the same series as No. 119, and like
that, was executed in Rome between 1633-39, before
Stefano's departure for Paris.
Another study of the tomb seen from the opposite side is in
the Uffizi. (R. Maranini, Boll. d'Arte, xxvii, July 1933.)

118. V I E W OF V E N I C E (Plate 31)
(4597)
238 X 402 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash.
The view is taken from the water and shows the Doge's
Palace on the extreme right, in the middle Santa Maria
(4.6193.)
della Salute without the lantern, the subsidiary dome or the 1 2 1 . A R U I N E D T O W E R IN THE C A M P A G N A
campanile, and in the distance on the extreme left the 125 X 225 mm. Pen and bistre with grey wash. Mounted
Redentore.
with No. 65.
The Salute was begun in 1631 and finished in 1682; but the
This
is a study for the etching V.774, J.I47 (6). The drawfirst altar was dedicated and Mass celebrated in 1652,
an< was
taken to Paris
making it probable that the dome was completed, without ing presumably dates from 1633-39 ^
where
Mariette
published
the
etching,
probably
in 1649. It
necessarily the lantern, at this date.
Jombert lists (No. 203) an engraving indicated to him by is one of a series of twelve landscapes.
the younger Joullain of: 'Fete dans la grande place de Saint(4651)
Marc a Venise: estampe dont les figures sont tres-petites.' 122. T H E T E M P L E O F M I N E R V A M E D I C A
Jombert places this in 1661. De Vesme dismisses this sum- 97 * J 79 mm- Black chalk, pen and bistre with grey wash.
marily, saying that as neither Mariette, Zani nor any other
'iconographe' has seen this print, and as De Vesme has never Another drawing of the same subject from a different viewfound it anywhere, Jombert must have been falsely informed point is in the Uffizi. (Reproduced in Dedalo, vi, p. 225.)
by Joullain. Since however the present drawing was
(4564)
evidently made on the spot Stefano must have visited 123. A S L E D G E ON A M O U N T A I N (Figure 4)
Venice and may therefore have made the etching referred to 354 x 232mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre. Inscribed:
by Joullain. Jombert gives no reasons for the date 1661, but Namassa cosi chiamata vista sopra il Monte Ginevera scendere
since we know that between 1655 and 1661 Stefano made monti precipitosi sopra la neve.
various journeys in Italy it is not impossible. After 1661 his
The reference to 'Monte Ginevera' indicates that Stefano
health gradually failed till his death in 1664.
visited Switzerland, perhaps on his return from France to
Florence in 1650. The drawing is in no way a true landscape
I i g . THE T H E R M A E OF D I O C L E T I A N
(Plate 32, Figures
2-3)
.
(4575) and has only been made in order to show an interesting
curiosity.
236 X 372 mm. Pen and bistre.
This is a study for the etching V.83O, J.I27 (2) published
in Paris by Langlois-Ciartres (Fig. 3). Jombert dates it 1646. 124. THE S P H I N X AND THE P Y R A M I D S (Plate 30) (4598)
The drawing is livelier and larger in conception than the 244 X 404 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash.
etching; it was probably done in Rome before 1639 and
taken to Paris by the artist. A drawing of the Madonna and This drawing is far in advance of other seventeenth-century
representations of the subject (e.g. in Sandys, Travells, 1615,
Child shows through from the verso.
p. 193) and might lead to the conclusion that the artist had
either been to Egypt himself or had at least seen sketches
I2O. THE T O M B OF C E C I L I A M E T E L L A
(4668a)
172 X 103 mm. Pen and bistre wash. Mounted with No. made on the spot. But cf. above, p. 91, note 2.
Exhibited R.A. 1953, No. 147.
116.

CATALOGUE
125.

LANDSCAPE

WITH

FARM

BUILDINGS

NOS. 118-141

99

AND

A N I M A L S (Plate 36)
(4593)
215 X 191 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre with grey wash.
STUDIES OF TREES

126. 304 X 223 mm. Black chalk and grey wash.
(457$)
127. 214 X 279 mm. Black chalk and grey wash.
(4567)
These are probably late work as they appear to be studies
for etchings of the 'lavis' type which Stefano used particularly in his later Roman period after 1650, for example
¥.781-6, J.i86.
128.

LANDSCAPE WITH CATTLE

(4664)

102 X 130 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre with grey wash.
Similar in general character to the circular landscape etchings, ¥.714-19, J.I27-8, of c. 1646.
129.

LANDSCAPE

WITH A MEDIAEVAL

HILL

CASTLE

ON A
(4675)

113 X 173 mm. Black chalk, pen and bistre with grey wash.
LANDSCAPE

WITH VILLA AND RIVER

130.

101 X 174 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
(46i8a)
131. i o i X 183 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
(46180)
The two halves of this landscape are in different inks and on
different paper and were originally separate. The left half
shows a villa with pine trees, the right half a peasant's hut
near a river. Apparently a scene near Rome.
132.

P R O F I L E OF THE TOWN OF A R R A S

(459 1 )

178 X 505 mm. Pen and bistre with some black chalk.
Study for the engraving V. 880, J.p. 197, made in Paris,
1641, at the order of Cardinal Richelieu in commemoration
of the Siege of Arras of 1640. This drawing was made on the
spot, and engraved immediately on Stefano's return to
Paris. (Felibien.)
133.

A VIEW WITH ROMAN RUINS

(45$4)

160 X 281 mm. Black chalk with bistre wash.
In the right foreground the ruins of the Gastellum aquae
Juliae, now in the Piazza Vittorio Emmanuele. In the
distance on the left the church of S. Maria Maggiore.
This drawing is connected in character with the later series
of views of the Gampagna of 1656, ¥.832-7,^189. There is
a very similar drawing in the Uffizi of the Baths of Garacalla.
134.

A MEDIAEVAL CASTLE

(459°)

168 X 254 mm. Black chalk.
The Medici arms appear on a turret built out over a ramped
bastion. The castle is almost certainly that of Leghorn.
Stylistically the drawing appears to be an early work, probably done at the time when Stefano had as his patron Don
Lorenzo de' Medici, brother of the Grand Duke Gosimo II.

FIG.

Gat. No. 123

4

137. H A R B O U R SCENE (Plate 34)
(4595)
124 X 204 mm. Pen and bistre over black chalk.
Study in reverse with variants for the etching V.8i2,
J-31 (3) fr°m a series dated 1634. The costumes in the drawing are more elegant and fantastic than in the etching.
138.

F I S H E R M E N AND S H I P S

(4594)

73 X 160 mm. Pen and bistre.
Study in reverse for the figures in the etching V.2OI, J.I93,
a late work, about 1660, with the 'lavis' effect.
139. H A R B O U R SCENE (Figure 5)
(46ooa)
41 x 116 mm. Pen and bistre on vellum. Red wash probably added later.

Imitators of Stefano delta Bella

135. THE FOUR E L E M E N T S : E A R T H (Plate 33)
(4617) 140. P L A N OF A B A T T L E
(4682)
91 x 203 mm. Pen and bistre.
348 X 273 mm. Pen and bistre wash with some black chalk.
Exact study in reverse for the etching V.753, J. 136 ( i ) , pubA
very weak drawing. The figures in the foreground are
lished in Paris by N. Langlois, probably in 1648.
copied from Stefano's etching of the battle of Longone,
V.88i,J.i73.
136. F O U R F I G U R E S I N C O N V E R S A T I O N
(4622^
40 X 47 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4612)
Exact study for the figures in the etching of a harbour scene, 141. A MAN R U N N I N G
128 X 128 mm. Pen and bistre.
V.8io, J.3i (4), dated 1634. Close in style to Gallot.

STEFANO

IOO

BELLA

BELLA

STUDIES OF HEADS

149.

142. 90 X 66 mm. Gut round edge of drawing. Pen and
bistre
(4632)
I
(4641)
43- 95 X 96 mm. Pen and bistre
144. 101 X 150 mm. Pen and bistre.
(4642)

265 X 408 mm. Pen and bistre.
In the background is a rock arch imitated from an ancient
fresco in the Palazzo Barberini.

145. S T U D Y OF B E G G A R S WITH A

(4654)

DOG

122 X 97 mm. Black chalk.
146.

(4616)

L A N D S C A P E WITH P E A S A N T ' S HUT

121 X 208 mm. Pen and bistre.
147. A C H U R C H
(4606)
144 X 139 mm. Pen and bistre.
A weak and mechanical drawing, probably by the same
hand as No. 146.
148.

LANDSCAPE

WITH

A

MAN

GIVING

A L M S TO

BEGGAR

A

(455°)

241 X 388 mm. Pen and bistre. Much darkened.

FIG. 5

150.

LANDSCAPE WITH SHEPHERDS

LANDSCAPE WITH BANDITS

(5764)

(4553)

320 X 460 mm. Pen and bistre on vellum.
This landscape contains many elements which are exactly
in the style of Stefano, but the trees in the foreground cannot
be from his hand. It must be the work of a highly competent
imitator, such as Bazzicaluva.
AN ARMY IN F O R M A T I O N

151. 384 X 546 mm. Pen and bistre.
(11382)
152. 384 X 481 mm. Pen and bistre.
(113&3)
Two drawings by a close follower of Stefano della Bella
showing a bird's eye view of an army, on the pattern of his
etchings of sieges.

Cat. No. 139

i. THE OBSEQUIES OF THE EMPEROR FERDINAND, 1637. Pen

an

d bistre over black chalk (Gat. No. 7)

2. A BATTLE. Pen and bistre wash over black chalk (Cat. No. 11)

3. A BATTLE. Pen and bistre on vellum (Cat. No. 12)

4. A TITLE PAGE. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash (Cat. No. 14)

5- GLOVIS AND CLOTILDA. Black chalk, pen and bistre, with grey wash (Cat. No. 15)

6. A LADY, PROBABLY IN THEATRICAL COSTUME. Pen and bistre with grey wash (Gat. No. 23)

7. MALE FIGURE IN FANTASTIC DRESS. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash (Cat. No, 21)

8. S T U D Y

OF A N E G R E S S IN F A N T A S T I C

HEAD-DRESS.

Black chalk and water-colour (Cat. No. 28)

9. S T U D Y

OF A N E G R E S S IN F A N T A S T I C H E A D - D R E S S .

Black chalk and water-colour (Gat. No. 31)

io. STUDY OF TWO NEGRESSES IN FANTASTIC HEAD-DRESSES. Black chalk and water-colour (Gat. No. 27)

II. FIGURE IN FANTASTIC HEAD-DRESS.

Black chalk and water-colour (Gat. No. 24)

12. F I G U R E IN FANTASTIC HEAD-DRESS.

Black chalk with water-colour (Gat. No. 25)

13. TWO F I G U R E S IN G E R M A N DRESS. Black chalk, pen and bistre, grey and sepia wash (Cat. No. 34)

14. STUDIES OF A MAN IN A T U R B A N . Pen and bistre with grey wash (Cat. No. 39)

15. FIGURE IN DRESS OF A ZEPHYR. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash (Cat. No. 20)

16. DESIGN FOR A TABLE ORNAMENT, Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash (Cat. No. 45)

17. STUDIES OF A CHAIR FOR A PAGEANT. Pen and bistre with grey wash (Gat. No. 43)

i8. A S T A N D A R D B E A R E R . Pen and bistre (Cat. No. 10)

19. A B R I G A N D WITH HORSES. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 55)

20. A STANDARD BEARER. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 59)

21. A BAKER. Pen and bistre (Cat. No. 57)

22. A BOY DRAWING BY C A N D L E L I G H T . Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 50)

23. STUDIES OF TWO WOMEN. Black chalk, pen and bistre, grey and bistre wash (Cat. No. 32)

24. HEAD OF A BOY. Black chalk, pen and bistre (Gat. No. 95)

25- TWO WOMEN WITH C H I L D R E N .

Pen and bistre with some black chalk (Cat. No. 84)

26. C H I L D P L A Y I N G WITH A D O G .

Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 98)

27- MOSES STRIKING THE ROCK. Pen and bistre with some black chalk (Gat. No. i)

28. CHILDREN WATCHING PUPPETS, Black chalk, pen and bistre (Gat. No. 92)

2g. A YOUNG NEGRO HOLDING A HORSE BY THE BRIDLE.

Pen and bistre (Cat. No. 54)

3O. THE SPHINX AND THE PYRAMIDS. Black chalk, pen and bistre, and grey wash (Cat. No. 124)

31. VIEW OF VENICE. Black chalk, pen and bistre (Gat. No. 118)

32. THE THERMAE OF D I O C L E T I A N . Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 119)

33. THE FOUR E L E M E N T S : EARTH. Pen and bistre (Gat. No. 135)

34. H A R B O U R SCENE. Pen and bistre over black chalk (Gat. No. 137)

35. A FAUN. Pen and bistre with some black chalk (Gat. No. 105)

36. LANDSCAPE WITH FARM BUILDINGS AND ANIMALS. Black chalk, pen and bistre with grey wash (Gat. No. 125)
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Abraham, Journey of, 138
Adam naming the Animals, 234
Adoration of the Kings, 69, 178-9
Adoration of the Shepherds, 21, 101-2,
139, 154-5, 174-7, 221, 254
Angel appearing to a Hermit, 242
Angel appearing to St Joseph, 238
Angel appearing to the Shepherds, 68,
172-3
Animals going into the Ark, 137, 162, 220
Animals leaving the Ark, 59
Assumption, 23, 157-9

Noah and his Family preparing to enter Rivergod and Nymph before a bust of
the Ark, 144
Pan, 260
Noah leading the Animals into the Ark,
137, 162
Sacred and Profane Love, 104
Noah, Sacrifice of, 163, 235, 245
Sacrifice, Ancient, 106
Sacrifice before a Herm, 107
Pharaoh ordering destruction of the Jewish Sacrifice before an Altar, 259
Children, 62
Sacrifice before the Statue of a God, 161
Prodigal Son, 207
Satyrs, 52-7, 75, 109, 261
Silenus, 48-51
Rest on the Flight, 130

Elijah and the Widow, 236
Entombment, 34

Three Days' Pestilence, 129
Tobias and the Angel, 149

Flight into Egypt, 70-1, 103
Franciscans in prayer, 204

Virgin adored by St Francis and St
Anthony of Padua, 194
Heads, 17, 58, 217, 264
Virgin and Child, 170, 171
Hunter's Family, 210
Virgin and Child with St Joseph asleep,
255
Landscapes, 10-5, 30, 122
Virgin, St Joseph and Bishops interceding
with Christ, 193
Man addressing an Oriental with a Horse,
45
Worship of the Golden Calf, 64

A L L E G O R I C A L SUBJECTS
St Anthony of Padua, 194, 201-3
St Augustine, The Mystery of the Trinity Allegory in Honour of the Regent of
revealed to, 205
Mantua, 132, 141, 223
Christ appearing to St Mary Magdalene, St Bartholomew, 180
Allegory of Abundance, 142
257
St Francis, 194-200, 204, 258
Christ in the House of Simon, 208
St Jerome, 42
Omnia Vanitas, 134
Christ on the Cross, 160, 190-2
St John the Baptist preaching, 67
Christ with an Angel bearing the Cross, St Joseph, 193, 238, 255
'Temporalis Eternitas', 215
140
St Mary of Egypt, 35
Crossing of the Red Sea, 63, 123
St Peter baptizing the Centurion, 22
M I S C E L L A N E O U S SUBJECTS
St Stephen, Martyrdom of, 240-1
David with the Head of Goliath, 7, 250
Supper at Emmaus, 156
Camels and Sheep, 1

God the Father, 18
God the Father appearing to Jacob, 61
Hagar and Ishmael, 19, 31
Holy family with St John, 20
Isaac and Rebecca, 164
Israelites drinking in the Wilderness, 3,
100
Israelites in the Wilderness, 66, 125, 145-7,
167-8, 248-9

CLASSICAL SUBJECTS
Eneas and Anchises, 47

Bacchanal, 263
Jacob, Journey of, 60, 94-6, 148, 165
Bacchanal with Lion, 135
Joseph interpreting Dreams of the Butler
and Baker, 246
Circe, 133, 224
Cyrus, The finding of, 183
Laban seeking his Idols, 97, 206
Lazarus, Raising of, 209, 222, 239, 256
Diogenes seeking a Man, 45, 143
Magdalene, 40, 257
Hercules, The Choice of, 182
Manoah, Sacrifice of, 169
Herm under Trees, 9
Moses burying the Egyptian, 2
Moses coming down from Mount Sinai, 65 Latona and the Peasants, 181
Moses, Exposition of, 98-9, 166, 247
Pan and Syrinx, 8, 105
Moses receiving the Law, 128
Pan, Dance in honour of, 73-4
Moses striking the Rock, 124
Pan, Sacrifice to, 72
Nativity, 6, 32-3, 153, 189, 213-4, 251-3 Pierian Spring, Origin of, 243
Pyrrhus, The Saving of the Infant, 76
Nativity with God the Father, 131, 237

Figures before an Altar, 150-1, 226, 244
Figures drinking before a Classical Urn, 25
Figures in Terror or Grief, 36-7

Negro holding Hounds and a Horse, 136
Old Woman holding a Bowl, 41
Oriental Figures before a Herm, 5
Pastoral Scenes, 4, 10-6, 27-9, 44, 77-93,
110-21, 127, 152, 184-8, 211-12, 225,

227-33, 262

Plague Scene, 38
Putti, 26
Studies of the Nude, 218-19
Three Men, one reading, 46
Women and Children praying before a
Tomb, 24, 108
Young Woman seated in Contemplation,
43
Youth carrying an old Man, 47
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